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Summary

This thesis makes a contribution to the development of systematic design methodologies for
nonlinear control systems. During the last decade important progress has been made in the
development of such systematic design methodologies for nonlinear control systems. This
contribution exists of the implementation of some recently developed analytical analysis and
design strategies in a symbolic computation environment. A specific choice for the symbolic
computation system MAPLE has been made.

For highly nonlinear systems, linear controllers -obtained from a nonlinear system linearized in
a working point- will often not be adequate. Controller design strategies based directly on the
nonlinear system model, can be expected to provide significantly improved performance. Some
of the most promising controller techniques are based on the exact linearization theory. Besides
this theory, some more design problems can be formulated, like stabilization, tracking and
disturbance attenuation. Regarding to these control objectives, the notion of the zero dynamics
is a very important property of nonlinear (control) systems.
In the literature several methods are proposed for the exact (analytical) solutions of these
analysis and design problems. An overview of the methods is presented in the book Nonlinear
Control Systems, an Introduction ([i]).The theories in this book form the basis of this thesis.
For small scale test problems these methods require already a fair amount of computation. For
industrial scale problems these methods can only be applied when the computations are assisted
by Symbolic Computation (SC) programs.
In this thesis an overview of theoretical results concerning the analysis of nonlinear control
systems is presented. This thesis is restricted to an extensive and consistent treatment of the
zero dynamics and the exact linearization theories. The relative degree, the normal form, the
zero dynamics, and exact linearization are treated extensively. The emphasis is on the acquisition of algorithms to compute essential information for the analysis. Further, the symbolic
computation system MAPLE is discussed and the implementation of the algorithms in MAPLE
procedures is treated. Also examples, descriptions, flowcharts and listings of all procedures are
included as a kind of manual.

In this thesis several procedures are developed, which offer powerful computational tools. The
procedures together, form a consistent analysis of exact linearization and zero dynamics. The
results established so far with these procedures, seem to be very promising, though their value
should be proved in practice, when elaborate tests with realistic systems are performed.
Following from the successful implementation of the abstract algorithms in the Symbolic
system MAPLE, this program seems to be a suitable environment for the symbolic application
and development of analytic control strategies. Moreover, symbolic computation is found to be
a powerful research tool, which importance for science and educational purposes is stressed.
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Notation and Terminology

1. State space description
Throughout this thesis a multivariable nonlinear control system with m inputs u,, ... u, and p
outputs y,, ... ,y, is considered. In state space form this system is given by the following set of
equations:
?

m

x

= fix)

+

gi(x)ui
i=1

Where the mappings g , ... , g , and the functions h, ... , h, are smooth in
their arguments, i.e. that all entries are real-valued functions of xl,
,x, with
continuous partial derivatives of any order.

...

However, when convenient, these equations will be written in a more condensed form:
x = fix) + &)u
Y = h(x)
Having set:

Where g(x) and h(x) are respectively the n x m input matrix and the p-dimensional output vector.
SISO systems fit easily in this general description. It is the case where m=l and p = l . Also
linear systems are included in which case f(x) and h(x) are linear (vector) functions of x, and gi
are (vector) functions of real numbers.

As a state space for this model, a subspace U of R" is considered rather than W itself. This
limitation may correspond either to a constraint established by the equations themselves (when
not all solutions or trajectories are allowed) or to a constraint imposed by the input (in order to
avoid some kind of singularities at some points in the state space). Of course in many cases it
is allowed to set U = W.
The mappings g , ... , g,,, assign to each point x of U a vector of Rn9namely f(x), g,(x), ... ,
gm(x). For this reason they are referred to as smooth vector fields defined on U. In many
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instances it is convenient to define also smooth covector fields defined on a subset U of B1". It
is quite natural to identify such covector fields as row vectors of smooth functions of x.

2. Differential operations
In this thesis several types of differential operations involving vector fidds are used. These
operaiions axe fiequenily used in the analysis of nonlinear comîrol sysîems and are described by:

-

The differential or gradient of a real-valued function h (defined on an open subset U of
W) is a covector field denoted dA and defiied like:
r

1

-

The Jacobian of a vector field f i s a matrix defined as:

-

The directional derivative of h along f o r Lie derivative, often written as: L, h(x). It
involves a real-valued function h and a vector field f, both defined on an open subset
U of W.From these a new smooth real-valued function is defined, whose value at
each x of U is equal to the inner product:

repeated use of this operation is defined by the following recursion:

If y denotes a s x 1 vector of real-valued functions, then also the directional derivative
along a vector field f i s a s x 1 vector of real-valued functions:

For the sake of notational compactness, sometimes the following notation will be used.
Let y be a s x 1 vector of smooth functions and {gl, ... ,gm} a set of vector fields.
Now let Lgy denote the s x m matrix
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The Lie product or Lie bracket o f f and g , this type of differential operation involves
two vector fields f and g , both defined on an open subset U of F.From these a new
smooth vector field is constructed, noted Eg], whose value at each x of U is defined
by:

Note that

denote the n x n Jacobian matrices of the mappings f and g.
Repeated use of this operation on a vector field g together with the same vector field f
is possible. In order to avoid a monstrous notation like cf,lf,....,Kg]]] a recursive
operation is defined:

3. Change of coordinates in the state space

A nonlinear change of coordinates can be described in the fórm:

If

(i)

@(x) is invertible, i.e. there exists a function @'"(z) such that
@--'(@(x)) = x

(ii)

v x E a"

@(x) and @."(z) are both smooth mappings, i.e. have continuous partial derivatives of
any order,

then a transformation of this type is called a global diffeomorphism on W.However, in most
cases these properties are defined and checked only in the neighbourhood of a given point. A
transformation of this type is then called a local diffeomorphism.
It is very easy to test whether a smooth function @(x), defined on some subset U of Rn is a
local diffeomorphism or not: If the jacobian matrix of @ is nonsingular at a point x = xo, then
@(x) is a local diffeomorphism, defined on a suitable open subset U" of U,containing xo.

The effect of a change of coordinates on the description of a nonlinear system is analyzed in
the following way:
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g(x(t))u(t)]

4. Distributions
Suppose a number d of n dimensional smooth vector fields fl, ... ,fd are given, all defined on
the same open set U.At all points x in U,the vectors f,(x), ... , fAx) span a vector space (a
subspace of Fk”). This vector space can be denoted by
= span{f,(x),

*-*

7

fd(X)}

(NW

In doing this, a vector space is assigned to each point x of the set U. Moreover, because the
vector fields are smooth, also the assignment can be regarded as a smooth one. The assignment
of the subspace spanned by the values at x of some smooth vector fields defined on U,is called
a smooth distribution. For the assignment as a whole, the distribution is denoted

A = span{&,

..*,fd}

W9)

where (Nl8) denotes the value of the distribution at a point x.

We say that a distribution Al contains a distribution A, , and is written Al 3 A,, if Al&) 3 A,@)
for all x. Also, a vector field f belongs to a distribution A, and is written f E A, if f(x) E A(x)
for all x.
In the subsequent analysis the notion of smooth distribution is of fundamental importance.
Moreover, a lot of important concepts associated with the notion of distribution can be
formulated, mostly being a extension from elementary concepts concerning vector spaces. The
following ones will be frequently used in the next chapters.

dimension
The dimension of a distribution at a point x is the dimension of the subspace A@).

singularity and regular points
A distribution A, defined on the open set U is nonsingular if there exists an integer d such that
dim(A(x)) = d
Vx EU
WO)
A point xo in U is called a regular point of the distribution A if A is nonsingular on a neighbourhood @ of xo in U.
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If xo is a regular point of the smooth distribution A and dim(A(xO))= d then ([l](lemma
1.3.2)) there exist a set of d smooth vector fields
... , f d } defined on U and a
neighbourhood @ of xo with the properties:

u,,

(i)
(ii)

the vectors f,(x), ... ,fd(x) are linearly independent,
= sPanul(4,
> fk.)),
1..

at each x in @

involutivity
A distribution A is said to be involutive, if the Lie bracket [tl,t2]
of any pair of vector fields
tl and t2belonging to A is a vector field which belongs to A, i.e. if
t l E A, t 2 E A
[tl,t2]
EA
(N21)
Sometimes, starting from a distribution A which is not involutive it is useful to construct an
appropriate involutive distribution. The smallest involutive distribution containing A is called the
involutive closure of A and is denoted by inv(A). Note that every 1-dimensional distribution is
involutive because [tl,tl]=O E A.

codktributions
Completely analogous to the equivalence between vector fields and covector fields, it is also
convenient to consider codistributions. A smooth codistribution is defined as the assignment of
the subspace spanned by the values at x of some smooth covector fields defined on U. Suppose
d n dimensional smooth covector fields w,,... , wd are given, all defined on the same open set
U.For these covectors, a codistribution is denoted
Q = span{w,, ... , wd}

anniltilator
An important concept in the relation between distribution and codistribution is that of the

annihilator. The annihilator of a distribution A is the set of all covectors which annihilate all
vectors in A&). So the annihilator of a distribution is a codistribution. The annihilator of a
distribution A is noted A'. Analogous, the annihilator of a codistribution is a distribution,
spanned by the set of all vectors which annihilate all covectors of Q. The annihilator of R is
denoted Q'. The sum of the dimensions of A and A' (and also Q and Q') is exactly equal to n,
the dimension of the state space.

interpretation of a matrix as a distribution V.V.
It is possible to interpret a matrix F with n rows, which entries are smooth functions of x as
follows:
- the columns of F can be considered as smooth n-dimensional vector fields,
the matrix can be regarded as a smooth distribution, spanned by its columns,
- the value of this distribution at each point x is equal to the image of the matrix F(x) at
this point
A(x) = Iiti(F(x))

-

the dimension of this distribution at a point xo is equal to the rank of F(xo),
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the annihilator of the distribution A is a codistribution spanned by a set of row vectors
w satisfying
wF(x) = o
W4)

So the annihilator A' is the kernel of the transposed matrix F(x):

A' = kernel{F(x)*}

(NZ)

Naturaiiy, considering a matrix -W(x,) with n coiumns whose entries are smooth fpineiions s f x
- the rows of W can be regarded as smooth n-dimensional covector fields,
- the matrix can be considered as a smooth codistribution, spanned by its rows.
etc.

complete integrability
A nonsingular d dimensional distribution A, defined on U, is said to be completely integrable if,
for each point d
' of U,there exist n-d real-valued functions A, defied on a neighbourhood
of xo, such that:
span{&,,
,
= A'
on U o
W26)
a..

The Frobenius theorem says that a nonsingular distribution is completely integrable if and only
if it is involutive.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

Analysis and Design
Analysis for nonlinear systems means mostly simulation, i.e. numerically solving the nonlinear
differential equations describing the system. Design of control systems is often done for the
linearized system. The linearized model can be obtained in a variety of ways, including
Jacobian linearization via Taylor series expansion of a nonlinear model at a nominal working
point. Standard methods for analysis and design of control systems are based on linear algebra
packages like IAPACK, or interactive programs like MATIAB and MATRIX-X. So, although most
systems are inherently nonlinear, the vast majority of controller design techniques for control
are based on linear system models. These linear control strategies, such as LQG and adaptive
control usually provide adequate performance if the system is sufficiently linear in the region of
the working point However, if the system is essential nonlinear or deviates significantly from
the working point at which the nonlinear model was linearized, this strategy may not be
adequate: To ensure stability for a wider range of operating conditions, linear controllers must
be significantly detuned and the performance is often severely degraded. In cases a high
performance -e.g. fast and accurate robot control, critical process control etc.- is required, linear
controllers -obtained from a nonlinear system linearized in a working point- will not be
adequate.

Exact Linearization
For highly nonlinear systems, controller design strategies based directly on nonlinear system
models can be expected to provide significantly improved performance. During the last decade
important progress has been made in the development of such systematic design methodologies
for nonlinear control systems. An overall view is presented by Isidori in his book Nonlinear
Control Systems, an introduction ([i]).The theories in this book form the basis of this thesis.
Some of the most promising controller techniques are based on exact linearization theory.
Unlike Jacobian linearization, which linearizes the system only at the nominal working point,
these methods employ nonlinear transformations and feedbacks that provide exact linearization
of the model in the neighbourhood of the nominal working point. The nonlinear model can be
linearized -under some rather strict conditions- in either an input-state or in an input-output
point of view. Once a linear model is available, linear controller design techniques can be
employed in order to satisfy additional control objectives.
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Asymptotic Stabilization and other design problems
Besides the exact linearization theory, some more design problems for nonlinear control systems
can be formulated. Asymptotic stabilization via smooth feedback is one of the most interesting.
In fact, feedback stabilization is Important as a preliminary step in achieving results for
remaining control problems as (asymptotic) tracking and disturbance attenuation. A very
important property of nonlinear (control) systems regarding to these design problems, is the
notion of the zero dynamics. The concept of zero dynamics is ought to be the nonlinear analog
of the I I O ~ ~of
Q ~(trammlssion) zeros of a transfer Nncnon (matrixj of a iinear sysîem. From
this analogy several important results regarding stability of nonlinear control systems can be
derived. In the next section such a result will be presented, but for the sake of good order, first
the zero dynamics are discussed.

Zero Dynamics
The concept of zero dynamics can be approached in two different manners, both satisfying the
analogy with the (transmission) zeros of a corresponding linear system. First, the zero dynamics
can be regarded as the internal dynamics imposed on the system when the constraint that the
output is identically zero is enforced by an appropriate choice of input and initial state
conditions. Indeed, the original definition and terminology of the zero dynamics was that, in the
case of an invertiile square minimal linear system, these dynamics identify a unique linear
autonomous dynamical system whose natural frequencies are exactly the transmission zeros of
the system transfer function matrix. The other way to approach the notion of zero dynamics is
to suppose a nonlinear system rendered maximally unobservable via feedback. Here, the zero
dynamics can be considered as the internal dynamics of the unobservable component of the
closed-loop system. In fact these dynamics are the nonlinear analog of the "numerator
dynamics" of a linear system. Again, in case of a (minimal and invertible) linear system, the
corresponding natural frequencies are the transmission zeros of the system.
The two approaches to the important concept of zero dynamics summarized above, are not
equivalent for any nonlinear system. There are, however, two noticeable cases in which this
equivalence occurs ([2]): The case of an arbitrary linear system (regarding to the definition) and
also the case of those nonlinear systems for which a relative degree can be denned. The class
of systems for which a relative degree can be denned is exactly equal to the class of systems
which can be rendered noninteractive by means of a regular static state feedback
([l]prop.4.3.2). From this follows that also the notion of the relative degree will be an
important property of nonlinear systems in the present analysis.
Referring to the important results regarding stability of nonlinear systems, which can be derived
from the zero dynamics, it is stressed that the existence of an output map whose corresponding
zero dynamics is asymptotically stable, is a sufficient and necessary condition for the existence
of smooth locally stabilizing state feedback laws ([1],[2]). This can intuitively be understood
when the zero dynamics are regarded as the unobservable component of the system. If this
unobservable part is not stable, stabilizing feedbacks cannot affect the instabilities at all and
will not exist. In fact a "time-bomb" is present in the system.

Symbolic ComDutation
In the literature several methods are proposed for the exact (analytical) solutions of analysis and
design problems formulated in the previous ([I]). For small scale test problem these methods
require already a fair amount of computation. For industrial scale problems these methods can
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only be applied when the computations are assisted by Symbolic Computation (SC) programs.
This is of particular (scientific) interest because numerical solutions often gives only an
approximation of the properties of the system (along a trajectory or in a working point).
At the moment, there is little (industrial) experience with these new controller design strategies
due to this computational problems and the fact that they were just recently developed.
However, results established sofar in mechanical ([1],[2],[7&[8]) and process control ([3]),
seems to be promising, though many problems are yet to be solved. More research is required,
in which more realistic modeh siioaid be used and expeíiîneïìtd slribles shwdd Se wadücteí!. I:
is expected that the introduction of symbolic computation will be of great consequence to this
future research.

Goals of this thesis
This thesis makes a contribution to the development of systematic design methodologies for
nonlinear control systems. This contribution exists of the implementation of some recently
developed analytical analysis and design strategies in a symbolic computation environment.

in doing this, some specific choices have been made. First, the symbolic computation system
MAPLE is used throughout this research. Second, this thesis is restricted to an extensive and
consistent treatment of the zero dynamics and the exact linearization theories. This means in
particular that stabilization and connected control objectives like tracking and attenuation will
not be discussed. However, some general properties of nonlinear systems -necessary in the
analyses in this thesis- like the relative degree, the "normal form", certain transformations and
several computational tools, will be useful in a broader context of analysis.
According to these choices, also the goal of this thesis is twofold:

-

-

To investigate the possibilities of a modern symbolic computation program
like MAPLE for research and educational purposes, and, more specific, to
investigate the application of this program to the development and design of
(nonlinear) control systems.

To offer computational tools which provide possibilities for analysis and
design of nonlinear control systems and will be useful in further research to
employment and development of these nonlinear control strategies.

Link with other research
Only for a few years, general purpose Symbolic Computation systems are powerful enough to
be able to implement complex analytic algorithms. Application of symbolic computation in
development of (nonlinear) control systems, was and is often restricted to ad-hoc solutions of
problems obtained with the aid of symbolic computation.

To my knowledge, only few research is addressed in order to develop general packages for
analysis and design of arbitrary nonlinear systems. Birk and Zeik ([lo]), are developing a
package with extensive possibilities in the Macsyma environment. Akhrif and Blankenship
([li]),
are known to be engaged in application of symbolic computation in nonlinear control
systems.
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View of contents
In a previous part of this thesis, a survey of notation and terminology that will be used in the
other chapters is presented. These notes include state space description, differential operators,
coordinate transformations and distributions in differential geometry. In Chapter 2 the symbolic
computation program MAPLE is discussed. Further, in Chapter 3 theoretical results concerning
analysis and design strategies of nonlinear control systems are presented. The relative degree,
normal form, zero dynamics, the input-state, and input-output variant of exact linearization are
discussed. -whenever convenient, formuias and algorithms which are usehi in symboiic
computation are treated. In Chapter 4 the implementations and the use of MAPLE are
discussed. In this chapter a view of the written procedures, relations between theory and
implementations and several problems in implementing and using MAPLE for this kind of
analyses is discussed. Finally in Chapter 5 conclusions and recommendations for further
research are presented.
In four appendices information is collected concerning the software which belongs to this thesis.
These software are MAPLE procedures in which analysis and design strategies, discussed in
Chapter 3, are implemented. In fact, these procedures are the final results of this thesis. The
procedures are collected in two packages: the zerodyn package, which contains important
analysis and design tools and the tools package, in which a number of useful computational
tools, used frequently by the procedures in zerodyn, are stored. In Appendix A, a description of
purpose, calling sequence and results of all procedures is summarized. This description should
contain enough information to use the procedures. In Appendix B some worked examples are
presented. Some of these examples support the use of the procedures, where others give some
insight in the theoretical algorithms presented in the Chapters 3 and 4. In Appendix C
flowcharts of some important procedures are collected. These flowcharts do not form elaborate
specifications of the procedures by themselves, they are rather supporting a better understanding
in the structure of the procedures. Finally, in Appendix D, the integral Zistings of all procedures
are presented.

5

Chapter 2 MAPLE

MAPLE is a system for symbolic mathematical computation. It has been developed since 1981
by the Symbolic Computation Group at the University of Waterloo, Canada. Recently also
groups in Zurich (ETH) and Paris are active for the development of MAPLE. At the moment
version V (1991) is available for several processor systems, among which UNIX workstations
and the PC.
There exist a few other Symbolic Computation packages. Already in the early sixties the first
computer programs which could systematically deal with unassigned variables in general
purpose mathematical problems like solving equations and differentiation were developed.
These programs, Reduce and Macsyma are worth mentioning, where not only expensive and
computational demanding but especially the possibilities where rather limited. These programs
are still available and as good as possible modified to present demands but new developments
in mathematics and computer hardware have given ground to a new generation of Symbolic
Computation systems. At the moment two general purpose systems are market leaders, the one
is MAPLE, and the other one is MATHEMATICA, which is indissoluble joined with the name
of designer Stephen Wolfram. These two programs offer roughly the same possibilities (and
constraints!) and differ only in details like syntaxis and internal structure. In general MAPLE is
hold to be significantly faster in symbolic computation, having slightly more possibilities and
support of mathematical routines and having neater semantics, while MATHEMATICA has
much better graphical support on screen and plotter (PostScript, animations etc.) and is famous
for it's documentation. Both packages are still improved and expanded. Each new release is
much stronger than the previous version and less different from the "competitor".
At the moment the possibilities and the power of symbolic computation systems arrived at a
level where several scientists show serious interests in the use of such programs for their
research. Also this thesis is an investigation for using symbolic computation in analysis and
design of control systems.
In my research leading to this thesis I worked with MAPLE on a SUN-Sparc workstation. For
this reason I will restrict the further discussion to MAPLE. In the remainder of this chapter
some elementary information on MAPLE is presented.
The internal structure of MAPLE is rather simple. The program itself consists of a relative
small kernel which contains all standard mathematical operations like fractions, polynomials,
factorizations, (exact) solutions of (differential) equations, differentiation, integration, limits,
series, manipulation of expressions etc.. Besides this kernel MAPLE has a large library of
standard mathematical and manipulation functions (Legendre, Bessel) which are only loaded
when they are explicitly needed. This is why MAPLE is relatively fast. However, the strength
of MAPLE are the several packages that are supplied. These packages contain a lot of functions
and procedures, written in the MAPLE programming language, that support fields of special
interest like Statistics, Simplex Linear Programming, Gröbner bases etc. Two of these packages
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are especially worth mentioning. In the first place the Linear Algebra package which contains
about 100 procedures Concerning linear algebra that permit us to manipulate matrices and
vectors and to determine among other things the rank, determinant, inverse, eigenvalues, and
several decompositions. The functions of the Linear Aigebra package are frequently used in the
implementations developed in this thesis. In the second place the Student package attracts
attention. This package is specially developed for calculus courses at university. It provides
functions and procedures for a step by step analysis of differentiation, integration and series
etc.. This package forms a solid basis for future calculus education that will be completely
changed when strong Symboiic Compuiaiion systems iike W L Z wiii become c o m o m
property among students. The special functions in the Student Package are not used in the
procedures of this thesis.
In essence, MAPLE is an interactive program which is designed for advanced calculus and
algebra. But as mentioned in the previous, MAPLE provides possibilities for programming. For
this purpose an internal programming language is available. This language allows us to write
our own functions and procedures, wherein all MAPLE commands can be used. The MAPLE
programming language is a full higher programming language. Ail conventional programming
structures, iike repetitions, conditional executions and data structures are available.
The user defined procedures can be stored in files with .m as extension. Therefore they are
referred to as M-files. All the procedures concerning the analysis of nonlinear control systems
defined in this thesis are written in the MAPLE language.
Finally, MAPLE can also be used for numerical calculations, i.e. floating point computations,
with infinite accuracy thanks to the internal structure of computations and for (2D,3D) plotting
of functions.
More information on the use and properties of MAPLE can be found in [4], [5l and 161.
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Chapter 3 Nonlinear Control Systems

Introduction
In this chapter some theoretical results concerning the analysis of nonlinear control systems are
presented. First, a state space description of the nonlinear system that is considered throughout
this chapter is presented. Afterwards, in subsequent sections, the following notions will be
treated: the relative degree, the normal form, the zero dynamics, exact linearization of the
input-state equations, and finally exact linearization of the input-output behaviour of nonlinear
systems.
Of these notions a definition or a description is given, further information on the meaning and
possibilities for employment of these notions for analysis of nonlinear systems is discussed, and
if convenient algorithms are presented to compute essential information for the analysis or
design of nonlinear control systems.
The emphasis lies on a special class of systems, namely systems having a relative degree.
However, for some fields of interest, i.e., the zero dynamics and the exact linearization of
input-output response, an extension to a broader class of systems is provided.
The theories discussed in this chapter will be used frequently in the following chapter, in which
will be described how most of the presented analysis is implemented in the symbolic computation system MAPLE. Often a reference is made to literature for further information and proofs
of propositions, in order to obtain a clear presentation.
The multivariable nonlinear system that is considered throughout this chapter is equal to the one
in Notation and Terminology
m

= fTx)

Yi

=

O@

+

CgL4.i
i=l

tl îsizáp

However, the analysis in this chapter and the implementation in .,e software that is developed
in this thesis, is mostly restricted to systems having the same number of input and output channels, in which case m = p .
For some basic analysis, like the relative degree, transformation to the normal form and the
zero dynamics, it is possible to achieve the same results for systems having a different number
of inputs and outputs, with the constraint that the number of inputs should be larger than or
equal to the number of outputs (m 2 p). Occasionally, at the appropriate places, remarks are
provided to specify how results can be adapted in order to include these systems.
It should be clear that SISO systems fit easily in ml), it is the case where m = p = 1.

Nonlìnear Control Systems
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I The relative degree
An important property of a system is the notioii of the relative degree. A SISO system is said
to have a relative degree r at a point xo of the state space if

An important feature of the reiative degree is that r is exactiy the number of times ihai h e
output y(t) should be differentiated at a n arbitrary moment t = to in order to have the value of
the input .(to) explicitly appearing. Therefore, the relative degree of a (SISO) linear system is
exactly equal to the difference between the degree of the denominator polynomial and the
degree of the numerator polynomial of the corresponding transfer function.
There may be points in the state space, where the relative degree cannot be defined. This occurs
when the first function of the sequence

which is not identically zero for all x in the neighbourhood of xo, is exactly zero at the point x
= xo. The relative degree can also not be defined when
LgL:/i(x) = O

V x near x o

Vk >O

In this case the output is not depending on the input at all, but only on the initial state.
This definition can be generalized for MIMO systems. A MIMO system has a vector relative
degree {rli ... ,rm} at a point xo of the state space if
V x near x o

V kcri-l

(i)

LgL/'li,(x) = O

(ii)

the m x nz matrix A is nonsingular at x =
LgL;'-l/lI(x)

A

=LgL;I-1/12(n)
~i

gL;.-l/zm(x)

a.

KO

LgL;l-lhl(x)

i

LgL=lh*(x)
i

**.

LgL;.-lhm(x)

e..

V lsi,jsm

Note that each integer ri is associated with the i-th output hi of the system. When the sum of all
the integers ri is equal to the dimension n of the state space, the system is said to have a full
order relative degree. Here, ri is exactly the number of times that the i-th output y i f ) should be
differentiated at i = io in order to have at least one of the components of the input vector .(to)
explicitly appearing.
In close analogy with the SISO case, also in the MIMO case the vector relative degree cannot
be defined:
- If, for the first value of k (Osksn) for which at least one element of the row

is not identically zero for all x in the neighbourhood of xo and is exactly zero at x = xo
110 other element of this row is not identically zero for all x in the neighbourhood
of xo as well, and NOT exactly zero a t n = xo.
If the matrix A is singular. Forinally, the relative degree of each output channel may be
defined (at least one element of each row in A should be nonzero), but will not be
valid in most of the subsequent analysis.

AND
-
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If for some value 1 s i s m

V x near xo Q k > O

LpL,"h,(x) = O

V lsjsm

then the i-th output of the system is not at all affected by the input and the relative
degree is not well defined.

As indicated in the introduction of this chapter, it is possible to extend the results established so
far to a system having a number of inputs iarger than the mümber of outputs (m e p). Iri ;hi5
case the nonsingularity condition of the matrix A is replaced by the assumption that this matrix
has a rank equal to the number of rows, i.e. rank(A)=p.
The relative degree plays a crucial role in some of the anaIysis in this thesis. In [I], Isidori
treats the class of nonlinear systems having a relative degree {rl, ... ,rm} as a special class of
systems and shows among other things that all systems having a relative degree can be rendered
noninteractive by static state feedback and that a full order relative degree is a necessary
condition for a nonlinear system to be exact feedback linearizable. In the following sections
these, and other, aspects of nonlinear control systems will be discussed. In the remainder of this
chapter, the notions relative degree (SISO) and vector relative degree WIMO) will just be
mentioned as relative degree.

IT The normal form
By means of a change of coordinates in the state space, the system equations can be (locally)
transformed to a "normal form". This normal form is of particular interest because it entails a
very simple structure in the equations describing the system. The normal form is found useful
in understanding how certain control problems can be solved. In the following proposition the
mapping which describes the change of coordinates is presented. This proposition is treated in
[l](prop.4.1.4) and concerns SISO systems. The simple structure of single-input single-output
systems leads to a rather transparent analysis which gives insight in the theory. Later on an
extension to MIMO systems will be made.
Suppose a system has a relative degree r at xo. Then r s n. Now set the Fist r
functions of the mapping CP describing the coordinates transformation:

W)

@a,(X>

=

@2(4

= Lfh(4

.

(393)

@Ax) = L;-lh(x)

If r is strictly less than n, it is always possible to find n-r more functions such that the
mapping

has a jacobian matrix which is nonsingular at xo and therefore qualifies as a local
coordinates transformation in a neighbourhood of xo. The value at xo of these additional
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functions can be chosen arbitrarily. Moreover, it is always possible to choose @*,(x),
... ,a&) in such a way that
L,@LX) =

V x near x o

o

V r+îsisn

This mapping 4, describes the state transformation to the normai form. For easy unáerstanáing
of the special structure of the system equations in the normal form the state space description of
a SISO system in the new coordinates z = @(x) is derived. The calculations leading to this
structure are easy to carry out:
For the first z,

... , zFi new coordinates we obtain equations in the form:

Next, for the special equation in the coordinate zr we obtain:
dz
I= L;h(x(t)) + LgL;-'h(x(t))u(t)
dt

(377)

replacing
x(t) = @--'(z(t))
and setting:

a(z) = L,L;"h(@"(z))

b(z) = L;h(@-yz))
this equation can be written as:

dzr = b(z(t)) + a(z(t))u(t)
-

dt

As far as the other new coordinates are concerned, we cannot expect any special
structure for the corresponding equations, if nothing else has been specified. However,
if the additional mapping functions @*,(x), ... ,aK($
have been chosen in such a way
that they are solutions of the partial differential equation L,@ix)=O ( 3 3 then the nice
properties of these last n-r equations appears:

dzi

- - - 4i(z(t))
dt

V r+lsisn

(3,101

In general it is not easy to solve this partial differential equation, i.e. to construct a set
of n-r functions such that L,@i(x)=O and @ defines a (local) smooth coordinate
transformation. Usually it is much simpler to construct functions @,+,(x), ... ,a&) with
the only property that the jacobian matrix of the mapping @(x) is nonsingular at xo so
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that the mapping defines (at least locally) a smooth coordinate transformation. If this is
the case the same structure for the first r equations is derived, but it is not possible to
obtain a special structure for the last n-r ones (3,lO). Therefore they appear in a form
with the input u explicitly present:
zi = &) + p@)u
tl r + l s i s n
(3,111

In summary, the state space description of the SISO system in the new coordinates wiIi be as
follows
2, = zz
i, = zi

...

z,-, =
z, = b(z) + a(z)u

t+i

=

...

4,+1(Z)

i = 4,(2>
y = h(x) = zi
In a block diagram the special structure of these equations in normal form will become clear.
Set v = b(z) + @)u, then

In order to write the equations in a slightly more condensed manner, now a suitable vector
notation is introduced. As follows from the previous, it makes sense to distinguish between the
coordinates zl, ... ,z, and the other coordinates z,,, ... J,,.We will do that in the following way:

In these coordinates the normal form can be rewritten as:
2, = z2

iz = z3

...

(3714)

z,-i = 2,
2, = b(5,rl)
li = &rl)

+

a(i;,rl)u
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An interesting remark considering the equilibrium point xo is that, if xo is chosen such that
f(xo)=O and h(xo)=Q,then necessarily the first r new coordinates ziare O at xo. The value at xo of
the last n-r new coordinates can be chosen arbitrarily so particularly being O at 2.Therefore,
without loss of generality, one can assume that <=O and q=O at xo. Thus, if xo was an equilibrium point for the system in the original coordinates, its corresponding point (<,q)= (0,O) is an
equilibrium for the system in the new coordinates. From this we deduce

b(<,q) =

a(5,n)

Q

=0

at

( 5 , ~ =) 0,O)

The previous analysis concerned the normal form of SISO systems. Now an extension to
MIMO systems is made. In a bird's-eye view the state transformation to the normal form and
the special structure of the describing equations will be treated. The results turn out to be
straightforward generalisations of the corresponding SISO versions and are summarized in the
following proposition: ([l](prop.5.1.3))

...,

Suppose a system has a relative degree {ru r,,,} at xo. Then'
rl + + r,,, 5 n

...

Set, for 1s i s m
= hix)

ca&)

= L&x)

(3715)

...

@:@)

= L;i-'hl(x)

...

If Y = r, +
+ Y, is strictly less than n, it is always possible to find n-r more
functions such that the mapping @(x), represented by the column
7

@:ix),
*.'

>

'**

7

@~+1(~)7

*.'

7

(3,16)

has a jacobian matrix which is nonsingular at xo and therefore qualifies as a local
coordinates transformation in a neighbourhood of xo. The value at xo of these additional
functions can be chosen arbitrarily. Moreover, if the distribution
= span{g17 7 g.1)
(3717)
is involutive near xo, it is always possible to choose @,.+'(x),
that

t l x near x o

tl r + l s i s n

... ,(a,@)in such a way

tl l s j 5 m

This mapping @(x) describes the state transformation to the normal form. Also in the MIMO
case it makes sense to distinguish between the first r and the last n-r new coordinates.
Consistently with the notation in the SISO case set:

me necessity of the statement r,
matrix A.

+ ... t r,,, s rz is made explicitly clear by Isidori in case of a nonsingular
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In this notation the normal form of the equations describing a nonlinear system with m inputs
and m outputs, having a relative degree {r,, ... , rm}at xo, can be written as:

e; = i;;
e; i;:
=

...

V îsism

q1= i;:,

(3,201

m

= bi(i;,r)

+

Cay(i;,r)

uj

j=l

However, if the distribution spanned by the vector fields gl(x), ... ,g&) is not involutive (which is likely to be the most general case) or if we are not able or willing to
fiid solutions for the set of partial differential equations (3,18), the previous notation
for the coordinates q (3,21) does not hold and the inputs uiappears explicitly in these
equations:
m

In a block diagram, the special structure of the equations (3,20) to (3,23) will become clear. For
the sake of clear notation set
m

vi = bz(5,q) + Cu,&,q) ui V l s i s m
j=l

(Note that this is in fact some kind of static state feedback.)

1

I
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Considering the equilibrium point of the system in normal form we can say: If xo is an
equilibrium of f(x), if hl(xo) = ... = hm(xo)= O, and if QH1(xo)= ... = @),(xo) = O, the normal
form thus found is locally defined in the neighbourhood of the point (c,q) = (0,O). However, it
is not necessary to choose (~o,qo)=(O,O). In that case the normal form is defined around the
working point <co7q4
= (@-l1..~x~,~-lHl..~(x4).
Note that the coefficients a&q) in (3,20) are exactly the entries of the matrix A (3,2) with x
replaced by @."&,nJ. Likewise: the coefficients b,&n) can be considered as entries of the mxl
column b, which will be frequently used in the foIlowing sections:

III The zero dynamics
In this section the concept of zero dynamics will be treated. Already in Chapter 1it is claimed
that this concept plays an important role in analyzing nonlinear systems and designing control
systems. Also is stated that two approaches to this concept can be distinguished. Therefore, the
discussion in this section is presented in two steps: First, the Problem of Zeroing the Output is
considered, i.e. to find all pairs of initial conditions xo and inputs uo(f) consistent with the
constraint that the output function y(t) is identically zero for all times, after which the corresponding internal dynamics of the system -which are called the zero dynamics- are analyzed.
Second, the Zero Dynamics Algorithm is presented. This algorithm constructs a feedback which
renders the closed-loop system maximally unobservable. The internal dynamics of the unobservable component are called the zero dynamics. The latter approach is not restricted to systems
having a relative degree.
The analysis is started with solving the problem of zeroing the output and determine the
corresponding initial states and input:

Ify(t) =O for all t, then
h@(t)) = L,hLx(t)) =

... = L;'-'hi(x(t)) = O

(3925)

V lsism

i.e. c(t) =O for all t. So, when the output of the system is forced to be identically zero,
its state is constrained to evolve in such a way that also c(t) is identically zero.
Imposing the derivative of order ri of y(t) being zero, for all 1 s i
inputs ul(t), ... , uJt) to be solutions of the system of equations

5

rn, constrains the

m

yp)(t) = bl(O,q(f)) + ~ a b ( O , q ( t )u,(t)
)
= O
j=l

V lsisrn
(3726)

or:

b(O,q(t)) + A(OJI(t))u(t) = 0
The matrix A (3,2) is nonsingular at x = xo by definition. Thus the matrix AG@ is
nonsingular at
= (~-11..Xx4,~'1~*I,n(X4)
= (O,q@) and the above equation can be
solved for u(t) if q(t) is close to qo.

co,$)
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From these considerations it is deduced that if the output y(t) has to be zero for all t
then necessarily:
the initial state of the system must be set to a value such that
= O, whereas
qo can be chosen arbitrarily.
the inputs u(t) must be set, according to the value of qo,to
(327)
44 = -€4(07r(t>)l-1
w q (9)

co

with y í t , the solution of the differential

G(')

= q0('7q('))

(3,28)

where qo is defied as

-

and initial condition q(0) = qo
for each set of initial data <=O and q=qothe input thus defined is the unique
input capable to keep the output identically zero for all times.

The dynamics (3,28) correspond to the dynamics desaibing

the "internal" behaviour of fie
system when input and initial conditions have been chosen in such a way that the output
remains identically zero. These dynamics are called the zero dynamics of the system. Now the
relevance of the equations in normal form in relation with the zero dynamics has become clear.
It has been show that the zero dynamics are completely described by the noma1 form equations
(3,21) and (3,23) in the coordinates q.

Indeed all properties of the zero dynamics so far were covered using the normal form because
of the remarkable insight and computational ease that this notation offers. Though, it is
possible to arrive at similar results starting from system equations in different forms. We have
already seen that one still can identify the zero dynamics in the case where one has not been
able to find exactly the normal form because of difficulties in constructing the additional
functions of the mapping @ with the property that LE@&) = O (3,18). A complicated extra term
arises, but the structure of the equations turns out to be the same. The problem of zeroing the
output can also be analyzed directly on the original form of the equations but in general the
expression for the zero dynamics may become more complicated.

A stnictural constraint in the theory covered so far, is that only systems for which a relative
degree can be defined can be treated. However, also in view of a broader class of systems systems which have a relative degree are fully incorporated- it is possible to consider the
problem of setting the output to zero by means of a proper choice of initial state and input. For
this new class of systems, the assumption of a relative degree is replaced by some milder
conditions, namely the constancy of the dimensions of certain distributions and/or the rank of
certain mappings. Note that this is a completely different way of analyzing systems and depends
on a mathematical background regarding differential geometry. In the last two chapters of [i],
Isidori pays a lot of attention to several analysis and design methodologies concerning nonlinear
(control) systems belonging to this broader class of systems. These extensions seem to be
another step in developing general methodologies for design of nonlinear control systems. In
this thesis just a fair attempt is made to treat the zero dynamics. However, this is not done by
means of a theoretical, mathematical presentation, but rather by discussing the so called Zero
Dynamics Algorithm.
The Zero Dynamics Algorithm is an iterative procedure, presented in [i] by Isidori, which
constructs a locally maximal output zeroing submanifold. An output zeroing submanifold M is a
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submanifold of the state space with the property that, for some choice of the feedback control
u($, the trajectories of the closed loop system which start in M will stay in M for all times (at
least in a neighbourhood of t=O) and the corresponding output is identically zero. A submanifold is called locally maximal if for some neighbourhood U" of xo any other submanifold M'
satisfies M fl U" 3 M' 17 V'. A physical interpretation of this algorithm is that a feedback is
designed which renders the closed-loop system maximally unobservable. The internal dynamics
of the unobservable part are considered to be the zero dynamics.

Zero Dynamics Algorithm
Consider the general nonlinear system (Nl, N2) and a working point xo in the state space.
Suppose f(xo) = Mxo) = O This means that if x(0)=xo and u(t)=O for all t > O then also the
output y(t)=O for all times.

.

step O:
The locally maximal submanifold M is initialized as Mo, the set of points where the mapping
h(x) is zero.
(3730)
Mo = {h(x) = o}
Suppse the rank so of the differential dh of h is constaat in a neighbourhood U,of P.The first
so functions of h(x) which correspond to the first so independent rows of dh are selected in the
matrix Hoby multiplication with a permutation matrix S,. Without loss of generality this can be
denoted by

H,(x) = s0h(x)

with S, = [I O]

Let Mi denotes the connected component of Mo and U,through xo:

M; = M,

n U, = p E U, : H , ( ~ )= O}

(3931)

M,, the f i i t stage in restriction of the output zeroing submanifold can now be computed as the
set of all x E @ such that the equation
(3932)
LFo(x) + LgH,(x)u = o
is solvable in u. This can be elaborated as follows. Suppose the matrix LBi,(x) has a constant
rank ro for all x E A4; Then define a (so-ro)xso
matrix R, whose rows annihilate the columns of
L,Ho(x). In particular

R,(4LgHo(4 = 0
The equation (3,32) can now be solved in u if and only if x is such that
R,(x)LpO(x) = 0
Setting
@o@

(3933)

= Ro(xPFo(4

the algorithm can be continued.

step 1:

U,of xo7express the set
M; = M, n U, = {X E U, : H,(x) = o and @,(x)

For some neighbourhood

=O

}

(3734)

as a smooth manifold. If the smooth mapping col(Ho(x), a0(x)) has a constant rank, say so + s,,
near xo then in this first step the mappings Hl@) and al@) will be constructed and the
algorithm may be continued with the second step, etc.
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In a general notation we can denote for each step k rl:
At step k the iteration is started with the mappings IT,-,($ and @,-,(x), where HJx) is such that
the rank of its differential is exactly equal to the number so+...+sk-, of its rows and @,-,(x) =
R k - , ( X p p k - l ( x ) is such that Rk-1 (.)LPk-i(x)
= 0.
Set, for some neighbourhood U,of xo,

M,' = M,

n Uk =

{X

E Uk : H,-,(x) = O and

@k-l(~)

=O

}

(3,351

as a smooth manifold. Suppose the mapping c~l(H,~(x),
has a constant rank (so+ ...+SJ
near x'. Let s,-,denote the permutation matrix which selects the fist s, functions of ip,,jxj
which correspond to the f i s t s, independent rows of the differential of @,,(x), and set

Hk(4 = q H , - , ( x )

2

Sk-,@,-l(~))

In order to restrict the output zeroing submanifold in the present step, one has to look at the
equation
(3937)
LFl,x) + LgH,(x)u = o
Suppose the matrix Lp,(x) has 2 constant rank rk for all x E M; Then define a (so+...+s,--r,) x
...+s& matrix R, whose rows annihilate the columns of L&(x). In particular it is possible to
choose submatrices P and Q in

(so+

Such that
Rk(x>LgHk(X)

=

o

By setting the new mapping Qk(x) as (Note that @, has (sk-rk+rkSl)
rows.)
@a,(x)

=

p(x)LfHk(x)

+

Q(xppk-,@k-l(X)

(3938)

the construction of the output zeroing submanifold may be continued with the next step k + l .
The algorithm is terminated if, for some value of k, the matrix
gets full rank m. At this
stage no mapping @&) can be created any more and the submanifold
(3,391
Mk = {H,(x)= O}

LP&)

is the locally maximal output zeroing submanifold. From this, the zero dynamics are constructed in the following way. First, the "output zeroing inputs" u are solved from the equation
(LFk(X)
LgHk(x)u
= O) Ir EMI
(3,40)
Imposing this feedback on the system in which (also) the submanifold Mk has been substituted
lead to the zero dynamics of the system.
H
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IV Exact linearization of the input-state equations
In this section is shown how a system (Nl) having the same number of m inputs and outputs
can be transformed into a linear and fully controllable system by means of static state feedback
and change of coordinates in the state space. The order in which these two operations are
performed does not influence the results.
Consider a nonlinear system having a relative degree {r:,
Starting from the system equations in normai form.

t; = r;;
4s = r;;
...

... , rJ

satisfying rl

V lsism

ql = 'st.

+ ... +

r, = n.

(3941)

m

1.1; = bic)

+

Caijte) uj
j=l

Introduce a new reference input v of the form:

The above equations can be solved for u because in the neighbourhood of
matrix A m is nonsingular. Now imposing the static state feedback
u = A-'&)[-%)

+ v]

co = (D"(x~the
(3,431

yields a system characterized by the m-sets of equations:

e: = r;;

t; = cf
...
=

V lsism

(3,44)

r;:;

tii = vi
which is clearly linear (from the new input v to the new state 5) and controllable. The special
structure of this linearized system is characterized by m chains of iiintegrators each.

From this straightforward kind of view follows that having a full order relative degree is a
sufficient condition for a system to be rendered linear and controllable. In [l](lemma 5.2.1),
Isidori showed this is also a necessary condition.
Because the order in which the feedback and transformation operations are performed does not
matter, it is clear that also in terms of the original description of the system a linearizing
feedback is defined:
u = a ( x ) + P(x)v
(3,451
a ( x ) = -A-'(x)b(x)
p(x) = A-'@)
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with A(x) and b(x) as in (3,2) and (3,24), however, only after the linearizing change of
coordinates
gkx) = L;-'hAx)
(3,461
the special properties of the system will arise.

From the previous sections is clear that the relative degree depends on the chosen output of the
system. We aiso h o w that a fuii order reiative degree is a necessary condition for the existence
of a solution for the exact linearization problem. So, if we want to linearize the system we
should find m output functions for which the system has a full order relative degree. In other
words: the conditions for the existence of such output functions are the same conditions as for
the existence of a solution for the exact linearization problem.
From the definition of the relative degree (3,2) follows that the functions &,
should be solutions of the partial differential equations:
LgL;qX) =

o

V Oskári-2

V x near x o

V lsi,jsm

...>A,,

we look for

(3,47)

With, as a nontriviality condition the nonsingularity of the matrix A, and additionally
the condition r, + r, + ... + r,,, = n.
By [l](lemma 4.1.3) these equations are equivalent to equations of the form:

( &;(x)
V x near x o

a':gj(4) = 0
V Oákári-2 V l á i , j s m

(3748)

Y

Which is clearly a set of first order partial differential equations:
Lg,h.,(x) = L 4 6A@)' = ... = Lad+
Ai =
1 6
V lsi,jám
V x near x o

o

(3749)

In [i], Isidori derived necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of solutions
satisfying equations (3,47). The conditions are stated in terms of properties of suitable
distributions spanned by vector fields of the form:
Go = span{gl,
GI = 'pan{g17

...

*.
a**

7

&}
g,,,>a'fg1,

7

a'fgm}

G~ = span(m;g, : û s k s i l s j s r n }

(33)
i = O, 1,

... , n-í

In [l](lemma 5.2.3) is proved:
Suppose the matrix g(xo) has rank m. Then there exist a neighbourhood U of xo and m
real-valued functions A,, ... , A,,, defined on U such that the system
x = fix) + &)u
Y = h(x)

has a relative degree {r,,

... >r,} at xo7with
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=n

if and only if:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

for each Osisn-1, the distribution Gi has constant dimension near xo
the distribution Gn-, has dimension n
for each Osisn-2, the distribution Gi is iiavolntive.

I

In the proof of this result is indicated how the functions kl(x), .. , h,,,(x)can be constructed.
This can be done in ktel iteration steps, where the integer ktel s n is such that
(3253)

d%G,,-,)
.e n
dim(GheJ = n
From (3,48) follows that for each value of i the differential d?&)
the distribution

must be a vector belonging to

(3954)

Tois Dbbsrrvzticn forms the basis of the eonstmction of the output h c t i o n s in successive
iteration steps.
In the first step m,

m, = n - dim(G,,-,)
functions

can be constructed such that
span{dh, : l s i s m , } = G,,-,L

If m, is strictly less than m, then the algorithm may be continued. The idea is to look at the
distribution (GhdJL. Note that
L

L

GbJet-1 c Ghd-2
because Gkd-, C Ghe1-, by definition

(3757)

From this distribution m, new output functions can be constructed, which differentials should be
independent from the differentials of the functions hi found in the first step and of their
derivatives L,Ai- So in the second step

(3358)

mz = dim(Giel,,_3- 2m1
functions hi can be constructed such that
span{dAi : m l + l s i s m , + m , } = (span(G,,,

u span{&,

dLf^(x) : í s i s m , } ) )

(3759)

+ m2 is strictly less than m, the algorithm may be continued and distribution (G,,-JL is
regarded. Also the differentials of all functions Ai and their derivatives already used, are
considered in the same way as in the previous step. In each step i, mi new functions can be
constructed
mi = n-dim(G&,-J - im, - ( i - l ) m , - ... - 2mi-1
(3,601

If m,
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Finally, in the last iteration step, the distribution (GJ' is considered. A result of the previous
steps is that a basis of Gi is constructed: All the differentials of functions considered in the
previous steps together with the differentials of the functions that are found in the last step span
a basis of GO.

I..

... ,dL~-'A,(x)
dAJx),aZfALx),... ,GZF-~A,(X)
dA,&),aZfA,(x),

i rih(xj

v mli

Q lsism,
Q ml+lsisml+m,

+m,,-,+i~ism,+

a-.

(3761)

+mh,-l

Since Gohas dimension m by assumption, the total number of differentials in this table is n-m.
In these differentials, the functions & are the functions that solve the equations (3,47) and all m
output functions are constructed. As stated before, with these output functions it is possible to
linearize the input state equations of the corresponding system.

V Exact linearization of the input-output response

In the previipiis section is shown that a if
xo and

2

system has a relative degree {rl,

r1 + rz +

...

... , I,}

2t

a point

rm = n

i

then this system can be rendered linear by means of a feedback and a change of coordinates.
This was called exact linearization of the input-state equations. If the latter condition is not
satisfied, but the system still has a relative degree {rl, ... , rm} at a certain point, one can a t
least obtain a system whose input-output behaviour is linear. As a matter of fact, we will see in
this section that this can already be achieved by means of the (standard) static state feedback:
U(X)

= -A-'(x)b(~)+ A-'(x)v

(3745)

However, the possibility of using feedback in order to achieve linearity in the input-output
response is not restricted to systems having a certain relative degree. In this section will be
shown what feedback linearization of the input-output mapping exactly means and how a
feedback producing a linear input-output behaviour can be designed with the so-called Structure
Algorithm.

First a formulation of the meaning of linear input-output behaviour is given. This can be shown
on basis of a nonlinear system having relative degree {rl, ... , rm}on which the feedback (3,45)
has been imposed. For this system it is possible ([1](5.4.1)) to represent the output response in
the form of a Volterra series expansion':
m

t

This is an output response in which the first order kernels q ( t , ~ , ) depend only on the
difference (t-tl) and not on xo, and all higher order kemels are vanishing. From this expression
of the output response it is easy to see that the output response of the closed loop system is the

*

The input-output behaviour of a nonlinear system of the form (Pil)may be represented by means of a series
of generalized convolution integrals. One way to do so is the Volterra Series Expansion. The Volterra series
expansion describes a causal functional uI, .. ,u, which is absolutely and uniformly convergent. For further
information refer to the literature, especially jll(Ch3.2).
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sum of the response under zero input (which is a function of time and of the initial state
condition only) and of a response depending on the input and not on the initial state, which is
linear in the input itself. This property is exactly what is meant by linear input-output behaviour.
Our goal is to construct a feedback in order to achieve, for a broader class of systems than
those with a relative degree, a response in which the first order kernels wi(t,.cl) depend only on
the difference (t-.cl) and not on xo, and all higher order kernels are vanishing. Via a Taylor
series expansion of
it is îsund ([1](3.2.9)) that a ilecessary aïìd JufEcieiit ~ ; i d i t i ~Enm
such a response is that

LgL;hj(x) = independent of x

V k2O

lsi,jsm

(3,63)

Note that we will have to satisfy this condition via feedback, because in general it will not be
satisfied for a specific nonlinear system. Note also that if the output functions of the system are
such that a fuli order relative degree is obtained, condition (3,65) is automatically satisfied
because of (3,47)

A necessary and sufficient condition under which the exact linearizing input-output problem is
solvable is proved in ([l](theorem 5.4.2))3. This condition is based on a sequence of Toeplitz
uaatrices Mk

with

Tk(x) =

I

i

...

There exist a solution at xo to the exact linearization problem if and only if for
all O s i 5 2n-1, the point xo is a regular point of the Toeplik matrix Miand
r&&) = rX(M-'.

A mathematical explanation of this condition is very complicated and therefore omitted. Now
the SfrucîureAlgorithm will be discussed. This algorithm, presented by Isidori, is a test for the
fulfilment of the solvability condition as well as a procedure to construct the linearizing
feedback. Expressed in a formal statement, the Structure Algorithm tries to find (given a set of

in this theorem two completely equivalent conditions are proved. Here, only one is mentioned.
In which r&i4) is the integer rank(M(xo)) and rR(M) is the dimension of the vector space defined by taking
linear combinations of rows of M over the set of real numbers. ('Iñis is the special situation in which linear
dependence between rows may be tested by taking linear combinations with constant coefficients only.)
Clearly the two integers are such that rR(M)s rdM). If M is multiplied on the left by a permutation matrix V
of real numbers with the purpose of annihilating the maximal number of rows in VYM, then the two integers
are equal if and only if the number of nonzero rows in P M is equal to r&M).
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..

vector fields f(x), g,(x), , g,(x) , a set of real-valued output functions h,(x), , h,(x) and an
initial state x? a neighbourhood U of xo and a pair of feedback functions a@) and P(x) defined
on U,such that

L,,,L~+,,hj(x) = independent of x

t/ kzO

lsi,jsm

(3,65)

The Struchre Algorithm is a recursive algorithm which operates on the sequences (3,641.

Structure Algorithm
Step I, let xo be a regular point of To= L&)
and suppose rATJ = rJT&. Then, there exist a
nonsjngular matrix of real numbers, denoted by

Vl =

k]

where Pl performs row permutations, such that

Tui
*

V,T,(x) =

(3,661

-

where S,(x) is a ro x m matrix and rank(S,(x”))= r, (In case the matrix To(xo)=Othen Pl must be
considered as a matrix with no rows and K: is the identity matrix.) Conclude the first step by
setting:

(3,681

Step i, consider the matrix:

Let xo be a regular point of this matrix and suppose
rR(T)=rD)
Then, there exists a nonsingular matrix of real numbers, denoted by

vi =

(3,711
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V? =
where Six) is a

p]
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(3,721

x m matrix and rank(S,(x)) = qi. Conclude this step by setting
hi = ri-l-ri-2

P&jL(4
-y i = K,yl(x) Y+Ax) += &!lyi-l(x)
+ KI'LfY,&)

(3,731

a.*

and note that after each step

holds. It may occur that the present step degenerates, i.e. the last (m-rh2)rows of the matrix T
depend on the first riSTIf this is the case, then Pi must be considered a matrix with no rows,
is the identity matrix, öi=O and Six) = Si&)

If the Structure Algorithm is continued up to the 2n-th iteration, two possibilities to terminate
the algorithm may occur. Either there is a step q s 2n such that the matrix T has full rank m at
2,or else, fiom a certain step q+l on all further steps are degenerate. In both cases one can
still set a function y, in the normal way. From the functions yl, ... , y,, generated by the
Structure Algorithm, a linearizing feedback can be constructed in the following way. Set:

are solved on a suitable neighbourhood U of xo by a pair of smooth functions a@) and P(x)
which describe the exact linearizing feedback
(3377)
u =a
(
.
) + P(x)v
satissling (3,65).
Again (see (3,63)), a sufficient condition for the solvability of an exact linearizing Input-Output
feedback is that the system has a relative degree {TI, ... , r,) at xo. If this is the case then the
Structure Algorithm may be continued up to stage q=max{r, .. rm} yielding S, = A@) and L,€
= b(x) resulting in the feedback (3,45).
Concluding the discussion of the Structure Algorithm its importance is stressed, a remarkable
shortcoming however, is that the algorithm just provides a "manipulation" of the mathematical
model of the system. A "physical" explanation of the algorithm is hard to find.
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Introduction
In this chapter, the implementation -in the symbolic computation system MAPLE- of the
algorithms treated in the previous chapter will be presented and discussed. With this implementation an attempt is made to automate the analyses for arbitrary nonlinear (control) systems.
Symbolic computation offers an enormous computational facility. With the implementations
developed in this thesis, it is made possible to compute (and analyze) symbolically

-

-

-

the (locally defined) relative degree.
a change of coordinates leading to the normal form, possibly by solving the set of
partial differential equations (3,18).
the normal form, the zero dynamics and the corresponding unique zeroing input.
a (locally defined) static state feedback which, if it exists, renders the system linear
and controllable.
a set of output functions which, if they exist, give the system a full order relative
degree. If such an output function does not exist, an output function which maximizes
the relative degree can be computed, but only for SISO systems.
a (locally defined) static state feedback which, if it exisis, renders the system linear in
an input-output sense.

The algorithms are implemented in separate procedures, according to the treatment in Chapter
3. The procedures are written in the MAPLE programming language, mentioned in Chapter 2
and therefore only useable within MAPLE. In most cases, the procedure is a straightforward
implementation of the algorithm presented and discussed in Chapter 3, and for the final
implementation, how interesting and time-consuming its development may have been, should be
referred to the four appendices of this thesis, in which all procedures are treated extensively.
Appendix A presents a complete description of the purpose, final results, and the use of each
procedure, and contains enough information to work with the procedures. In Appendix B some
worked examples are included, in Appendix C flowcharts of some particularly interesting
procedures are presented, and in Appendix D complete listings of all procedures are available.
In this chapter some important additional information is collected concerning the relation
between the abstract algorithms and the implementation, mathematical background and
programming highlights of the implementation, and the use of MAPLE. Some particularly
interesting notions will be discussed in subsequent sections. First, a structure in which the
procedures can be ordered will be presented. It makes sense to distinguish three categories with
respect to the purpose of each procedure. In the following section, the properties of the
procedures in each category will be briefly discussed. In this section also some specific
implementations will be discussed separately, among which an important extension of MAPLE:
the procedures psolve and extdsolve which provide facilities for solving (partial) differential
equations in MAPLE, the implementation of the algorithm of outputfunc, the implementation of
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the Structure Algorithm in inoutlin, and the implementation of the Zero Dynamics Algorahm in
extnormform. These discussions are also supported by a worked example in Appendix B.
Finally, in the last section of this chapter, some general remarks on the use of MAPLE are
made. Results, difficulties in programming in MAPLE, shortcomings in MAPLE and recommendations for future extension of MAPLE will be briefly discussed.

@Passesin which the nrocedures can be ordered
In total, 19 procedures have been written. These procedures are collected in two packages. The
most important analysis tools are collected in the Zerodynpackage, while a number of useful
computational tools -used extensively by the procedures in zerodyn- are collected in the Tools
package. Another division can be made considering the object of each procedure. In this point
of view, three categories can be distinguished. In the first class, a number of procedures
concerning basic mathematical computations like special differential operators and procedures to
solve (sets) of partial differential equations are written. Second, a few existing (standard)
MAPLE procedures, mainly concerning Linear Algebra, are adjusted and extended to fit in the
present procedures. And finally, a number of procedures concerning the analyses themselves are
written, which make extensive use of the procedures mentioned in the other two parts. It is
clear that the procedures from the last category are in the Zerodyn package and the procedures
from the other categories are in the Tools package. In the following overview these three
classes are presented, with the names of the procedures:
basic mathematical computations
Idiff, vdiff, liebrack, psolve, extdsolve, involutive
extended MAPLE procedures
extrank, extgausselim, extgaussjord, extrowspace, extcolspace
procedures to perform the analysis
reldeg, transform, normform, extnormform, statelin, outputfunc, inoutlin
The procedure mklog does not fit in any of these categories, it is a script file which calls the
analysis procedures and is an easy way to obtain a complete view of results. (See examples in
Appendix B).

Discussion of the implenientations
In this section particular details and problems in the implementations, functionality and constraints of the procedures and outlines of implementations are discussed. First, in three
subsections, the general properties of the procedures in each of the three categories mentioned
above, will be treated. Doing this, often a reference to the appendices will be made. Further, in
subsequent subsections, five procedures are discussed in particular. This is because the
implementation is rather complicated, the algorithm treated in Chapter 3 is very difficult to
comprehend, or the theory is not treated yet in the previous chapter because it is not a part of
Nonlinear Control Theory. The following procedures are treated this way, additional supported
by an example in Appendix B: psolvejextdsolve, outputfunc, inoutlin, extnormform.
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Basic mathematical computations
The procedures in this class are frequently by other procedures in the packages. The procedures
ídiJJ vdiff, and liebrack perform differential operations and are straightforward, though
powerful symbolic implementations of the differential operations described in Notations and
Terminology. These implementations are based on the standard MAPLE function diff. The
procedure involutive tests the involutivity of a distribution. A lot of (i.e. the faculty of the
number of vector fields) rank computations are involved. The symbolic rank computation is not
without problems and is discussed in the following subsection. Finally, also the procedures
~ S Q ! W and extdsolve are in this category.

Extended MAPLE procedures
This class contains five procedures, which are based on standard MAPLE procedures concerning Linear Algebra. Few ad-hoc changes are made in order to use these procedures in a broader
view. The procedures extrank, extgausselitn, extgaussjord, and extrowspacelextcolspace are
modified to handle non-rational entries of matrices (like goniometric or exponential functions).
The adjustments to provide these extra possibilities are very simple. Just the test for nonrational entries is bypassed and a t the appropriate places the MAPLE command simpZifi is
added to the command normal. The results of these "new" procedures may not be guaranteed
foor arbitrary entries (which is obviously the reason why this elementary restrictions are enforced
in the standard versions of the MAPLE procedures). In my research, however, the results
established with goniometric and exponential entries are very satisfactory and in complete
accordance with results already computed in worked examples in literature.
Further, in the procedures extgausselim, extgaussjord some more ad-hoc extensions are
provided. An extra parameter is added in which the elements of each column which is used as a
pivot in gaussian elimination routines are stored. This extra parameter is very useful in augmentation of a non-square matrix to a full-rank square matrix, an operation which is often
performed in the implementations.
The ad-hoc changes .in the procedures of this class are all marked with the initials (HvE), so
future releases of MAPLE can be easily patched by users. Finally, it is stressed that apart from
the mentioned changes, the procedures are exactly the same as the standard MAPLE procedures.

Procedures to perform the analysis.
The procedures in this class are the main results of this thesis, they offer symbolic computational tools to perform analysis and design strategies for nonlinear (control) systems. The
emphasis in these analyses is on an extensive and consistent treatment of the Zero Dynamics
and the Exact Linearization Theories. Regarding these two fields of interest, the written
procedures can be placed in the following scheme.
From this scheme, two interesting remarks can be made: In the first place the two fields of
analysis can be clearly distinguished (columns left and right), but also their common foundation
in the relative degree can be recognized. In the second place a clear distinction can be made
(dashed line) between the analyses that are applicable on systems for which the relative degree
can be defined (normform, statelin) and analyses applicable on a broader class of systems
(amormform, inoictlin). As stated in Clrapter 3, the results of both approaches are equal (apart
from a different coordinate system) in case of a well defined relative degree.
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zero Dynamics

Exact Linearization

relative degree
(reldeg)
I

the zero dynamics obtained
via the maximal unobservable subdynamics: Zero
Dynamics Algorithm.
(extnorinforin)

J

\

coordinate transformation to the
normal form
(transform)

,

the normal form, the zero
dynamics, and the zeroing
inputs, obtained via the
relative degree and the
constraint of an output map
forced to be identically
zero
(normforin)
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computation of an output
map for which the system
obtains a full order relative
degree
(ouíputjunc)

I
I
I

design of an exact inputstate linearizing feedback,
obtained via the relative
degree
(statelin)

design of an exact inputoutput linearizing state
feedback: Structure Algorithm
(inoutlin)

The implementation of the procedures outputfunc, inoutlin, and exfnonnform is discussed in
subsections in the remainder of this section. For further information on the other procedures
mentioned in the scheme please refer to the appendices. For all these procedures (except for
reldeg) is a flowchart available in Appendix C .

psolve and extdsolve
In this subsection the procedures psolve and extdsolve are discussed. psolve tries to construct
solutions of a special system of partial differential equations of the first order. First the
solvability of this system is determined. extdsolve provides a strategy to solve a set of ordinary
differential equations (and is used within psolve). MAPLE does not provide facilities to solve
partial differential equations and has difficulties with solving sets of ordinary differential
equations. Solutions of partial differential equations are part of the algorithms in Chapter 3,
and therefore they are developed in this thesis. It is stressed that the procedures psolwe and
atdsolve are extensions of MAPLE and can be used in a general way to solve (partial)
differential equations.
The algorithm which solves the equations is based on the Frobenius theorem. In fact the
solutions are constructed by means of a constructive proof of this theorem. This proof is treated
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in [1](1.4). In this section, the algorithm which performs the solvability test and the construction of the solutions is treated in a theoretical manner. In example 5 in Appendix B, the
implementation of the algorithm in MAPLE is explained with an example.
Consider the partial differential equation that is given by

Where gl

... gGare smooth vector fields and matrix g(x) has rank d at a point xo.

Part I: solvability
Consider the (corresponding) smooth, nonsingular distribution A, defined on an open subset U
of BI", with dimension d, spanned by the vector fields:

The codistribution S2 = AL is also smooth and nonsingular, has dimension n-d, and is (locally
around xo) spanned by n-d covector fields o1... w , ~Each covector field solves the equation:
oj(x)g(x) = O
VxxEUO V l s j s n - d
(493)
This equation can be simply regarded as a linear homogeneous equation. The solutions form a
basis of the null space of the matrix g(x).
Now the partial differential equation (4,l) itself is considered. The problem is essentially the
same, but instead of accepting any solution of (4,3) only solutions of the form
ahj
o.= _.

'

ax

for suitable real-valued functions Ai are allowed. Suppose we try to find n-d independent
solutions h By independent is meant that the row vectors

are independent at xo.
The solutions h are differentials of real-valued functions. This means that the annihilator AL
should be spanned such differentials. This is the case when the distribution A is said to be
completely integrable or equivalent (from the Frobenius Theorem, Notation and Terminology),
when the distribution A is involutive. This result can be summarized by: There exist n-d
independent solutions for the partial differential equation (4,l) if and only if the corresponding
distribution A is involutive.

PART 11: construction of solutions
Let gd+l,... , g, be a complementary set of vector fields, defined on

v,with the property that

at each x in @. Further, let q ( x ) denote the flow of the vector field g , i.e. the smooth function
of x and flowvariable t with the property that the function x(t) =
solves the ordinary
differential equation
(477)
x = g(x)
with initial condition x(0) = xo. Moreover, the flow of the vector filed g also satisfies
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(478)

In [i]is proved that solutions of (4,l)can be constructed by taking an appropriate composition
of the flows associated with the vector fields g, ... g,. This composition is a mapping F =
(xl,...,x,,) + (zl,.,ZA where zl,
...,z, are the flowvariables for each vector field gias in

q

tl l s i s n

(4,9)

Because the mapping F is a diffeomorphism on its image U(' ([l]), the inverse mapping exists
and is also a smooth mapping defiied on U": E' = (zl,..,ZA + (xi,
...jJ.
It is proved that the
last n-d components of the inverse mapping solve the partial differential equation (4,l). In
example 5 in Appendix B the composition of the mapping F and its inverse mapping will
become clear Gom a worked example.
In essence, the partial differential equation is transformed to n systems of n ordinary differential
equations. The flow is a representation of the solution of such a system of ordinary differential
equations. Subsequent solving each flow and composing the mapping F will construct solutions
of the partial differential equation via the inverse mapping E'. This is where the procedure
atdsolve comes up. This procedure provides a strategy to solve a set of ordinary differential
equations by subsequent solving the separate equations in order of increasing complexity and
substituting the results in the next equation to be solved. The procedure extdsolve is designed to
compute the flow of a vector field. Also the strategy of extdsolve will be explained in example
5.

outputfunc
The procedure outputfunc tries to find output functions & so that the system gets a full order
relative degree. The algorithm supporting this procedure is treated in Chapter 3, section IV. At
this place an outline of the implementation is discussed. Additional an elaborated example is
included in Appendix B, example 6.
Essentially, the implementation consists of two parts. In the first part the distributions (3,50) are
created and the corresponding tests are evaluated. If the system fulfils the conditions for the
existence of the demanded output functions, after this first part all relevant distributions are set.
Also an integer krel is set. In the second part the actual construction of the output functions is
performed in ktel steps. If, however, the tests are not passed, the first part is interrupted. For
SISO systems only an output function is constructed which maximizes the relative degree, for
MIMO systems the algorithm is terminated.
considering the previous theory, the first part of the implementation is rather clear. The
structure of the implementation is shown in the flowchart (Appendix C) and conveniently
arranged in example 6, (Appendix B). There are two interesting elements in this implementation. In the first place the simplification of "distributions" is worth mentioning. This simplification is performed by replacing the corresponding matrix by a matrix containing basis vectors of
the vector space spanned by the columns of the original matrix. These basis vectors are
computed by gaussian elimination in the MAPLE procedure extcolspace. These simplifications
provided an enormous computational ease in testing dimensions and involutivity of the
distributions (3,50). Occasionally, however, this simplification method fails because terms like
llx, are easily introduced by the gaussian elimination method of extcolspace. These cause
division by zero when, for example, the initial value of x, is chosen zero. In such cases the
simplification is omitted.
In the second place the computation of an output function which maximizes the relative degree
of a SISO system is rather interesting. @](theorem 4.8.2)). This computation is essentially
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analogous, with the modification that, if a new computed distribution turns out to be not
involutive -and the MIMO algorithm is terminated- this distribution is replaced by its involutive
closure (inv) and the algorithm is continued. Finally, an integer IJ can be obtained for which
dim(inv(span(g, udp,

... , ad,”-’g])) 5 n

dim(inv(span(g, ud6,

... , udy-$j)) = n

The output function lambda is found by solving the partial differential equation
dA()(inv(span(g, udp,

... , ad;-’g]))

=O

The involutive closure is obtained by adding the appropriate vector field(s) to the distribution
and then simplify the matrix which represents the distribution with the procedure atcolspace as
above. The partial differential equation is solved by the procedures psolve and atdsolve.
The second part of this procedure is a straightforward implementation of the algorithm
presented in Chapter 3, section IV. In example 6 also this part of the algorithm is explained.

inoutlin
The procedure inoutlbz is an implementation of the so-called Structure Algorithm. This
algorithm, presented in Chapter 3, section V, has successfully been implemented. A worked
example in Appendix B explains this method, the example can be easily attended with the aid
of the discussion of the algorithm in Chapter 3 and the flowchart in Appendix C.
Some particular interesting details of the implementation can be mentioned. (1) The test T A T ) =
rR(T) (3,70) is not evaluated in the implementation. In the procedure inoutlbz this test is rather
implicit evaluated by simply testing wether matrix T has full rank and wether the elements
computed in permutation matrix V are real constants. Further, (2) the computation of the matrix
decompositions (3,67) and (3,72) is assisted by the (MAPLE) function kemel, which is able to
compute the nullspace of a vector space. This procedure is very powerful and often used, also
in the other procedures of the Zerodyn package.

extnormform
The procedure atnormform is an implementation of the Zero Dynamics Algorithm, presented in
Chapter 3, section 111. A worked example in Appendix B explains this method, the example
can be easily attended with the aid of the discussion of the algorithm in Chapter 3 and the
flowchart in Appendix C. It should be stressed that this implementation is not fully completed
yet: A few problems are still present in this implementation. It is, however, expected that these
deficiencies can be solved without great difficulties. This is left for future expansion of the
procedure due to lack of time.
A first problem regards to the (locally) output zeroing submanifold (3,39), which is constructed
by the algorithm in Chapter 3. This submanifold is implemented as a list (an ordered sequence)
of restrictions formulated in the state elements. This submanifold is “augmented” every step
with new restrictions, till it is maximal. Only new (i.e. different) restrictions are added,
restrictions which are already computed in previous steps are neglected. A problem is encountered when this submanifold is to be substituted in an expression, for example in (3,40). The
order in which the restrictions are substituted does often matter, while one can not easily
automate this substitution order. For instance, the submanifold may contain (among other terms)
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the following restrictions: [ x1 = x, ; x1 = O 1. An obvious result is that x1 = x, = O, but it is
clear that the substitution order does the matter. Intricate restrictions and a larger number of
restrictions in the submanifold often change this problem for the worse. It is stressed that
simultaneous substitution of all restriction is not an adequate solution.
A second problem concerns the constraints which may be caused by the neighbourhood U,
(3,35) for which the output zeroing submanifold is smooth (for each step k). At the moment,
these constraints are computed and are displayed, but they are not integrated in the final results
of the p c e d ~ e Therefore
.
it is left to the user to draw conclusions on the validity of the
results.

Discussion of the use of MAPLE

Without too much difficulties, it has been possible to implement the algorithms of Chapter 3
directly in the MAPLE programming language. Doing this, a number of existing (standard)
MAPLE functions have been used, mainly relating to Linear Algebra, array manipulation,
differentiation and integration, and procedures to solve (differential) equations. Also some
extensions of MAPLE -specially defiied computational tools- has been found necessary. Of
course, a lot of problems were encountered. In this section, the use of MAPLE, some difîiculties in programming in MAPLE, constraints and shortcomings in MAPLE, and recommendations for future extension of MAPLE and the procedures developed in this thesis will be
discussed. In subsequent subsections, results established so far, differential equation in MAPLE,
parameters in MAPLE, and evaluation of results in MAPLE will be treated.

Results established so far
The results established so far with the procedures seem to be very promising. In Appendix B
eight examples are included which provide a rough overview of the possibilities of the
procedures. It is stressed, however, that additional research will be required to find out the
limits of the procedures and the use of MAPLE.
Concerning the limits of the procedures, these may be in the implementation. Occurring errors,
can often be corrected by an appropriate extension of the procedure, which provide possibilities
for the special problem that is encountered. Of course, and most likely, the limits may also be
in the algorithm, or in the properties of the system that is being analyzed. In most of the cases
an suitable ERROR message is returned, provided by either MAPLE or the procedure itself.
Concerning the limits of MAPLE, little can be said. The built-in possibilities of MAPLE are
strictly limited (e.g. not all systems of equations can be solved), and the computation will also
fail when the computer runs out of memory. This occurs only if symbolic computations are
performed on extremely large data structures or data structures which contain extremely large
expressions.
In general, the MAPLE computations are surprisingly fast. (runtimes -on the Sun Sparc- are
often below 60 seconds for rather complicated computations), though the efficiency of the
implementations has never been a topic developing the procedures. In fact very little is known
from efficiency of symbolic computations.
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Differential equations
One of the most prominent shortcomings of MAPLE, encountered programming the implementations of the analyses in this thesis, is that MAPLE is not capable to solve partial differential
equations and has serious difficulties in solving sets of ordinary differential equations. By
means of an implementation of the Frobenius theorem, an extension of MAPLE is provided
-psolve and extdsolve, discussed in the previous section- which satisfies the demands of the
present implementations. Being clear that these extensions cover some special cases and are far
from being perfect, it is highly recommended that the theories of these and other strategies are
further aiìalyzed ia the Iiteiataie and are added ta X"IT,u in a generalized f ~ min
, hzmony
with the (internal) MAPLE semantics.

Use of parameters
In MAPLE two forms of parameters can be distinguished. Global and local parameters. The
difference between these is that local parameters can only be declared within procedures, they
do not have any influence on the parameters outside the procedure. The vast majority of
parameters used in the procedures are declared to be local. At some specific places, in very few
procedures, however, some global parameters are introduced. These are only used when they
can hardly be defined local, because an unknown number of parameters is to be used, e.g.
arbitrary number of inputs.
I am quit aware of the fact that the use of such parameters in programming is not done. Also, I
am convinced that this could have been avoided after further analysis. The main purpose,
however, was to provide a working implementation of some analyses described in a rather
mathematical way and which structure I wanted to retain recognizable in the implementations.
Maybe the concerning procedures can be adjusted in a later stage. Except for the easy structure
of the implementations, an obvious advantage of the present implementation is that these
parameters are easily available for analyses after computation. A serious disadvantage is that
there may be a small chance of conflicts with names defined by the user. In order to avoid
these problems, the "global" parameters have, without exception, a name which starts with the
prefix loc. When users avoid this prefix in their own names, conflicts will not occur. After all,
these "global" parameters become unevaluated after their use by means of an assignment with
their own name.

Evaluation of results
In order to make the results of MAPLE as reliable as possible, a lot of tests are implemented
which check the (interim) results of MAPLE. Especially results from the MAPLE procedures
solve (solutions of systems of (nonlinear) equations, for example in order to construct inverse
mappings), dsolve (solutions of ordinary differential equations), and d;ff (differentiation) are
tested. MAPLE results are not always easy to check. In this subsection some remarks on the
important point of evaluation are made.

* Long, intricate expressions
Inherent to the use of symbolic computation is the creation of results which contain very long,
intricate expressions. Even in the rather simple examples of Appendix B this becomes clear.
The clarity and evaluation possibilities of such results are seriously restricted.
A way to (partly) avoid these problems, is to use numeric system parameters as much as
possible. The advantages of symbolic computation (analytic analysis, fair insight in the results
etc.) are completely retained, but the clarity of results will be significantly improved. Of course,
in most cases it is also possible to substitute the numeric values for symbolic system parameters
afterwards.
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* Problems with evaluation of expressions in MAPLE
The solutions which MAPLE computes are often not explicitly available, but only in the form
of sets of equations. For example: The solution of the equation { 2 x = 4) is given by the set {x
= 2). In order to test this solution it is not possible to assign x := 2, because then the original
equation { 2 x = 4) does not exist any more -x is evaluated to 2 at all places- while this equation
might still be needed.
The only possible way to check the solution is to substitute the set of solutions {x = 2) in the
set of equations {Zrc = 4) and to evahate wethei oi not tEs equaâhn is an equality. Providing
this substitution and evaluation, several problems are encountered, which sometimes causes the
impossibility of testing the solutions:

-

In the case of substitution, some obviously equal terms appear to have a different
notation or are otherwise not recognised as equal by the MAPLE substitution command. This is a fair problem because the user does not always have insight in the way
MAPLE handles its parameters in internal computation. The syntax of MAPLE'S
datastructures is not always transparent to the user.'

-

In case of evaluation, a simple Boolean test of the equality after substitution, e.g. {2*2
= 4 } true or false, is only in very simple cases possible. In case of intricate or long
expressions at one of both sides, often an error message is returned. A way to bypass
this problem is to separate both sides of the equality and subtract them. The result can
be excessively simplified and should be identically zero. In practice however, it is a
serious problem to, in all occurring situations, separate the both sides of an equality.

Concluding, most problems considering the evaluation of expressions seem to be solved. A last
problem, however, is the evaluation of the results of extdsolve: checking the flows computed by
extdsolve. In the present implementation this test often fails while the results computed by
MAPLE seems to be correct. It is expected that this test can be improved after further analysis
of extholve and MAPLE. Moreover, also for the other tests, satisfactory results in all occurring
situations can not be not guaranteed. In cases where a test fails it is recommended to bypass the
test (in the source text) and have the results checked in a later stage. It is stressed that results
computed by MAPLE may be correct, but it is only the test that fails!

* Numerical evaluation
Numerical evaluation of results computed by MAPLE is expected to provide a good alternative
of symbolic evaluation. Numerical evaluation is possible within or outside MAPLE (e.g.
MATLAB, DSTOOLS) and will provide additional advantages:
- The creation of clear graphs by means of numerical simulations gives more insight in
the results.

-

Numerical simulation may provide a first step in additional analysis, for instance of the
stability of the symbolically computed zero dynamics.

For example, the equivalent notations diflx(z),z) and D(x)(z) are different in case of substitution. Another
example, the only way to be able to substitute the elements of zeta and d u (names) within the procedure
normform is to carry the "empty"(unassigned) parameters zdu and eta via the parameter list of transform. It
is certainly not enough to declare the "empty"mays zeta and eta in normform as local parameters.
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Conclusions

-

-

-

-

The collection of procedures developed in this thesis forms a valuable contribution to
the development of systematic design methodologies for nonlinear control systems.
The procedures offer powerful computational tools which provide possibilities for
symbolic analysis and design of nonlinear control systems. Together, the procedures
provide a complete and consistent treatment of two important fields of interest in the
(analytic) analysis and design of nonlinear control systems: the exact linearization
theories and the zero dynamics.
It is made possible to compute and analyze symbolically -for a class of (MIMO as well
as SISO) systems for which the relative degree can be defined- the relative degree, the
normal form, the zero dynamics, an exact linearization of the input-state equations, and
an exact linearization of the input-output behaviour. Also for a broader class of
systems the zero dynamics and the two forms of exact linearization can be computed
symbolically. In this broader class, the systems which do have a relative degree are
fully incorporated.
The results established so far with the procedures seem to be promising, though their
value should be proved in practice, when elaborate tests with realistic systems are
being performed.
Following from the successful implementation in the MAPLE programming language,
the Symbolic Computation System MAPLE seems to be a suitable environment for the
symbolic application and development of analytic control strategies. The MAPLE
syntax, however, seems to cause some small difficulties, but it is expected that these
can be anticipated in neat programming.
Symbolic Computation is found to be a powerful research tool, which importance for
science and educational purposes is stressed.
An important shortcoming in MAPLE is found to be the inability of solving partial

differential equations. For application in the procedures developed in this thesis, these
deficiencies are redressed by appropriate extension of MAPLE. It is highly recommended that these extensions are further analyzed and added to MAPLE in a generalized form.
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Recommendations

Provide extensions of the existing procedures by:

-

-

-

Implementation of additional control objectives: (Also in order to shift the attention
from strict analysis to more complete synthesis of control problems.)
*
(Asymptotic) stabilization via static state feedback ([1],[2]).
*
(Asymptotic) tracking (111).
*
Disturbance attenuation ([i]).
Improvement of the possibilities for (symbolic) evaluation of the MAPLE results.
Providing additional possibilities for (partly) numerical evaluation of the MAPLE
results.
Improvement of the user-friendliness of the procedures:
*
Offering choices wether or not some tests or parts of the program
should be performed.
*
Optimization of ERROR messages, in order to return as much information as possible.
*
Providing facilities for easy data exchange between MAPLE and
(numerical) programs like MATLAB.

Perform elaborate tests on the existing procedure with a number of different system models, in
which also realistic models should be incorporated

-

Evaluation of results and occurring ERRORS, introduce improvements.

-

Evaluation of the control strategies introduced in this thesis and implemented in the
procedures when they are imposed on real control problems.

Study "new" control strategies, evaluate them with respect to symbolic computation and
eventually fg them into the existing implementations.

-

Approximate exact linearization. A strategy which may provide satisfactory results in
case the system can not be exact linearized. The system is approximated to a system
which is as close as possible to the original, but is exact linearizable. ([7]).

-

Dynamic state feedback ([i]).
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A. 1

Appendix A

Description of procedures

In this appendix a description of the purpose, calling sequence and results of all procedures in
the packages zerodyn and tools, written in the MAPLE programming language is summarized.
Respectively, the zerodyn and the tools package get a chance. The order of treatment is the
same as the order of the listings of both packages. The description presented for each procedure
should contain enough information to work with the procedure. For further information on the
algorithms and theoretical backgrounds of the functions refer to Chapter 3 and the book [l]of
Isidori. Some specific information on the use of W L E and the procedures described in this
appendix can be found in Chapter 4. Of course information on a particular function can also be
found in the header of the procedure in the listings in Appendix D or in the corresponding
flowcharts which are collected in Appendix C.
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Structure scheme
The structure in which the descriptions are presented is for all procedures the same and
corresponds highly to the MAPLE notations.
procedure name:,

calling sequence:
(sometimes several calling sequences are presented)

input parameters:
output parameters:

Required model
The implementations can be applied to nonlinear SISO and MIMO modeIs, which should be
described in the state space form that is considered throughout this thesis, and which only
constraint is that the number inputs m is equal -for some procedures the constraint larger than
or equal is allowed- to the number of outputs p .
m

3 = f(x>

+

&my
i=l

Y, = h,W

...

Yp = h*W
Of course the model that will be analyzed should satisfy a certain notation. The nonlinear state
space model should be described in a MAPLE form by:
x = K x ) + &)u
Y = 4x1
Where the states x, , x, , ... , x, are unassigned elements of the n-dimensional array x , so they
are referred to as x[lJ ... ,x[n] and f('x), g(x), h(x) are respectively defined like a n-dimensional,
a n x m-dimensional and a m-dimensional array whose entries are functions of the state
elements x[lJ
,x[n]. It should be clear that the columns of the matrix g are equal to the
vector fields g , ... g,. In MAPLE procedures the following data structures are defined:

...

x := array(l..n,[])
f := array(l..n,[(l)=...

, (2)=...
g := array(l..n,l..m,[(l,l)=...
,

h := array(l..m,[...])

, (n)=...])
...
, (n,m)=...])

A workpoint xo = xnull in the state space should be defied in the following set:
xnull := {x[l]=..

, x[2]=.. ,

... , x[n]=..

}

Where at the dots it is possible to put a numeric value, as well as an unevaluated name.
Always where x, xnull, f; g, h are mentioned, the above data structures and state space model
are meant. Of course they do not need to have the same name.
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zerodyn package version 1.0
This package provides facilities to symbolically compute and analyze the relative degree, the
normal form, the zero dynamics and corresponding zeroing inputs of nonlinear SISO and
MIMQ systems. Also two static state feedbacks which (locally) linearize the nonlinear systems,
and (dummy) output functions for which the system gets a full order relative degree can be
computed.

9

reldeg

Computation and analysis of the relative degree in a working point
of the state space.

normform

Computation of a local state transformation to a normal form, explicit
rendering of the system dynamics in normal form, computation of the
zero dynamics and the zeroing inputs.

extnormform

Computation of the zero dynamics for a broader class of systems.
Also systems which do not have a (vector) relative degree are incorporated.

statelin

Computation of a static state feedback and a state transformation to
derive (locally) exact linearized input-state equations: the closed-loop
system in the new coordinates can be described as linear and is fully
controllable.

inoutlin

Computation of a static state feedback to derive (locally) exact linearized input-output behaviour.

outputfunc

Computation of (dummy) output function(s) for which the system
gets a full order relative degree.

procedure reldeg,

reldeg(f,g,h,x,xnull, 'rdeg ','rtot','Adeg

','bdeg ','cond ')

reldeg computes the (vector) relative degree of SISO systems and MIMO systems with a
number of inputs larger than or equal to the number of outputs. Optional, some useful matrices
and initial state conditions for which the (local) relative degree is not valid because the matrix
Adeg is singular are returned. It may occur that the relative degree is not well defined at the
chosen working point xnull (see Chapter 3). In that case the function value returns a sequence
of such conditions, which may be incomplete.
input parameters:
f
: state vector function f(x), a representation of the smooth vector field f, defined
in MAPLE as an n dimensional array.
g
: input matrix function g(x), a representation of the smooth vector fields g.i
with i=l m, defined in MAPLE as an n x m dimensional array.
h
: output vector function h(x), a representation of the smooth vector field h,
defined in MAPLE as an p dimensional array.
x
: state space variable vector, defined in MAPLE as an unassigned n dimensional
array.
xnull : working point in the state space, defined in MAPLE as a n dimensional set:
{ x[l]=... ,... , x[n]=... }

..
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output parameters (optional in successive order):
rdeg

rtot
Adeg

:

:
:

array which contains the(vector) relative degree
rdeg =
, rp]

k,,

a.

sum of the (vector) relative degree
array which contains the non-singularity matrix (3,2)
U.

Adeg =

I

g$-1h2(x)

...

&‘-‘hP(x)

...
...
a.

L&-’h,(x)

...
LgF;-’hp(x)

bdeg

:

array which contains the column (3,24)

cond

:

condition(s) on the initial state for which the matrix Adeg turns out to
be singular and where the relative degree is no longer valid.

procedure normform

normform(f,g,h,x,xnull,’normdyn’)
normform(f,g,h,x,xnull,’fn’,’gn’)
normform(f,g,h,x~xnull,’normdyn’,’zerodyn’,~uzero7)
normform(f,g,h,x,xnull, 7fn’,’gn7,7~er~dyn7,
’uzero’)
no~form(f,g,h,x,xnull,’no~dyn’7’~~7’gn’,7zerodyn777uzero7)

normform computes a state transformation to a normal form. This normal form can be
computed in two different ways. A normal form does only exists if the system has a (vector)
relative degree. Also the zero dynamics and the zeroing input(s) can be computed. normform is
suitable for SISO systems and MIMO systems with a number of inputs larger than or equal to
the number of outputs.
In the first way to compute the normal form equations, (the computation of ’normdyn’ via the
lst, 3rd or 5th call), the state transformation is successively substituted in the left-hand and the
right-hand sides of the original equations, after which the necessary differentiation is performed
and both sides are combined. The second way, (the computation of ’fn’ and ’gn’ via the 2nd,
4th or 5th call), is computational extremely less demanding and makes use of the jacobian of
the transformation mapping to circumvent the differentiation. So the second way is preferable.
However, if both ways are computed (5th call), the MAPLE results will be automatically
compared and checked so the results will have a better reliability.
input:

f, g, h, x, xnull (for further information see reldeg)
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AS

output:
normdyn:

n dimensional set which contains the system equations in normal
form in the following way:
[ zeta[l]dot = , ,eta[n-rtotldot = ] corresponding to
zetador[l] = zeta[2]
zetadot[2] = zetu[3]

...

... ...

m

zetczdot[rdeg[i!]= bzetcz[i!

+

Cczzetcz[i,j1

* u[I]

j=i

zetadot[rdeg[l] +

11 = zeru[rdeg[l]

+ 21
m

zetudot[rdeg[l] + rdeg[2]] = bzefu[2] + ~ u z e t a [ 2 , j ] * u[2]
j=i

fn, gn

:

arrays which contain the n dimensional vector and n x m matrix
which describe the dynamics of the system in normal form:
x = fn(z) + gn(z)u
where z stands for the new state vector
zeru[l]

zetu [rtot]
etu[l]

eta[n-rtot]
zerodyn :

n-rtot dimensional set which contains the explicit zero dynamics of
the system in the following way:
[ eta[l]dot = , ... , eta[n-rtotldot = ... ] corresponding to
etadot[l] = q,(eta,O) + p,(eta,O) * uzero

...

etadot[n-rtot] = qn_,,(eta,O) + p,-,(etu,O)
uzero

:

* uzero

array which contains the corresponding unique input that keeps the
output zero
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procedure extnormform extnormform(f,g,h,x,~nuli,’zerodyn’,’uzero’)
extnormform computes the zero dynamics and the corresponding zeroing input(s). The
algorithm used is the Zero Dynamics Algorithm of Isidori (Chapter 3), in which a locally
maximal output zeroing submanifold is computed. ahis aigorithm can compute the zero
dynamics even if the system does not have a (vector) relative degree. An additional result of
this algorithm is that a coordinates transformation to an extended normal form can be computed. This Extended Normal Form is not yet implemented, and it is stressed that also the
implementation of the computation of the zero dynamics in this aigorithm is stiii in a áeveioping stage. extnormform is suitable for SISO systems and M M O systems with an equal number
of inputs and outputs.
input:

f, g, h, x, xnull (for further information see reldeg)

output:
zerodyn :

set which contains the explicit zero dynamics of the system in the
following way:
[ x[P]dot = ... , , x[n]dot = ]

...

uzero

:

procedure statelin,

...

array which contains the corresponding unique input that keeps the
state evolving on the maximal locally output zeroing submanifold and
keeps the output identically zero.

statelin(f,g,h,x,xnu11P,’u’,’Az’,’Bz’)
statelin(f,g,h,x~nul~,v,7u7,7AZ7,’Bz’,’alfa’,’beta’)

statelin computes the exact linearizing static state feedback u and the corresponding state
transformation which linearize the input-state equations of a nonlinear SISO or square MIMO
system under the condition of a full order relative degree: There must exist a(n) (set of) output
function(s) for which the sum of the (vector) relative degree is equal to the dimension of the
state space of the system, i.e. rtot=n. The state transformation that is used is exactly equal to
the transformation to the normal form and is (internally) computed by the procedure transform.
The new state coordinates are called zeta. The closed loop system in the new coordinates is
linear and controllable.
input:

f, g, h, x, xnull (for further information see reldeg)
(symbolic) new reference input v, an m-dimensional vector which
may be an unassigned name

V

output:

(array) the linearizing feedback u(x) = alfa(x) + beta(x) * v
(array) vector which is the linear system matrix multiplied with the
new state vector (zeta) of the closed-loop system
(array) input matrix of the linearized closed-loop system

U

AZ
Bz

dzeta /dt = Az(zeta)
(optional:)
al fa
beta
:

+ Bz v

arrays containing the linearizing feedback alfa(x) and beta(x)
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A. 7

inoutlin(f,g,h,x,xnull,v,7u’,7f17,7gl
’)
inoutlin(f,g,h,x,xnulí,v,7u’,7fl7,7gl’,’alfa’,7beta7)

inoutlin computes a static state feedback so that the closed loop system obtains a linear
input-output behaviour (Chapter 3). The feedback functions alfa(x) and beta(x) are constructed
by the so called Structure Algorithm. Also the system equations of the linearized closed-loop
system are returned. inoutlin is suitable for nonlinear SISO and square MIMO systems.

input:

f, g, h, x, xnull (for further information see reldeg)
the new reference input v. the dimensions of the array v should equal
those of the original input u, v may be unassigned.

V

output:
U

fl, gi

:

(array) the linearizing feedback u(x) = aifa(x) + beta(x) * v
(arrays) the dynamics of the (linearized) closed loop system.

x
(optional)
alfa
:
beta
:

procedure outputfunc,

= fz(x)

gZ(x)u

i-

arrays containing the linearizing feedback alfa(x) and beta(x)

outputfunc(f,g,x,xnuli,’lambda’)

outputfunc tries to find a(n) (set of) dummy output function(s) lambda(i) so that the system gets
a full order relative degree. outputfunc is suitable for SISO systems and square MIMO systems.
If such a function does not exist, for SISO systems only, an output function (in some cases
several functions) is searched for that maximizes the relative degree, which will be, however,
strictly less than the dimension of the state space.
input:

f, g, x, xnull (for further information see reldeg)

output:
lambda :

array containing output function(s)
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tools package version 1.O
The tools package version 1.0 belongs to the zerodyn package version 1.0 and contains some
useful and necessary tools for the procedures in zerodyn. The tools package contains the
following procedures:
computes the directional derivative of a scalar valued function along a vector field
c~ompntsthe Okec%xa! derivvztive of 2 vector vzlueY hnction along a vector field
computes the Lie-derivative or Liebracket of two vector
fields

ldiff

vdiff
liebrack

extrank
extgausselim
extgaussjord
extcolspace/
extrowspace

extension of the standard MAPLE procedure ’rank’
extension of the standard MAPLE procedure ’gausselim’
extension of the standard MAPLE procedure ’gaussjord’

transform
psolve

computes a state space transformation to a normal form
computes a solution to a (set of,) partial differential equations.
this procedure provides a strategy to solve a set of ordinary
differential equations on the basis of the standard MAPLE
procedure dsolve.
test for an involutive distribution

extdsolve

involutive
mkmatrl
mkmatc

extension of the
’colspace’/’rowspace’

standard

MAPLE

procedures

rather elementary functions which perform a transformation
from a vector sized array to a matrix sized array for computational reasons only.
provides facility to easily use the analysis and design tools in
the zerodyn package

procedure íd$J

ldiff(f,h,x)

Idiff computes the directional derivative of a scalar valued function h(x) along a vector field
f(x) and is often written as Ljz. (N6).
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procedure vdiff, vdiff(f,h,x)
vdiff is equal to Idiff with a slight difference that the second argument is not of the type
'scalar' but can be defined as a 'vector', i.e. a p-dimensional array. so the result of vdiff is an
array. (N8).

LP(x) =

procedure liebrack,

liebrack(a,b,x)

liebrack computes the liebracket of the two input vectors, (N10).
liebrack(a,bp) = vdiff(a,b,x) - vdiff(b,a,x). This is the vector valued function [a,b](x)

procedure exh-ank,

extrank(A) :

extrank computes the rank of the matrix A by means of the procedure extgausselim. extrank is
not restricted to rational entries. However, if the entries of A fulfil the original demands, then
the procedure fkausselim is used. This fraction free gaussian elimination has a better
reliability. Extrank is based on the original MAPLE procedure 'rank' Copyright 1990 by the
University of Waterloo;
See also '[linalg](rank)'.

procedure extgausselitn, extgausselim(A,rmar)
extgausselim(A,'extrank', 'pivot' ,'det')
Gaussian Elimination: This algorithm is based on the standard MAPLE 'gausselim' procedure.
Few ad-hoc changes are made to handle non-rational entries and to store which element of each
column is used as a pivot. The gaussian elimination routine reduces the matrix A to triangular
form. Based on the original version 'gausselim' : Copyright 1990 by the University of
Waterloo.
See also '[linalg](gausselim)'.
optional argument:
nnar
:

elimination to stop at column m a r
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output:
function value
(optional:)
’extrank’
’pivot’
’det’

:

upper triangular matrix

rank of A
vector which contains the pivot elements of A
determinant of A

procedure extgaussjord7 extgaussjord(A,rmar)
extgaussjord(A, ’rank’ ’pivot’ ’det ’)
Gaussian Elimination: This algorithm is based on the standard MAPLE ‘gaussjord‘ procedure.
Few ad-hoc changes are made to handle non-rational entries and to store which element of each
column is used as a pivot. extgaussjord reduces the matrix A to diagonal (Gauss Jordan) form.
Based on the original version ‘gaussjord‘ : Copyright 1990 by the University of Waterloo. See
also extgausselim.
See also ‘[linalg](gaussjord)‘.

procedure extrowspace, extcolspace,

extrowspace(A,’dim’)
extcolspace(A,’dim’)

Computes the row (column) space of the matrix A and optionally assigns dim, the dimension of
the row (column) space = rank(A). The row (column) space returned is a set of vectors. Few
ad-hoc changes are made to handle non-rational entries. Based on the original version
linalg[colspace]/Irowspace], copyright 1990 by the University of Waterloo.
See also ‘[linalg](colspace/rowspace)‘.

procedure transform,

transform(f7g,h,x,xnull,’phi’)
transform(f7g,h,x,xnull,
’phi’,’phiinv’, ’alfa’,’zeta ’,’eta ’)

transform computes a state space transformation to the normal form. Optional the inverse
transformation and the jacobian matrix of the transformation are computed and tested. also the
new state variables zeta and eta are then available in the output. transform is used as a tool
inside procedures from the zerodyn package (i.e. normform and statelin). The transformation is
built up in the following way. The first rtot elements of the mapping are defined by the output
functions ti, The last n-rtot transformations may be constructed in two manners. First, MAPLE
tries to solve the partial differential equation LE@ = O. If this succeeds, the transformation is
completed and a message is returned. Else, if MAPLE fails to solve the differential equation (or
cannot find enough solutions), the transformation is completed by adding unit vectors to the
jacobian of the transformation. In this case no message is returned.
input:

f, g, h, x, xnull (for further information see reldeg)
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output:
phi

:

array which contains the state transformation to a normal form

(optional in successive order:)
ghiinv :
set which contains the inverse transformation
alfa
:
(array) jacobian matrix of the transformation phi(x)
zeta
:
(array) unassigned rtot dimensional vector representing the first rtot
new state variables
eta
(array) unassigned n-rîoî dimemsiomai vector represei7iiïg the iasi
n-rtot new state variables

procedure psolve,

p s o w g g $1
psolve(gg,x,xinit)

psolve tries to solve the (set of) partial differential equation(s) L.,@&)
= O for all x near xinit.
The algorithm is based on a constructive proof of the Frobenius theorem. This theorem proofs
that a sufficient and necessary condition for the existence of n-m independent solutions is the
involutivity or complete integrability of the distribution spanned by the column vectors of the
input matrix gg. The way this procedure must be called (i.e. by means of an array and vectors
of variables and initial conditions) differs from the general way in which the MAPLE "solve
procedures" are called (i.e. by mean of sequences of equations and variables respectively). This
difference is due to properties of the constructive proof that is used in the algorithm and also to
the main purpose of this procedure in the zerodyn package where it is used to compute state
transformations to the normal form. However, the general use of this procedure in order to
solve a (set of) partial differential equation(s) is stressed.

g[1711
ax
g[nJI
X

(optional:)
xinit
:

output:
function result:

..' gg[l,ml
... i - = o
..' gg[n,ml,

unassigned n dimensional variable array

set which contains the initial conditions of the variables x in the form
{x[l]= ... , , x[n]=...} if this initial condition is not set then the
symbolic values locx0.i will be used in the internal computations

.

-

string with message: 'negative test result' or 'can't find
solutions'
array with solutions

Description of the procedures
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extdsolve(gg,x)
extdsolve(gg,x,flowvar)
extdsolve(gg,x,flowvar'xinit)

If the W L E procedure -dsolve- failed in solving a set of n ordinary differential equations, it
may be possible to solve, instead of all equations simultaneously, these n differential equations
successively in order of increasing complexity while substituting the solutions of the previous
equations. This is done in the procedure extdsolve. Note that also this procedure may easily fail
to soive the set of ordinary differentiai equations. Tine way this procedure is written differs flom
the way the MAPLE procedure "dsolve" is written. This departure is due to the ad-hoc use of
extdsolve in the procedure psolve.
input

nxl array whose entries are functions of x in such a way that the n

'gg

equations

dx(flowv4 =
d j7owvar

~~~1

will be solved.
unassigned n dimensional variable array

X

(optional:)
flowvar :
xinit

:

symbolic name of the temporary flow variable. if this argument is not
used then 'z' will be used.
set which contains the initial conditions of the variables in the form
{x[l]= ... , . , x[n]= ...} if this argument is not set then the symbolic
names locx0.i will be used.

output:
function value

procedure involutive,

:

n dimensional array which contains the flow of array gg, a
smooth function of flowvar and x with the property that the
functions flow(xinit) = x(flowvar) solves the set of ordinary
differential equations stated above.

involutive(argseq,x)

involutive tests whether the sequence of input vectors are vector fields that span an involutive
distribution. A distribution is called involutive if the Lie bracket of any pair of vector fields
belonging to the distribution belongs to the distribution itself i.e. the distribution is closed under
the Lie bracket operation.
input:

X

set {} of n-dimensional vectors, this set may exist of names or
vector-structures
unassigned vector containing differential variables

function value

:

argseq

:

output:
'true' or 'false'
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mkmatr(r)
mkmatc(c)

mkmat creates a (1x1) or (ixc) matrix structure of a r dimensional row or a c dimensional
column array. The purpose of this matrix is to be able to apply (linear algebra) matrix computations on the original array.
input

output:

r
c

r dimensional array
c dimensional array

-

function value

procedure mklog,

:

the corresponding matrix structure

d o g o

d o g creates a log -on the screen- of a full analysis of a system. mklog includes reldeg,
normform, extnormform, statelin, outputfunc, inoutlin and transform. As much information as
possible is returned.
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In this appendix eight worked examples are presented. The first four are created with the aid of
the procedure mklog and provide a good view of the possibilities and results of the analyses
described in this thesis when they are performed by the procedures developed in this thesis. In
fact these four examples show the information that is projected on the screen of the computer,
using mklog. The last four examples provide specific information on some procedures. These
examples explain the algorithms and give some insight in theory and analysis. For more
information on these examples refer to Chapter 4.

Contents:
Example 1

SISO model of a Single Link Manipidator witli joint elasticis,

B.2

Example 2

Model of a SISO system of a Flexible Single Link Manipulator

B.7

Example 3

Model of a contrived nonlinear MIMO system
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Model of a MIMO system of a T-R Robot

B.15

Example 5

Explanation of the procedures psolve and extdsolve

B.19

Example 6

Explanation of the procedure oictputfunc

B.22

Example 7

Explanation of the procedure inoictlin

B.25

Example 8

Explanation of the procedure atnorinform

B.27
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EXAMPLE 1
Consider the model

1

x2

U

This model represents a rather simple mechanical system, a single link manipulator with joint
elasticity. This elasticity is modelled by a torsional spring, for simplicity a linear spring with
stiffness K is used. Further, M is the total mass of the link, L is the distance between the joint
axis and the link centre of mass, G is the gravitational constant, and Iin and Jl are inertia of the
motorshaft and the link respectively. The state variables are chosen as follows. x1 is the link
angle and x, is the motor shaft angle. x2 and x,, are the derivatives with respect to time of x1 and
x,. The results of this example are created with the aid of the procedure mklog. To guide the
reader, some additional information is provided.

. 1\1

\A/

I/!-.

MAPLE

-I-<

MAPLE V

/
>

C o p y r i g h t ( c ) 1981-1990 by t h e u n i v e r s i t y of Waterloo.
MAPLE i s a r e g i s t e r e d t r a d e m a r k o f
Waterloo Maple S o f t w a r e .
Type ? f o r h e l p .

A l l r i g h t s reserved.

> mklog();# e x a m p i e l ;
output function(s):
i n i t i a l states:

,

( x [ l ] = O,

,

[ x[l]

x[2] = O,

I

x[3] = O,

x [ 4 ] = O)

The working point in the state space is chosen to be (O,O,O,O). The dimension of the stuie
space is 4 and the output function of the system is x,. The analysis is started with the
computation of the relative degree. Therefore, the procedure reldeg is called
***** t h e r e l a t i v e degree, (reldeg)*****

* p o s s i b l e c o n d i t i o n s on t h e i n i t i a l s t a t e s :
r e l d e g : no i n i t i a l s t a t e s are found f o r which t h e matrix Adeg t u r n s o u t t o be \
singular
t h e t o t a l sum o f t h e ( v e c t o r ) r e l a t i v e d e g r e e and t h i s ( v e c t o r ) r e l a t i v e d e g \
ree:
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1 4 1

* the nonsingularity matrix Adeg and the matrix bdeg:
[

K

I

[
1
[ Im J1 ]

2
[ (x[2]

1

M G L sin(x[l]) Im J1

+

2
J1 M

-

2 2
G L cos(x[l]) sin(x[i])

+

J1 M G L COS(X[l]) X[l] K

+

2
J1 K M G L sin(x[l]) + J1 K x[l]

/

J1 M G L

-

COS(X[l])

2
J1 K

x[3]

X[3J X

+

2

K

Im x[l]

-

2

K

Im x[3]

/
2
1 (Im J1) 1

The relative degree is found to be 4, which is obviously a full order relative degree. Moreover, IMAPLE did not find any initial states for which the mat& Adeg will be singular.
Therefore, this rekthw degree is valid in the whole state spce.
The next step in the analysis is to compute the normal form of this system. The procedure
mrmform is called.
*****

the normal form, (normform)*****

* the normal form system equations:(normdyn)
[zeta[l]dot = zeta[2], zeta[2]dot
zeta[4]dot =

-

=

zeta[3], zeta[i]dot = zeta[4],

2
( - zeta[2]

M G L sin(zeta[l]) Ji

+ J1 M G L cos(zeta[l]) zeta[3] +

+

-

K M G L sin(zeta[l])

J1 K zeta[3]

+

K Im zeta[3]

K u[l])/(Im Ji)

1

* the normal form system dynamics:(fn and gn)
[ zeta[2], zeta[3], zeta[4],

-

.L
( - zeta[2]

M

G L

sin(zeta[l]) ~1

+

J1 M

+ J1 K zeta[3] + K Im zeta[3] + K M

L cos(zeta[l]) zetal31

G L sin(zeta[l]))/(Im J1)

3

1

[

[

G

K
-----

I

[
1
[ Im J1 ]

*

the zero dynamic equations and the unique zeroing input:(zerodyn, uzero)
no-zerodyn
no-uzero

Because of the full order relative degree, it is obvious that the zero dynamics do not exist for
this system. The easy structure of the system equuations in normal form is shown.
In Chapter 3, ii is stated that the zero dynamics can also be computed in another way, by
means of the Zero Dynamics Algorithm. Call of the procedure extnormform. Of course,
because for this system a relative degree is dejìned, the results should be equal to the results
obtained by mrmform. The steps in thhis result correspond to the steps in the algorithm, see
chapter 3 and 4.
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***** the zero dynamics from extnormform, (extnormform)*****

,

1, -th step, output zeroing submanifold:

[x[l] = O]

1, -th step, constraints on the neighbourhood:
no constraints on the chosen working point

2, -th step, output zeroing submanifold:

,

[x[l]

=

O, x[2]

=

O]

i, -tin step, Constraints on the rieighboürh~od:

no constraints on the chosen working point

3, -th step, output zeroing submanifold:

,

[x[i] = O, x[2]

=

O, x[3] = O]

3, -th step, constraints on the neighbourhood:
no constraints on the chosen working point

4, -th step, output zeroing submanifold:
[x[l] = O, x[2]
4,

=

O, x[3]

=

O, x[4]

,

=

O]

-th step, constraints on the neighbourhood:
no constraints on the chosen working point
4, -th step, matrix L-gH has full rank m

* the zero dynamics:(zerodyn)
{x[l]dot

O, x[2]dot

=

O, x[3]dot = O, x[4]dot

=

= O}

* the zeroing input:(uzero)
I O 1

(Infact, this is a bit cotnplicated way to say that no zero dynamics exist, but it is denoted in a
rather general notation.)

The next step is the design of an exact linearizing state feedback, which linearizes the
input-state equations. This feedback exists, because a full order relative degree is defined.
Call of the procedure statelin, the special structure of the linearized system is showed clearly.
***** exact linearization of the state input equations, (statelin)*****

* the exact linearizing feedback and linearized system dynamics: (u, AZ, B)
[

-

2
(-

Im

2
J1 v[i] + x[2]

+ J1 M

2

2
G

2
L

M G L sin(x[l]) Im Ji

COS(X[l])

Sin(X[l])

+ J1 M

G

L COS(X[l])

X[1] K
2

-

31 M G L cos(x[l])

-

2
2
J1 K x[3] + K Im x[i]
[

x[3] K + Ji K M G L sin(x[i])

-

2
K Im x[3])/(K

Im) ]

zeta[2], zeta[3], zeta[4], O ]

+ J1 K

x[l]
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* the explicit feedback:(alfa, beta)
2
2 2 2
(x[2] M G L sin(x[l]) Im Ji + J1 M G L cos(x[l]) Sin(X[l])
+ J1 M G L

+

cOS(X[~]) ~

[lK
]

-

J1 K Y G L sin(x[l]) + Ji K

J1 M G L COS(X[l]) X[3] K

2

- Ji K

x[l]

2

2
x[3] + K

Im x[i]

-

2

K

Im x[3]

)/(K Im) 1
[ Im J1 ]

i

-----

3

[

K

I

In case no output function is defined, or we want to compute an output function for which
the system gets a full order relative degree, the procedure outputfunc is called. In the present
case, it is obvious thut x, is such a function, because for this output function already a full
order relative degree is showed.

***** finding output functions which give the system a full order relative degì
ree, (outputfunc)*****
reldeg: no initial states are found for which the matrix Adeg turns out to be \
singular
the output function(s) which fulfil the demands are:

I xc1: 3
The result of outputfunc is correct. The relative degree of this result is checked and
(obvious&) no initial states were found for the corresponding matrix Adeg turns out singular.

The next step in the analysis is to compute an exact linearizing state feedback, which
linearizes the input-output behaviour of the system. Again, because of the full order relative
degree and therefore the existence of an input-state linearizing feedback, the results should
be exactly the same as obtained earlier with the procedure statelin. (A linear and controllable
system has of course also a linear input-output behaviour.) Interesting, however, is that the
results will be presented in the original coordinates x and not in the variables zeta, because
the tramformalion to the normal form is not defined in this algorithm. Call of the procedure
inoutlin.
***** exact linearization the input output mapping, (inoutlin)*****
* the exact linearizing feedback and linearized system dynamics: (u, fl, 91)

-

[

[ x[2],

2
Im J1 v[l]

(-

-

2

2

2

+

2
x[Z]

M G L sin(x[l]) Im J1

+

J1 M

-

J1 M G L cos(x[l]) x[3] K

-

J1 K

G

2

L

cos(X[l]) sin(x[l]) + J1 M G L coS(X[l]) X[l] K

x[3] + K

2
Im x[l]

-

+

J1 K M G L sin(x[l])

+

2
J1 K

x[l]

2
Im x[3])/(K Im) ]

K

+ x[l] K - x[3]
.................................

M G L sin(x[l])

Im

K
I

X[41,

2
2 2 2
(x[Z] M G L sin(x[l]) Im + M G L cos(x[l]) sin(x[l])

-

+

EP G L cos(x[l]) x[l] K

+ x[l] K
1

2

-

- I4 G

2
x[3] K )/(K Im)

L cos(x[lJ) x[3] K + K M G L sin(x[l])
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O

1

[

1

[

Im 1
---1
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* the explicit feedback:(alfa, beta)
[

-

2
(x[2]

M G L sin(x[l])

+ J1 M

+

Im J1 + J1 M

G L COS(X[l]) X[l] K

-

2

G

2

L cos(x[l])

sin(x[l])

J1 M G L COS(X[l]) X[3] K

2

J1 K M G L sin(x[l])

2

+ Ji K x[l]

-

2

J1 K

2

x[3] + K

Im x[i]

-

2
K Im x[3]

Finally, it is worth mentioning the state transformation the the normal form, computed by the
procedure transform :
***** transformation to the normal form, (transform)*****
* transformation, inverse transformation and jacobian

1
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EXAMPLE 2
Consider a mechanical arin consisting of hvo rigid links, interconnected by a spring joint,
moving on a horizontal plane, and operated by a single actuator at one of the two extremes.
Perhaps, this can be considered as the most simplified model of a flexible one-link robot arm.
This model is used by Isidori in the 'Carl Cram Notes' ([9]) and incorporated in the notes of
the 'Course on Advanced Control' (TUE-WFW).

x

= f(x) + g(x)u

With
Y

*3
*4

K4

bc (x, +x4)2sirLx2+ (.!I+ccosxJKX,+c 'x3sinx2cosx2
=

b
-

=

A

-p+cCOSX,)

1

A

A

A = d - (CCOSX~)~
And

a = I~ + m,l, + r2 + m2(ll+z,Z>
2

2

b = I2 + m&
c = m24L7
d = b(~-b)
x, angular position of the first link
x2 relative angular postion of the second rank with respect to the first link
u torque acting on the first link

.-]\I I/,-.
\-/

\

<-I-

MAPLE

/
>

MAPLE

v

Copyright (c) 1981-1990 by the University of Waterloo.
A l l rights reserved. MAPLE is a registered trademark of
Waterloo Maple Software.
Type ? for help.

> mklog();# example2;
output function(s):
initial states:

,

{x[l]

=

,

[ x[l] ]

O, x[2] = O, x [ 3 ] = O, x[4] = O}
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* * * * * the relative degree, (reldeg)*****
* possible conditions on the initial states:

reldeg: no initial states are found for which the matrix Adeg turns out to be \
singular
the total sum of the (vector) relative degree and this (vector) relative deg\
ree:
2

i 2 i

* the nonsingularity matrix Adeg and the matrix bdeg:
b
1
- ..........................
1
2
2
I
[
- b a + b + c cos(x[2]) 2 1]
[
[

[

2

-

(b c sin(x[Z])

2

+ X[Z] K b + x[2] K c cos(x[21)
/
/

(-

x[3] x[4] + b c sin(x[2])

+ 2 b c sin(x[Z])

x[3]

2

x[4]

2

x[31

+ c

sin(x[21) cos(x[21))

2
2
2
b a + b + c cos(x[2]) ) ]

/

***** the normal form, (normform)*****
MAPLE succeeded in solving the differential equations ldiff(g,phi,x)

This statement means that MAPLE succeeded in solving the differenthl equations (3,lS)
* the normal form system equations:(normdyn)
[zeta[l]dot = zeta[2],
zeta[2]dot

=

-

2
2
(c zeta[2] sin(eta[l])
2

+ c sin(eta[l])

2
b

eta[2]

3

+ c sin(eta[l])

-

cos(eta[l])

2
2 c sin(eta[l])

2
zeta[2]

2
cos(eta[l])

b
eta[2] b zeta[2] cos(eta[l])
2

+ eta[l] K b

L

+ eta[l] K c cos(eta[l]) b + b u[l])
/
/

2
2
2
(b ( - b a + b + c cos(eta[l]) ) ) ,

/
eta[2] b + zeta[2] c cos(eta[l]) + zeta[2] b
- -----------------------------------------------,

eta[l]dot

b
eta[2]dot

+

=

-

2
(-

c

2

zeta[2]

sin(eta[l]) cos(eta[l])
/

sin(eta[l]) eta[2] b zeta[2] c + eta[l] K b)

/

2
b ]

/
the normal form system dynamics:(fn and gn)
[

zeta[21,

-

2
2
(c zeta[2] sin(eta[l])

-

2
2 c sin(eta[l])

+

3
c sin(eta[l])

2

cos(eta[I])

b + c sin(eta[îJ) eta[2]

eta[2] b zeta[2] cos(eta[l])
2
zeta[2]

2
cos(eta[l])

2
+ eta[l] K b

2

b
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zeta[Z]
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sin(eta[l]) cos(eta[l]) + sin(eta[l]) eta[2] b zetal21 c

i

etalij K i>)

/

2
b

/

r
[

I

O

1

- b a + b2 + c2 cos(eta[l])

]

1
1

O

I
I

*

O

the zero dynamic equations and the unique zeroing input:(zerodyn, uzero)
etall] K

[eta[l]dot = eta[Z], eta[2]dot =

- -------I
b

L

1

sin(eta[l]) etact] b + etacl] K b + eta[l] K c cos(eta[l])
- c.............................................................

1

b

Because the relátive degree is strictly less thun the dimension of the state space, the
coordinates eta appear in the normal form equations and the zero dynamics do exist. Because
of the existence of the relative degree, the zero dynamics computed in extnormform should be
equal:
*****

the zero dynamics from extnormform, (extnormform)*****

1, -th step, output zeroing submanifold:

,

[x[l] = O]

1, -th step, constraints on the neighbourhood:
no constraints on the chosen working point

2,

-th step, output zeroing submanifold:
2,

,

[x[l]

=

O, x[3] = O]

-th step, constraints on the neighbourhood:
no constraints on the chosen working point

2, -th step, matrix L-gH has full rank m

* the zero dynamics:(zerodyn)
XI21 K

{~[lldot = O, ~[2]d0t= ~ [ 4 ] ,~[3]d0t

O, ~[4]d0t=

- -----b

* the zeroing input:(uzero)
2

[

c sin(x[2]) x[4] + x[Z] K b + x[2] K c cos(x[2])
- b...................................................

b

1

Apart from the notation in the coordinate x (See the state transformation at the end of this
example), indeed the zero dynamics are equal.
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***** exact linearization of the state input equations, (statelin)*****
statelin:

,

for the present choise of output function(s), this system does not have a full\
-order (vector) relative degree. it is not possible to design an exact input-s\
tate linearizing feedback. you may try to define a(n) (set of) dummy output fu\
nction(s) h(x) for which rtot=n by running -0utputfunc- first or else to defin\
e an input-output linearizing feedback by running -inoutlin-

*****

fiììdiììg o ü t p ~ tf ü n c t i o n s which yi:.e

the systezi a full c r & a relative Oog?

ree, (outputfunc)*****
for this sis0 system an output function will be searched for, which give the s\
ystem a maximal relative degree, however strictly less than the dimension of t\
he state space
MAPLE failed in solving the flow of the , 2, -th column of ,
[ O
[
[
[ 0

1

-

0

O 1

1

1
______________0 1 1

b + c cos(x[2])
b

1, although this flow exists.

1

[
[
[ O

O

0

O 1

O

1

O 1

1

outputfunc:,
MAPLE failed in finding solutions for a partial differential equation that sho\

uld be solved in order to find the output function
lambda

Note that this is the case were the test on the results of extdsolve fail but it is not sure wether
the actual results are correct or not. In this case the result is very complicated and one can
not easily say. I assume that further analysis is not relevant in framework of this example
and it is therefore omitted.

Though an exact input-stute linearization does not exists, an input-output linearizing
feedback can be computed with the procedure inoutlin
***** exact linearization the input output mapping, (inoutlin)*****
the exact linearizing feedback and linearized system dynamics: (u, fl, 91)
[

-

2
(-

v[l] b a + v[l] b

2
2
+ v[i] c cos(x[2]) + b

2
c

+ 2 b c sin(x[2l) x[3] x[4] + b c sin(x[2]) x[4]
2
2
+ x[2] K c cos(x[Z]) + c x[3] sin(x[Z])

1
1
1

[

b + c cos(x[2])
b

I

sin(x[2])

x[3]

L

+ x[2] K b

cos(x[2]))/b

]
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the explicit feedback:(alfa, beta)
[

-

2
(b c sin(x[2])

x[3]

2

+

2 b c sin(x[2])

+ x[2] K b + x[2] K c cos(x[2])
[
[

-

x[3] x[4] + b c sin(x[2]) x[4]

L
f

c

L

x[3]

sin(x[2]) cos(x[2l))/b

I

2
2
2 1
b a + b + c cos(x[21) I

***** transformation to the normal form, (transform)*****
MAPLE succeeded in solving the differential equations ldiff(g,phi,x)

transformation, inverse transformation and jacobian

x[l],

x[3],

x[2],

x[3] c cos(x[2]) + x[3] b + x[4] b

__________________________________
b

{x[l]

=

1

zeta[l], x[3] = zeta[2],
x[2]
O

O 1

1

O 1

I
O

1

=

eta[i]}
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EXAMPLE 3
Consider the contrived model ([l](exaxnple 5.2.1)):
O

1

O

O

os& -x,)

u, + 1

UZ

o

(B5)

O

\-/

.-\ 1 \ 1MAPLEl/l-./
>

--I-<
> mklog();#

MAPLE v
Copyright (c) 1981-1990 by the University of Waterloo.
All rights reserved. MAPLE is a registered trademark of
waterloo Maple Software.
Type ? for help.

example 3;
output function(s):

initial states:

, {x[l]

,

[

x[l]

-

x[51, xi41

O, x[2] = O, x[3]

=

=

I

O, x[4] = O, x[5]

=

0)

***** the relative degree, (reldeg)*****
* possible conditions on the initial states:
reldeg: the initial state conditions for which the matrix Adeg turns out to be\
singular are:
{{x[l]

= 1/2 Pi + x[5]}}

* the total sum of the (vector) relative degree and this (vector) relative deg\
ree:
5
[3,21

* the nonsingularity matrix Adeg and the matrix bdeg:
[ COS(Xt~1

-

Xt51)

1

1
1

1 1

O
2
0, X[21

1

Note that this system has a full order vector relative degree and that this relutive degree is
only locally defined.
***** the normal form, (normform)*****
* the normal form system equations:(normdyn)
[zeta[l]dot

=

zeta[2], zeta(2ldot = zeta[3],

zeta[3]dot = cos(zeta[l])

u[i] + u[2], zeta[Q]dot

=

L

zeta[5]dot = zeta[2]

+ u[2]]

* the normal form system dynamics:(fn and gn)
L

[ zeta[2],

zeta[3], O, zeta[5], zeta[2]

]

zeta[5],
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1

1
cos(zeta[l])

[

1 ]

1

1

r

O 1

O

* the zero dynamic equations and the unique zeroing input:(zerodyn, uzero)
n=-zer=dyn

no-u z ero

***** the zero dynamics from extnormform, (extnormform)*****
1, -th step, output zeroing submanifold:

,

[x[4] = O, x[l]

=

x[5]]

1, -th step, constraints on the neighbourhood:
no constraints on the chosen working point
2, -th step, output zeroing submanifold:
[x[4]

=

O, x[l]

,

x[5], x[2] = O, x[5]

=

=

O]

2, -th step, constraints on the neighbourhood:
no constraints on the chosen working point
3, -th step, output zeroing submanifold:
[X[4]

o, X[i]

=

=

X[2] = o, X[5]

X[S],

=

,

o, X[3]

=

O]

3, -th step, constraints on the neighbourhood:
no constraints on the chosen working point
3, -th step, matrix L-gH has full rank m

* the zero dynamics:(zerodyn)
(~[5]dot = O, x[4]dot

=

O, x[l]dot = O, x[2]dot

=

O, x[3]dot

=

O}

* the zeroing input:(uzero)
rol01

***** exact linearization of the state input equations, (statelin)*****
* the exact linearizing feedback and linearized system dynamics:

-

2
V[2] + X[2]

2
-----______________
vr21 - xr21 1
COS(X[l] - X[5])

V[i]
[

I

[

zeta[2], zeta[3], O, zeta[5], O ]

* the explicit feedback:(alfa, beta)
2
xr21

[

---------------- COS(X[l]

-

I

x[5])

2
XI21

1
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O

1

1

***** finding output functions which give the system a full order relative deg\
ree, (outputfunc)*****
reldeg: the initial state conditions for which the matrix Adeg turns out to be\
singuiar are:
{{x[l]

=

1/2 Pi + x[5]}}
the output function(s) which fulfil the demands are:

-

~

1

+1~

5 1 X
, [ ~ I1

***** exact linearization the input output mapping, (inoutlin)*****
the exact linearizing feedback and linearized system dynamics: (u, fl, 91)

-

V[l] + V[2]
COS(X[l]

[

-

X[21, X[31

+ X[2]

2

.....................

[

X[11 XI41

+

-

t

X[5])

-

VI11

X[41 X[51, X[21 XI41

+

2

X[21

1

XE11 X[51

-

2
X[51

,

x[51, 0 1

* the explicit feedback:(alfa, beta)

***** transformation to the normal form, (transform)*****

* transformation, inverse transformation and jacobian

{XI51

-

[

X[11

XI51, XI21, X[31

=

zeta[5],

x[lJ

=

-

X[11 XI41

zeta[l] + zeta[5],

+

XI41 X[51, X[41, x151 1

x[4J

=

zeta[4], x[2]

x[3] = zeta[3] + zeta[4] zeta[l]}
[
[
[
[
[

I
[

I

[

-

1

O

0

O

-1

o

1

0

O

O

X[4]

o

1

o

O

0

1

O

o

O

0

O

1

-

X[l] + X[5]

x[4]

=

zeta[2],
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\

P

-E LAAMPLE 4

Consider the following nonlinear model of a RT Robot with two inputs (F and M> and also two
outputs ( r and 9).

O

f(4

O

=

1

O

P,-2Q2 +PIX;
O

. l \ MAPLE
l'A'l/~
7'
<-I-

>

O

MAPLE V
Copyright (c) 1981-1990 by the University of Waterloo.
All rights reserved. MAPLE is a registered trademark of
Waterloo Maple Software.
Type ? for help.

> & l o g ( ) ; # example 4;
output function(s):
initial states:

, {x[l]

,

[

x[2], x[4] ]

= x[i], x[3] = x[3], x[4] = x[4],

x[2] = x[2]}

In fact, this statement means t h d sytnbolic initial staes are introduced. In practice this means
that the results will hold for all x, and therefore have a global value.
* * * * * the relative degree, (reldeg)*****
possible conditions on the initial states:
reldeg: no initial states are found for which the matrix Adeg turns out to be \
singular

* the total sum of the (vector) relative degree and this (vector).relative deg\
ree:
4
[ 2 # 2 1

* the nonsingularity matrix Adeg and the matrix bdeg:
[

r

----

O

PI

1
1
1

P3

-

2 P2 X[2] + P1 XI21

2 1
1
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XI312 (P1 X[2]
[

-

P2)

-

2

(P1 X[2] - P2) X[i] X[3]
.........................

P1
P3

-

2 P2 X[2] + P1 X[2]

2
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1

*

[zeta[l]dot

=

zeta

zeta[3]dot = z
zeta[4]dot =

-

* the normal form system dynamics:(fn and gn)

r

o

I

r

o

[

P3

I

-

2 P2 zeta[l] + P1 zeta[l]

2 1
]

the zero dynamic equations and the unique zeroing input:(zerodyn, uzero)
no-zerodyn
no-uzero
J

***** the zero dynamics from extnormform, (extnormform)*****
1, -th step, output zeroing submanifold:

,

[x[2] = O, x[4] = O]

1, -th step, constraints on the neighbourhood:
no constraints on the chosen working point

2, -th step, output zeroing submanifold:
[x[2] = O, x[4]

=

O, x[l]

=

O, x[3]

,

=

O]

2, -th step, constraints on the neighbourhood:
no constraints on the chosen working point

2, -th step, matrix L-gH has full rank m

* the zero dynamics:(zerodyn)
{x[4]dot

=

O, x[l]dot

= O,

x[2]dot = O, x[3]dot

=

O}
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* the zeroing input:(uzero)
[O801

***** exact linearization of the state input equations, (statelin)*****
* the exact linearizing feedback and linearized system dynamics:

r

p1 vr11

V[2] P3

-

-

2
X[2] X[3]

P1 + P2 X[3]

2

,
2

2 V[2] P2 X[2] + V[2] P1 X[2]

+ 2 X[l] X[3] P1 X[2]

-

2 x[i] X[3] P2

1
[

zeta[2], O, zeta[4], O ]

* the explicit feedback:(alfa, beta)

-

2
x133

(PI X[2!

-

P2), 2 (P1 XI23

-

P2) X[l] X[3]

1
1

O

[ p1

1
[
[

o

P3

-

j

2 P2 X[2] + Pi X[2]

2 1
]

***** finding output functions which give the system a full order relative deg\
ree, (outputfunc)*****
reldeg: no initial states are found for which the matrix Adeg turns out to be \
singular
the output function(s) which fulfil the demands are:

r

X[41, xr21 1

***** exact linearization the input output mapping, (inoutlin)*****

* the exact linearizing feedback and linearized system dynamics: (u, fl, 91)
[ P1 V[l]

V[2] P3

-

-

2

2
Pi + P2 X[3]

X[2] X[3]

,
2

2 vr21 P2 X[2] + V[2] P1 X[2]

+ 2 X[l] X[3] P1 X[2] - 2 X[l] X[3] P2

1

o, X[iIt

* the explicit feedback:(alfa, beta)
[

-

2
X[3]

(Pi X[2]

-

P2), 2 (Pi X[2]

-

P2) X[i] X[3] ]
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r

[

1
1

O

[

o

P3

-

2 P2 X[2] + P1 X[2]

2 1
]

***** transformation to the normal form, (transform)*****
* transformation, inverse transformation and jacobian
~ 2 1 ~
, 1 1 1 ,~ 4 1 x[31
,
1
{ x i 4 1 = zeta(3j, x[2j = zetajij, xji] = zeta[2], XIS] = zeta[QIj

[ O
[

[ i
[

[ O
[

[ O

o
o o
o o
o 1
1

O ]

1

O ]

1
i ]

1

O ]
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EXAMPLE 5
This example is to explain and illustrate the procedures psolve and atdsolve. For additional
information refer to the theoretical description in Chapter 4, to the flowcharts in Appendix C,
and if desirable to the listings in Appendix D.
Consider the partial differential equations ([l](example 1.4.3)):

So the n x in input matrix g for the procedure psolve is:

After testing the involutivity of this distribution, the matrix g is augmented to a full rank n x n
matrix G by adding an appropriate unit vector:

In an iteration process the flows of the columns of G and a composition of the mapping F are
computed. Computing the flow of each column means to solve a system of n=3 ordinary
differential equations in the (temporary) flow variable zi. The flow of each column is computed
by the procedure atdsolve.

As an illustration of the strategy which is performed by atdsolve, in an intermezzo the
computation of the flow of the first column of G is discussed.

intermezzo: procedure extdsolve:
In order to compute the flow of the first column of G, the following set of equations should be
solved

/o

*2(zJ

- -1

x2(0) = xu)
7-

In extdsolve this will be done by subsequently solviiig of the separate equations (and their initial
conditions) in order of increasing complexity. The results of the already solved equations are
substituted in the equation that is to be solved. The order in which the equations in this set are
solved is 3, 2, 1. A simple selection criterium is the "length" of the expression in MAPLE.
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It is clear that the solutions of the equations (3) and (2) are independent. These equations are
solved by the standard MAPLE procedure to solve ordinary differential equations: dsolve. The
solutions are respectively
x3(z1)

=

X2(Z1)

= -zl

x30
-+

xm

(BI21

The substitution of these results in the first equation gives the ordinary differential equation

(B13)

with as solution (via dsolve)
xl<zl) =

2x3$1

'10

These solutions are generalized to the flow (B19) by substituting (xl,x2, xi) for (xlo,xu), x ~ ) .
end intermezzo
In the first step the flow of the third column is computed and the mapping F is initialized. The
set of three equations that should be solved for the first flow is:

The mapping F(z3) is the solution of

In the next step, the second flow is computed in which F(z3) is substituted after which the
mapping F(zuz3) is created:
r

1

(B18)

Finally, the first flow is computed and the mapping F(z1,z2,z3)is completed:
r

1
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Clearly, F is a function of (zl,... , 2,) and (xlo, ... , xn0).Now it is necessary to consider the
workpoint xnuZZ = [0,0,1]. After substitution of { xlO=O,xm=O,xm=l } the mapping F is just a
function of (zi,... , 2,) and the inverse inappiiig Finv can be computed (by MAPLE):

in i;] It is proved Laaî Lae iasî n-m cornpoiieiiis of Finv soive the partial differential equation
(4,1), so the solution in this example is:
h(X1J2J3)
= (x1+2u93&3
(B21)
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EXAMPLE 6
This example is particularly meant for explaining and illustrating the procedure outputfunc. The
results of the procedure outputfunc for the model used in example 3 will be labourously traced
in this example. For additional infomation refer to Chapter 3 section IV, Chapter 4, the
flowchart in Appendix C, and if desirable the listing in Appendix D.
Consider the model from exaniple 3

PART I cretation and test of dimension and involutivity of the distributions Gotill Gn.
step O:
The distribution Go= span{g,, g2} has dimension 2 = rn in a neighbourhood of xo=O. It's easy
to show that this distribution is involutive because

[g,&I(x> = 0

(B22)

step 1:
In order to define the distribution G,, the distribution Gtotal is considered:

= cos(x, -x5) 1 -xzsin(x, -xJ

-(x,-xJ

O

0

O

-1

O

1

O

O

From this matrix the space that is spanned by its column vectors is simplified to the simplest
matrix possible by the MAPLE algorithm extcolspace to the distribution spanned by the column
vectors of the matrix
O 0 0 1

1 0 0 0
G,= O O 1 O
O 1 0 0

O 0 0 1
It is not difficult to prove that this distribution is involutive, moreover, also the distribution
spanned by the columns of Gtotal is iiivolutive because

[g,,fld/g,I(x) = [g,>qg*l(x)= [g2>fldfg,l(4
= [gz,fldfgzl(4
=0
[adfg1,adfg21(x)=
-x5)g1(x)

(BE)
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When xnull is substituted in G, and again the simplest representation is derived we get, not very
surprisingly
O 0 0 1

1 0 0 0
G.l.nitl1 = O O 1 O
O 1 0 0

This distribution has maximal dimension 4 at x = x", therefore it's dimension is constant near
x". So the tests of this step are passed and the algorithm is continued
step 2:
Similar computations led us via Gtotal to the distribution G, and G.2.null.

Gtotal := span(g,, g,, adfgl, adfg2, ad.gl, @:g,)

O

1

O

O

o

o

-c0s(x1-x5)

-1

Gtotal = cos(x,-x5) 1 -x2sin(x, -x5) -(xl -Xs)

Io

cos(x, -xs) (1+b,
2siri(x, -x5) x2
COS(~,-x~(x4-x~)
2 + sin(x1-x5)

(x1x4-x&-x3

b
i
O
'4

O

O

-1

O

O

1

O

O

2cos(x, -xJ x2

2;

It is clear thl the distribution G2 is involutive and has maximal dimension 5 a. x = x".
Since by definition G,, C Gi for any i B 1, and G, has a dimension equal to the dimension n of
the state space, it is obviously that G, = G, = G, and G,, G, are (trivially) involutive. So the
system satisfies the hypotheses. In this case the value of the integer ktel is 2. In maximal two
steps the output functions h will be constructed.
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PART II construction of m=2 output functions
step 1:
In order to construct the functions h first the distribution G: is considered. The dimension of
this (co-)distribution is 1, so there exists (ml=l)a real-valued function h,(x) such that

span{&,) = G: = kernel{(GJT

=

I:1
O

So a possible output function h(x) turns out to be x1 - xg. At the end of the first step the matrix
GTOTAL is initialized:
1

O
GTOTAL = span{&,} = O

O
-1

step 2:
Now the matrix GTOTAL is augtnented with the differentials of the derivatives of the functions
that are found in the previous step. The differentials of the new output function(s) that will be
found in the present step should be independent from these differentials.

1

0

o 1
GTOTAL := span&

, dL,h,(x)} = o 0
O 0
-1

o

At this stage we move one step backwards and consider the distribution Gh. Now we search for
mz = 1 function h2(x)whose differential is spanned by

L J

So the second output function which gives the system a full relative degree is found by: &(x) =
x4-

At this stage the nutnber of functions found is equal to the number of wanted outputs and the
algorithm stops.
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EXAMPLE 7
This example is to explain and illustrate the procedure inoutlin. For additional information refer
to Chapter 3 section V, Chapter 4, the flowchart iii Appendix C, and if desirable the listing
in Appendix D.
Consider the system ([l](exa~nple 5.4.1)): (It is important to know, that for this system no
relative degree exists.)

+i
O

UI

O
1

+ o

2

O
O

For this system, the Structure Algorithm proceeds as follows.
step 1:
Construct the matrix

To@) = L$(x)

=

[: u

rank(T,) c rn so the algorithm may be continued. In the first step the following decomposition
can be computed

V To =

[]

1

To = 1 -1
O ] To =

[u o]

=

E]

yielding (using the names of the implementation):

s

= [i

o]

gamma = xg
gammaln = x3-x4
The results are stored in the column r, which is initialized as

r

= [gamma] =

p3]

The values of S, gamma, gainmaln are available in the next step as Sprev, gammaprev, and

gamm alnprev.
step 2:
Consider the matrix

Examples
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Again rank(T) c m. The following decomposition can be computed

.,-c.
1

0

1

K]*=[I

-+=[u
0

o]=[]

yielding

s = [i o]
gammaln = gainmaprev - Lfgammalnprev = x1

(B41)

Note that gamma does not exists (and also the column I' cannot be augmented), because P does
not exists. In terms of the algorithm, the present step degenerates because rank(lo) = rank(2').
Again, the values of gamrnnln and S are in the next step available as Sprev and gammalnprev.
step 3:
Consider the matrix

At this stage the algorithm is terminated because rank(T)=m and

gamma = Lfgammalnprev = xz ix12
The column with the results

r is augmented with this new function

Then, the feedback u = u(x)

+ p(x) can be coinputed by solving the equations (3,76)

6

:]u=-[

2x,

[o =[o i]
PIP

for a ( x ) and p(x), with obvious solutions

x3

3

4.

-x1

I

2x1x2 iX1X3
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EXAMPLE 8
This example is particularly meant for explaining and illustrating the procedure extnormform. It
is rather interesting that the text of this example is created by the trace command of MAPLE.
This command provides possibilities to trace a procedure and its interim results. Only a few
edits are made. For additional information refer to Chapter 3 section 111, Chapter 4, the
flowchart in Appendix C, and if desirable the listing in Appendix D.
Consider the system (ilj(exnampk 6.12)): (It is imp~:tzxt te knew, that this system has no
relative degree at the working point xo = O.)

On this system, the Zero Dynamics Algorithm will have the following results:
> extnormform(f,g,h,x,xnull,'zerodyn','uzero');
--> enter extnormform, args = f , q, h, x, {x[4] = O, x[5] = O, x[2]
= O, x[3] = O}, zerodyn, uzero

=

c2, x[l]

initializaíion of parameters
n

:=

5

m

:=

2

p := 2

reqular := true

[I

MAN1 :=

constraints := true

step 1:
[ i

dh

o

o

o

O ]

1

o

o

O ]

[

:=

[ O

1

locs := 2

stot := 2

I x[11 1
H

1

:= [

I XI21 I
[ i o o o
dH := [
[ O

o

1

o

O ]

1

O ]

I XI13 I
I

HNüLL := [

[

[ i

dHxnull

:=

[

[ O

X[21 1

o

o

o

O ]

1

o

o

O ]

1

M := {{~[5] = ~ [ 5 ] ,~ [ 3 ]= ~ 1 3 1 ,~ [ 4 ]
= ~[41,
~ [ 2 ]= O, x[l] = O}}
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M A N 1 := [x[2] = O, x[l] = O ]

,

1, - t h s t e p , o u t p u t z e r o i n g submanifold:

[ l
.

[

[ O
1

dHaug := [ O

[x[2]

o

o

o

O ]

1

o o

O ]

O

1

O

O ]

=

O, x[i] = O]

1
1

cond := { }
1, - t h s t e p , c o n s t r a i n t s on t h e neighbourhood:

no c o n s t r a i n t s on t h e chosen working p o i n t

[
L-gH

o 1

i

1

:= [

~

3

2 11

1
~

O 1

1

[

1

Lkern := [

~

-

Rkern := { [

-

R := [

-

P H I := [

10 1

3

x[3], 1

1)

~ [ 3 ] ,1 ]

~ [ 2 X[3]
]

+ X[4] ]

1
1
XI21
1
1
- X [ ~ IX [ ~ I+ xi41 1

[
[
PHITOT := [
[
[

XI11

-

PHIprev := [

x[2] x[3]

+ x[4] ]

1
1
x[21 1

[ X[iI

Hprev := [
[

o o
o o

o

[ i
dHprev := [

[ O

1

O ]

1

O ]

step 2:
[

X[iI

Hnew := [

XI21

-

x121 X[31

+

1
1
1
1
XE41 1

rowh := 3

[ i

O

dh := [ O

1

[
[

o -

o
o

X[3]

-

X[2]

o
o

O ]

1

o

locs := 1
stot := 3

H :=

[
[
[
[
[

X[iI
XI2 1

-

~

2 xi31
1

+

1
1
1
1
X [ ~ I1

1

O ]

1

]
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Examples
1 1

dH

[
:= [

O

I
[

o -

O

o

1

-

X[3]

r

[ i

dHxnull

M := {{XI41

=

O ]

o

o
o

X[2]

1

o

0

I

O ]

1

]

1

0

!2

0

0 ;

O

1

O

O

O ]

[ O

o

1

O ]

i

:= [
[

B.29

i

1
-c2

O, x[5] = ~ [ 5 ] ,~ [ 3 =
] x[3], ~ [ i =
] ~ [ l ] ,x[2] = x[2]}}
MAN1 := [x[2] = O, x[l] = O, x[4] = O ]

2, -th step, output zeroing submanifold:

,

[x[2] = O, x[l]

o

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

1

x[3]

O

1

0

0

[ i

[ O
:=

O, x[4]

=

O]

1

[

dHaug

=

[
[ O
[

-

3

o
o

[ O
[

[ O

cond

O ]
l
1 0 0 1

1
1

1

:= { }

2, -th step, constraints on the neighbourhood:

no constraints on the chosen working point

L

[ - ( - XE21 X[3]

+ X[2] x[5] + X[3] X[4] X[5] + x[31 X[4] + X[2]
2

+ X[2] X[i] X[4] X[3]

-

X[51

-

2
X[51 X[31 )

/

/

/

2
( 1 + X[31

)I

X[i]

X[4]

Appendix B

830

Examples

PRIprev :=
2
[- (- X [ 2 ]

X[3]

-

2
4

-

X [ 2 ] x[5]

x[3] X [ 4 ] X [ 5 1

- X ~ S Ixi31

- XIS!

x i 2 1 xi11 x t 4 i xc31

t
i

Xlll

Hprev := [

XI21

- x121

[

I

dHprov := [ O

r

-

o

[

-l.

x[3] x [ 4 ] + x [ 2 ]

2

Xf4]

X[41 + X[21 X[11

X[41

(I

)

/

- xi31

2

)I

1
1
1

xí31

1

+

XI41 I

O

o

o

O ]

1

o

o

O ]

1

1

-

X[3]

X[i]

/

1 0 1

X[2]

step 3:
Hnew :=

I- a 2 1 x[31

+

x[411

2
[-

(-

X[2]

X[3]

+ X[2]

2

+

X[2]

X[l]

X[4]

+

X[5]

X[3]

-

X[3]

X[S]

X[4]

-

+ X[3]

2
X[5]

rowh := 4
dh :=

X[5]

X[3]

/

/

)

/

2

(1 + X[31

)I

Examples
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H :=
[X[211
[ - XI21 X[31 + XI411

2
[ - ( - X[2] X[3]

+ X[2] X[5] + X[3] X[4] X[5] + X[3] X[4] + X[2] X[l] X[4]

+ X[2] X[l] X[4] X[3]

2

-

X[5]

-

2
X[5] X[3] )

2

[ O

o

2
(1 + X[3] )I

/

+ X[2] X[l] X[4] + x[2] X[l] X[4] X[31

[

/

/

o

-

o

XE51

-

2
X[51 xt31

1

- C 2 + 1 ]

X[31

Examples

Appendix B

M := {{x[5]

=

O, x[3] = x[3], x[4]

=

x[4], x[l] = X[1], X[2] = X[2]))

o, X[S]

MAN1 := [x[2] = O, X[l] = O, x[4] =

o,

[
[

X[i]

-

o

o,

=

o,

X[5]

=

O]

1

o

X[3]

dHaug := [

x[4] =

O 1

1

1
1
1

2

[

~ 3 1
---------

[

2

[ O

1

+

[ O

~ 3 1
- ---------

0

1

x[31

O

+ X[3]

1

cond

01

=

,

3, -th step, output zeroing submanifold:
[X[2] =

B.32

1 1
1

2

1
1
O 1

O

:= { }

3, -th step, constraints on the neighbourhood:

no constraints on the chosen working point

r

-

L_gH[4, 11 :=

1

O

1

2
(X[2] X[4] + X[2] X[4] X[3]

-

3

3

+ X[i] X[4] X[3] + X[l] X[4] X[3]

2

+ X[3] X[5]

2

+ x[5] X[2] X[i] X[3]
L-gH[4,

-

21 :=

1

(-

-

+ 2 x[31 X[51

X[3]

+ X[2] + X[3] X[4]

-

+ X[5] X[l] X[21
2
x[3] )

-

1

2
X[4] + X[2] X[5] + 2 X[2] X[i] X[4] x[3]

3

+ X[2] X[3]

-

2
X[4] X[5] X[3]

2

4

+ X[2]

X[i] X[3]

-

/

-

2
x[4] XI31
4

XI31

+ X[4] X[5]

-

2
x[l] X[3]
4

X[2] X[3]

2
+

2
X[5] + 2 X[2]

4

+

-

X[3] X[2] X[5]

3
+ X[2] X[3]

+ x[2] X[l] X[4] X[3]
/
1 11

/

2
( 1 + XI31 )

X[2] X[3] + X[2] + X[4] + X[2] X[I] X[4] + X[3] Xf4I

3

+ X[3]

/

/

X[11 X[21

-

2
2 x[3]
2

+ XE51 XI21 XE31 )

2 2
XI31 1
3, -th step, matrix L-gH has full rank m

termination of the Zeroa’yn Algoriîlirn, computation os ihe zero dynainics and the corresponding zeroing inputs:
L-fH := [ X[2], X[4],

-

(x[2] X[3]

-

-

X[3] X[4]

X[3] + X[3] X[5]

-

-

X[2] X[l] X[4] + X[5],
5

X[3]

2
+ X[21

2
XI41 + 2 XI21

2
X[4] x[31

Appendix

B
2

+ X[2]

4

2

X[ll X[41

+ X[3]

+

3

2
X[5] X[31

2
X[5]

-

2

+ X[l] X[4] X[3]

X[4] X[3]
2

-

B.33

Examples

-

2

+ X[l] X[4]

4
2
x[3] + XI11 XI41 X[51

2
2 X[i] X[4] X[3] X[2] X[5] + 2 X[l] X[4]
4

2 X[2] X[i] X[4] X[3] + X[5] X[2] X[l] X[3]

2
2 ~ [ 5 j~ [ 2 j
x[ij ~ [ 3 j +

+ xi33

x [ I ~xi21

2
~ [ 5 jj

3
+ X[3]

!

i

(1

ixi3j

X[5]

2 2
j

/

1
L-gHuzero

:= [ uzero[l], x[3] uzero[l] + x[2] uzero[2],

2

- uzero[l] x[3]
- ( - uzero[l] -

+ uzero[l] x[5]
uzero[2]

-

-

x[2] x[3] uzero[2],

x[2] x[3] uzero[2] + x[2] uzero[2]

2
3

i2

2

3

+ uzero[l] x[2] x[3]

2 uzero[l] x[3]
uzero[l] x[3]

2

+ uzero[l] x[3]

x[5]

2
x[5] + uzero[l] x[3] x[5] + uzero[2] x[3] x[4]

3

+ uzero[2] x[3] x[4] + uzero[2] x[2] x[5]

2
uzero[2] x[4] x[3]

+

3
uzero[2] x[2] x[3]

-

4
uzero[2] x[2] x[3] + uzero[l] x[2]

-

3
uzero[l] x[3] + uzero[2] x[4] + uzero[l] x[3] x[4]

+ uzero[2] x[l] x[2]

-

2

-

+ uzero[2] x[4] x[5]
5

uzero[l] x[3]

-

4
uzero[l] x[3]

3

+ 2 uzero[l] x[3] x[5] + uzero[l] x[2] x[4] + uzero[l] x[3]

x[41

5

+ uzero[l] x[l] x[4] x[3] + uzero[l] x[i] x[41 x[3]
4

2

+ uzero[l] x[2] x[4] x[3]

+ 2 uzero[l] x[5] x[2] x[i] x[3]

+ 2 uzero[l] x[l] x[4] x[3]

3

+ uzero[l] x[5] x[i] x[2]
4

+ uzero[l] x[5] x[2] x[i] x[3] - 2 uzero[2] x[3]

-

4
uzero[2] x[3]

2
2

+ uzero[2] x[2] x[l] x[4] + 2 uzero[2] x[2] x[l] x[41 x[3]

-

2

-

uzeroI2] x[4] x[5] x[3]
2

uzero[2] x[3] x[21 x[5]

4

+ uzero[2] x[2] x[i] x[3] + uzero[2] x[2] x[3]

3
x[5]

2

2
4
x[i] x[3] + uzero[2] x[2] x[l] x[4] x[3]
2
2
/
+ uzero[2] x[5] x[2] x[3] + 2 uzero[l] x[2] x[4] x[3] ) /
i

+ 2 uzero[2] x[2]

1

uzero := [ O,

-

2 2
( 1 + x[3] )

x[3] ]

zerodyn :=
{~[lldot = O, ~ [ 4 ] d 0 t= O, ~ [ 5 ] d 0 t= O, ~ [ 3 ] d 0 t=

<-- exit extnormform

, x[2]dot

=

{x[l]dot

=

O, x[4]dot

=

= O}

\

-

~ [ 3 ] ,~ [ 2 ] d 0 t

O}

O, x[5]dot = O, x[3]dot = -x[3]
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Appendix C

Flowcharts

In this appendix flowcharts of some iiiiportaiit procedures are presented. These flowcharts
provide a remarkable iiisight in the structure of the procedures. Note that the flowcharts do not
form complete specificatioiis of the procedures by theinselves, rather they should be used as an
aid in reading and understanding of the integral listiiigs in Appendix D. The following
flowcharts are provided:

transform

C.2

normform

c.4

extnortnform

C.U

statelin

c.9

outpuífunc

c.10

inoutlin

C.14

psolve

C.17

Flowclrarts

Appendix C

p r o c e d u r e t r a n s f o r m (tools p a c k a g e )
f, g,h,x,xnull

I

I

procedure
reldeg: rdeg,
Adeg, rtot

ERROR 'no

Adeg
non-singular?

solution
available for
transformation
to normal form'

computation of the
mapping phiini: the
first rtot state
transformations
phi[l..rtot]
are
equal to híl-$=hí,

... , LI

hí

I

procedure
psolve: z

selection in
phidiff of n-rtot
independent
solutions out of
n-m coaputated
solutions of z in
such a way that the
jacobian localfa is
nonsingular

try to solve the partial
differential equation
Ir@
= O for the deficient
transformations

c.2

Appendix C

Flowcim[s

c.3

I

I

>

non-singular?

I

I
create phiun by
adding unitvectors
t o phiini (or i n
some cases t o
phidiff) i n such a
way that t h e
jacobian localfa i s
non-singular

phi :=
phidiff

I
jacobian
localfa
non-singular?

Q
phi := phiun

4-

computation of
t h e inverse
transformation
phiinv l -

1

failed i n
generating t h e
inverse
transformation'

alfa :=
localfa

K R R O R ' no
solution
available for
transformation

Appendix C

c.4

Flo wclinrts

p r o c e d u r e normform ( z e r o d y n p a c k a g e )

x
procedure
reldeg: rdeg,
Adeg, bdeg,

procedure
t r a n s f orm:
phi, phiinv,
alfa, zeta,

zeta[rdeg[i]]dot = bzeta[i] t T ( i = l to m)(azeta

*

u[i])

computation of
t h e n o r m a l form
parameters
a z e t a and
bzeta.

I

I

I : computation
of normdyn

c o m p u t a t i o n of t h e
l e f t - h a n d s i d e s of
t h e s y s t e m dynamic
e q u a t i o n s i n normal
f o r m by s u b s t i t u t i o n
of t h e s t a t e
transformation phi i n
t h e s t a t e v e c t o r and
differentiation.

computation of t h e
r i g h t - h a n d s i d e s by
applying t h e s t a t e
transformation phi t o
the original right
hand s i d e s . c r e a t i o n
o f t h e n o r m a l form
e q u a t i o n s by
combining both s i d e s .

dynamics i n
normal form do
n o r m a l form.

O.K.

11 :
c o m p u t a t i o n of f n
and gn

previous r e s u l t s
on t h e
parameters a z e t a
and b z e t a '

t h i s t e s t i s a comparison
between a z e t a and b z e t a
and t h e c o r r e s p o n d i n g new
system e q u a t i o n s i n
normdyn. t h e u s e o f t h i s
t e s t i s t o check t h e
r e s u l t s of MAPLE.

Appendix C

c.5

Flowcharts

=>
computation
o f t h e normal
form s y s t e m
dynamics f n

n o r m a l form.

dz I d t = f n ( z ) t g n ( z )
fn = alfa
f
gn = a l f a * g
x = phiinv(z)

BRROR ' t h e s y s t e m

dynamics i n
: k , / ( compare
f n , normal
g n ) w i dt hfoo rno/
tm
he
previous r e s u l t s
a z e t a and b z e t a
or t h e e q u a t i o n s
i n normdyn'

t h e s e tests are
comparisons between a z e t a
and b z e t a , and t h e
e q u a t i o n s i n normdyn w i t h
t h e c o r r e s p o n d i n g new
system equations i n f n
a n d gn. t h e u s e o f t h i s
t e s t i s t o check t h e
r e s u l t s o f XAPLB.

rtot < n 7

c o m p u t a t i o n of t h e
z e r o dynamics i n
zerodyn and t h e
zeroing input i n
uzero. t h e s e a r e
d e r i v e d by s e t t i n g
all z e t a [ i ] s t a t e s
zero.

V

zerodyn
:='no-zerodyn'
u z e r o :=
'no-uzero'

Flowclinrts

Appendix C

procedure extnormform ( z e r o d y n p a c k a g e )

I
i := 1

1
s t e p i of t h e
Z e r o Dynamics
Algorithm
I

s e l e c t i o n of
locs=rank(dh)
f u n c t i o n s of
h(x) in E

I

no

Enew

I=

c o l ( Eprev,

PE I p r e v )

s t o t := l o c s
ENULL := E
PBITOT := h

l o c s :=
rank(dEnew)
stot

-

s t o t := s t o t t l o c s

s e l e c t i o n of s t o t
f u n c t i o n s of Bnew
i n B so t h a t
r a n k ( dB ) = s t o t
BNULL :=
subs(HAN1,B)

I
termination:
E := Bprev
s t o t := s t o t

!

computation I
a u g m e n t a t i o n of t h e
output zeroing
submanifold HANI:
solve t h e eauationa
BNULL
O

found i n t h e

I no

<

I

C.6
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Flowchnrts

I

no

computation of U,
possible constraints
i n t h e neighborhood
of t h e working p o i n t
x n u l l i n which BANI
holds. This a r e
c o n d i t i o n s for w h i c h
t h e rank of dBnull i s
less than stet.

PBI:=R

LrB

where
R * LSE = O

yes/\

r a n k í subsíIAN1.

end o f s t e p i:
PBITOT :=
coi(PBITOT, P B I )
PBIprev := P B I
Bprev := B
dBprev := dB

ERROR('not
possible t o
find t h e zero
dynamics a n d
zeroing input')

the output zeroing
i n p u t u z e r o c a n be
s o l v e d from t h e
e q u a t i o n : subs(HAN1,
LrB t LsB * u z e r o ) = O

t h e z e r o dynamics a r e
e a s i l y f o u n d by
s u b s t i t u t i o n of u z e r o
and B A N I i n t h e
o r i g i n a l system
equations:
z e r o d y n := subs(BAN1,
f ( x ) t g(x) * uzero)

c.7

Flowclinrts
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i
uzero,
zerodyn

C.8
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Flowclinrts

p r o c e d u r e s t a t e l i n ( z e r o d y n package )

I

iI

procedure
reldeg: rdeg,
Adeg, b d e g ,

rtot

-

iI
not possible t o
design an

rtot = n

P
c o n s t r u c t i o n of a
linearizing
feedback
u = alfax t betaxtv

linearizing
feedback. t r y
t o run t h e
procedure
outputfunc
first

s t e p 1: l i n e a r i z i n g
feedback

b e t a x ( x ) = Adeg-llx)
a l f a x ( % ) = -Adeg- ( x )

bdeg(x)

where v i s t h e
new r e f e r e n c e i n p u t

procedure
transform:
phi, phiinv,
aifa

I

step2: s t a t e
transformation

AZ = a l f a
Bz = a l f a

computation of t h e
linear coefficents
AZ and Bz and
s u b s t i t u t i o n of t h e
state
transformation phi

I

*

( f t g * alfax)i-pnrinv
( g
betax)x-ph~inv

c.9

Appendix C.
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procedure outputfunc (zerodyn package)

i ?iRñF PÀRi? creation and
test for involutivity and
dimension of the
distributions iocG.0 t o
locG. ktel

creation and
test of the
distribution
locG. O

locG.0 = g
involutive

BRROR
'searching for
outputfunctions
fails'

&
ktel := 1

step ktel:
creation,
simplification and
test of the
distribution
locG.kte1

dimension
of the
distribution
locGnull. ktel

Ino

'searching f o r

c.10
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Po
= n-1 and
dimension

ERROR 'it i s
not possible
t o find an
integer
ktel'

no
ERROR

'searching for
outputfunctions
fails'

locG. ktel
involutive

BS

Iy"
for a SISO system an
output function will
be searched which
gives t h e system a
maximal relative
degree, however
strictly less than
t h e dimension of t h e
state space n

I

XI SLCOID PART now the
integer ktel i s known for
which all distributions
1ocG.i O<=i<=ktel-l<n-2
are involutive and all
distributions locG. i
Oc=ic=ktel<=n-l have a
constant dimension and
dimension locG.ktel=n.
under these conditions
there exists a solution
for m dummy outputs that
will fulfil a full
relative degree. the
construction of these
outputs is performed in
ktel steps. t h e algorithm
i s described i n Isidori.
pp 2 5 0 - 2 5 6 .

I
construction
of t h e dummy
output.
step 1.

the differentials
of locm.1 functions
lambda are spanned
by the kernel of
distribution
locGnull.(ktel-1).
the functions
lambda are found by
integration.

Flowcharts
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i n i t i a l i z a t i o n of t h e
m a t r i x GTOTAL which
column v e c t o r s a r e
t h e d i f f e r e n t i a l s of
t h e f u n c t i o n s lambda
and t h e d i f f e r e n t i a l s
of t h e d i f f e r e n t i a l s
a l o n g f of t h e s e
f u n c t i o n s lambda.

c o m p u t a t i o n of new
d e r i v a t i v e s and
a u g m e n t a t i o n of
GTOTAL w i t h t h e s e
vectors

computation of
1ocm.i , t h e number
of new f u n c t i o n ( s )
lambda i n t h e
present step

1ocm.i = O

I

c r e a t i o n of GKKRN,
t h e concatenation
of t h e d i s t r i b u t i o n
matrix
locGnull.(ktel-i)
and t h e m a t r i x
GToTAL

t h e k e r n e l of GKKRN
contains the
d i f f e r e n t i a l s of
1ocm.i f u n c t i o n s
lambda

i := i t 1

Flo wclinrts
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\

1ocm.i

/

cornputatation o f
the function(s)
lambda by
i n t e gr a t i o n

Í-

d e f i n e output
lambda

TEST:
procedure
r e l d e g : Adeg,
rdeg, r t o t

d

r

rtot
n
d e t I Adeaì

\yes

.

1

0
o u t p u t lambda

C. 13
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procedure i n o u t l i n (zerodyn package)
xnull, v

i

i

deltatot : = O ,
rprev:=O

TO =

compute
matrix TO

create the
matrix T, in
the first step
(i=l), TO will
be used

T =

[
[

[
[
[

... Lqmhl
...
...
Lq=hm ... Lqmhm
Lsxhl

Sprevix)

]
]
]

1

I

[L,L~gammalnprev(x)]

5
r := rank(T)
delta := r
rprev

-

5
/

-

is xnuìi a

\

termination
of the S.A.
set S , gamma,
locgamma and
deltatot

Ino
delta =

O

>

the present step
degenerates: gamma
does not exist,
compute gammaln and
proceed with the next 3
step with Sprev=s,
gammalnprev=gammaln,
rprev=r

Appendix C
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compute m a t r i c e s
S ( X ) , P, K
compose t h e m a t r i x
V and t e s t t h e
decomposition

define the nonsingular m
x m matrix V of r e a l
numbers s u c h t h a t t h e
decomposition
[
[

V T = [
[
[

.. I . d.t o t ... ...
I
O ] T = [
o ...
P ~ l
f
K1
KZ
K.(i-l)
K-i]
.

0 1

*

[ S (x)

0

h o l d s , w i t h S ( x ) i s a rxm
m a t r i x and s a n k ( S ( x n u l 1 ) )
= r , where I . d t o t s t a n d s
f o r a n u n i t m a t r i x of
order deltatot

s e t gamma,
gammaln,
locgamma,
deltatot

gammalnprev
:= gammaln,
S p r e v := S;
r p r e v :=
rprev

>

a l l the functions
gamma t h a t a r e
computed by t h e
S t r u c t u r e Algorithm
are stored i n the
v e c t o r locgamma. from
these functions the
l i n e a r i z i n g feedback
c a n b e computed

Lf gamma :=
L=(locgamma)

U n i t := 1.r

solve t h e equations:
s ' l o c a l f a = -Lfgamma
and
S'locbeta = U n i t
e i t h e r by c o m p u t a t i o n
of t h e i n v e r s e Sinv,
or i n a c o n v e n t i o n a l
way i f t h e i n v e r s e
c a n n o t be computed.

0

1

I

1
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create the feedback
u:=localfatg*locbeta
and the linearized
system dynamics
fn := f t gtlocalfa,
gn := g * locbeta

alfa:=localfa
beta:=locbeta

C.16
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procedure psolve (tools package)

u
gg, x, x i n i t

,

i

RETURN ' t h e r e
e x i s t no n-m

RETURN('no
nontrivial
solutions')

I

no

extract rank(gg)
(dependent

t h e m a t r i x g so
t h a t t h i s matrix
g e t s maximal r a n k

I

I

no

c r e a t e t h e nxn
m a t r i x G which h a s
f u l l r a n k n by
augmenting t h e
inputmatrix g with
unitvectors

RETURN 'maple

failed i n
c r e a t i n g an
augmented
i n p u t m a t r i x by
adding u n i t

create the

flow of e a c h
column g . i of

c

s o l u t i o n of t h e
f l o w by means o f
t h e procedure
e x t d s o l v e and
c r e a t i o n of t h e
mapping P by
backward
s u b s t i t u t i o n of t h e
successive flows

i
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s u b s t i t u t i o n of
x n u l l i n P and
c o m p u t a t i o n of t h e
i n v e r s e mapping
Pinv

/

l

v

E R R O R 'XAPLE
failed i n
solvina the
i n v e r se
mapping'

/

-

I/

yes

s e l e c t i o n (out of
F i n v i n t o o u t p u t 2)
and t e s t of n-m
independent
s o l u t i o n s of t h s
partial
differential
e q u a t i o n Lsphi(x)=O

I

I

R E T U R N 'MAPLE
failed i n
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In this appendix the listings of all procedures of the zerodyn and tools packages are presented
integrally. Please reserve some minor changes.

Contents:

zerodyn package
rekeg
normform
extnormform
statelin
inoutlin
outputfunc

D.2
D.3
D.7
D.12
D.17
D.19
D.25

tools package
Idiff
vdiff
liebrack
extrank
extgausselim
extgaussjord
extcolspace/
extrowspace
transform
psolve
extdsolve
involutive
mkmatr/
mkmatc
mklog

D.31
D.32
D.33
D.34
D.35
D.36
D.38

:

-

D.40
D.41
D.45
D.50
D.52
D.53
D.54
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Listings of the procedures

D.2

zerodyn package version 1.0
The zerodyn package contains several procedures for analysis and design of
nonlinear (multivariable) control systems in the affine (state space) form:
dx/dt = f(x) + g(x) u(t)
Y(X) = h(x)
This package provides facilities to symbolically compute and analyze the
relative degree, the normal form, the zero dynamics and corresponding zeroing
inpcts cf ncnlisear S I S O acd XIXG s y s t e ~ i s . lso tiso static state faadbacks
wnicn (iocaily) linearize the nonlinear systems, and (dummy) output functions
for which the system gets a maximal order relative degree can be computed.
The underlying theory is developed by Albert0 Isidori. In fact this package is
a symbolic implementation of the analytic theories described in his book
"Nonlinear Control Systems", Springer-Verlag, 1989.
The avaiable procedures are:
reldeg
computation and analysis of the relative degree in a
working point m u l l Öf the state space.
normform

computation of a local state transformation to a normal
form, explicit rendering of the system dynamics in
normal form, computation of the zero dynamics and the
zeroing inputs.

extnormform

computation of the zero dynamics for a broader class of
systems. a l s o systems which do n o t have 5. (vector)
relative degree are incorporated.

statelin

computation of a static state feedback and a state
transformation to derive (locally) exact linearized
input-state equations: the closed-loop system in new
coordinates can be described as linear and is fully
controllable.

inoutlin

computation of a static state feedback to derive
(locally) exact linearized input-output behaviour.

outputfunc

computation of (dummy) output function(s) for which the
system gets a maximal order relative degree.

For further information on the use and theoretical backgrounds of the
functions refer to the book of Ididori and the thesis that accompanies this
software (Harm van Essen, "Symbols speak louder than Numbers, Analysis and
Design of Nonlinear Control Systems with a Symbolic Algebra Program", TUE-WEW
92061, june 1992). Information on a particular function can also be found in
the header of the procedure in the following listings.
This package makes extensive use of procedures collected in the accompanying
"tools package". These procedures include differential operators, some
(ad-hoc) extended standard MAPLE procedures, some additional computational
functions to compute transformations, to solve (sets of) partial differential
equations and to test for properties of distributions, and finally a procedure
to easily use the procedures in both packages.
Instead of standard MAPLE procedures to perform gaussian elimination
(gausselim and gaussjord) and rank Computation (rank) in some functions
special procedures are used. These procedures (i.e.extgausselim, extgaussjord,
extrank, and extcolspace) provide some ad-hoc extensions, for example they
are not limited to rational entries only. For further information see the
listings and headers of these functions in the tools package.
copyright:

Group WFW, Department of Mechanical Engineering,
Technical University Eindhoven, P.O. box 513,
Eindhoven, The Netherlands.

author:

Harm van Essen, June 1992.
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#--> reldeg(f,g,h,x,xnull,'rdeg','rtot','Adeg','bdeg','cond')
#
# reldeg computes the (vector) relative degree of SISO systems and MIMO system
# with a number of inputs larger than or equal to the number of outputs.
# Optional, some useful matrices and initial state conditions for which the
# (local) relative degree is not valid because the matrix Adeg is singular are
# returned.
#
# inputs:
#
f
state vector function f(x), a representation of the smooth
vector field f, defined in MAPLE as an n dimensional array.
#
input matrix function g(x), a representation of the smooth
#
4
m, deEineci in W L E as an
vector Fieids g.i witin i=i
#
n x m dimensional array.
#
output vector function h(x), a representation of the smooth
#
h
vector field h, defined in MAPLE as an p dimensional array.
#
state space variable vector, defined in MAPLE as an
#
X
unassigned n dimensional array.
#
#
xnull : working point in the state space, defined in MAPLE as a n
dimensional set:
x[ll=
, x[nl=... 1
#
#
#
dx/dt = f(x) + g(x) u
#
Y = h(x)
#
#
# output parameters:
# (optional in successive order, the returned function value is equal to the
# (vector) relative degree, rdeg)
#
#
rdeg
: array which contains the (vector) relative degree
#
rtot
: sum of the (vector) relative degree
#
Adeg
I array which contains non-singularity iUätïix ((5.1.2))
from I s i . )
#
bdeg
: array which contains matrix ((5.1.8) from Isi.)
#
cond
: condition on the initial state for which the matrix Adeg turns
out to be singular and where the relative degree is no longer
#
#
valid
#
# It may occur that the relative degree is not well defined at the chosen

..

... ,...

#working point xnull. In that case the function value returns a sequence of
such conditions, which may be incomplete.

#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

reldeg calls ldiff, extrank, extgaussjord, and several standard and [linalg]
functions
author: H.v.E., TUE-WFW, 1992

reldeg := proc(f,g,h,x,xnull,rdeg,rtot,Adeg,bdeg,cond)
local n,m,p,locrdeg,locrtot,lgh,lfh,setvar,i,j,k,ii,jj,kk,varseq,solseq,\
notdefseq,condhlp,def,condseq,hulpvarllghaugllghpivotllghranklrtel:

if nargs<5 or nargs>lO then ERROR('inva1id number of arguments') fi:
if not type(f,'vector') then ERROR('1st argument must be defined as a vector,\
see your model description')
else n := linalg[vectdim](f) fi:
if not type(g,'matrix') then ERROR('2nd argument must be defined as a matrix,\
see your model description')
else m := linalg[coldim](g) fi:
if not type(h,'vector') then ERROR('3rd argument must be defined as a vector,\
see your model description')
else p := linalg[vectdim](h) fi:
if not m>=p then ERROR('the number of inputs should be larger than or equal\
to the number of outputs') fi:
if not type(x,'vector') or not linalg[vectdim](x)=n then ERROR('4th argument is\
the state space variable vector and must be defined as an unassigned vector,\
wrong type or number of elements, see your model description') fi:
if not type(xnul1,'set') or not nops(xnull)=n then ERROR('5th argument must be\
defined as a set, wrong type or number of elements, see your model\
description') fi:
locrdeg := array(l..p,[]):
lfh := array(l..p,[]):
lgh := array(l..p,l..m,[l):
notdefseq:=NüLL;
def := 'true';
condseq:=NUU;
varseq:=NüLL;
for i to n do varseq:=varseq,x[i] od:
# relative degree
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locrtot := O:
for i to p do
setvar:=O:
for k to n while setvar=O do
locrdeg[i]:=k: # relative degree of the i-th output channel
if k=l then lfh[i]:=h[i]
else lfh[i]:=ldiff(f,lfh[i],x) fi:
for j to m do
lgh[i,j]:=simplify(normal(ldiff(linalg[col](g,j),lfh[i],x))):
od :
for j to m do
if lgh[i,j]<>O then setvar:=l;
# perform substitution of m u l l in this entry of lgh
traperror(simplify(normal(eval(subs(xnull,lgh[i,j])~)));
if "=lasterror then print('reldeg:',",'current
working point\

can not be substituted in the (internal) computations of the relative degree\
but the computations are proceeded until a fatal ERROR will occur')
elif "=O then
j-th element of row i is zero at the working point
xnull but is otherwise not identically zero. Only if
another element of this row is nonzero at xnull, the
procedure can be continued. In other cases the
relative degree is not well defined at the chosen
#working point xnull.
def := 'false';notdefseq:=notdefseq,j;

#
#
#
#
#

else #( "00)
# at least one element of row i has a nonzero entry at
# the point x=xnull, the procedure will be continued
ckf:='tïae'; break
fi: # "=lasterror
fi: # lgh[i,j]<>O
od: # j
# if the relative degree is not well defined, then MAPLE tries to find
# initial conditions on the state for which this occurs

if not def then print('re1deg: the relative degree is not well defined\
at the given working point',op(xnull),'initial state conditions for which\
the relative degtee is not well defined are: (note that this may be an\
incomplete list of such conditions!');
lprint('
');
notdefseq := [notdefseq];
for kk to nops(notdefseq) do
solseq:={traperror(solve(lgh[i,notdefseq[kk]],{varseq}))};

if solseq=lasterror then print(condseq);
print(so1seq); print('MAPLE\
failed in computing (additional) conditions of initial states for which the\
relative degree is not well defined.')
else
for jj to nops(so1seq) do condhlp:=NULL;
for ii to n do
if not (op(l,op(jj,soiseq)[ii])\
=op(2,op(jj,solseq)[ii])) then c o n d h l p : = c o n d h l p , o p ( j j , s o l s e q ) [ i i ] fi:
od :
if condhlp=NULL then condhlp:='all' fi:
condseq:=condseq,{condhlp};
od :

fi:
od: # kk
condseq := {condseq};print(condseq);
RETURN(condseq):
fi: #(not def)
od:
# (k, count variable of the relative degree of the i-th output)
if k=n and setvar=O then ERROR('The relative degree cannot be defined for\
this system, the ',i,'-th output is not at all affected by the input but is\
only depending on the initial state') fi:

locrtot
od:

:=

locrtot + locrdeg[i]:

# next output function i

# tests

if m=p then

D.4
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if linalg[det](lgh)=O
singular!!');lprint('

then lprint('re1deg:
' ) fi:

D.5

the matrix Adeg turns out to be\

traperror(map(simpl~fyrmap(normalrsubs(xnull,op(lgh)))));
if "=lasterror then print('reldeg:',",*current working point\

can not be substituted in the matrix Adeg but the relative degree may be\
valid in this working point') elif
linalg[det](")=O then print('re1deg: the matrix Adeg turns out to be\
singular in the chosen working point xnull!! relative degree is not\
valid at this point.');lprint('
')
fi:
else # m>=p
if not extrank!lgh!=p then prir?t:'reldag: the aiìtrin Adeg do not havei
iiiaxiaal rapik (equal to tine number of outputs)>);iprint('
' ) fi:
traperror(map(simplify,map(normal,subs(xnull,op(lgh)))));
if "=lasterror then print('reldeg:',",'current
working point\

can not be substituted in the matrix Adeg but the relative degree may be\
valid in this working point') elif
not extrank(")=p then print('re1deg: the matrix Adeg do not have\
maximal rank (equal to the number of outputs) in the chosen working point\
xnull!! relative degree is not valid at this point.');lprint('
')
fi:
fi: #(m=p)
# output

if
if
if
if

narge5
nargs>l
nargs>7
narge8

then
then
then
then

rdeg:=op(locrdeg) fi:
rtot:=locrtot fi:
Adeg:=op(lgh) fi:
bdeg:=array(l..p,[]!;
for i to p do bdeg[a!r=h[i];
for j to rdeg[i] do
bdeq[i]:=ldiff(f,bdeg[i],x)
od:
od: fi:

if narge9 then
if m>p then
# augmentation of lgh with unit rowvectors to an mxrn matrix lghaug
# of rank m
extgaussjord(lgh,'lghrank','lghpivot');
if not lghrank=p then EZROR('extgaussjord: rank mismatch') fi:
lghaug := copy(lgh);rtel:=p;
for k to m do
hulpvar := array(sparse,l..m);
setvar := 'true';
for j to p do
if lghpivot[j]=k then setvar:='false';
break fi:
od :
if setvar='true' then rtel:=rtel+l;hulpvar[k]:=l;
lghaug := linalg[stack](lghaug,hulpvar) fi:
if rtel=m then break fi:
od :
if not rtel=m then ERROR('extgaussj0rd: pivot mismatch') fi:
if not extrank(lghaug)=m then
EXROR('extgaussjord: rank mismatch') fi:

else #(m=p)
lghaug:=copy(lgh)
fi: #(op)
# conditions

solseq := {traperror(solve(linalg[det](lghaug),(varseq}))};
if solseq=lasterror then print(solseq);print('reldeg: MAPLE failed in computing\
the initial state conditions for which the matrix Adeg turns out to be\
singular' )
elif op(solseq)=NULL then print('re1deg: no\
initial states are found for which the matrix Adeg turns out to be singular')
else
k:=nops(solseq); for j to k do condhlp:=NUI;L;
for i to n do
if not(op(i,op(j,solseq)[i])-op(2,op(jrsolseq)[i])=O) then
condhlp:=condhlp,op(j,solseq)[i]; fi:
od :
if condhlp=NULL then condhlp:='all' fi:
condseq:=condseq,{condhlp};

od :
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cond:={condseq};
print(’re1deg: the initial state conditions for which the matrix Adeg turns\
out to be singular are: ’, op(cond) ;
fi; #(solseq)
fi; #(nargs>9)
op(1ocrdeg):
end:
# end of the procedure reldeg

D.6
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#--> normform(f,g,h,x,xnull,'normdyn')
#--> normform(f,g,h,x,xnull,'fn','gn;)
#--> normform(f,g,h,x,xnull,'normdyn
,'zerodyn','uzero')
#--> normform(f,g,h,x,xnull,'fn','gn;,'zerodyn','uzero')
#--> norrnform(f,g,h,x,xnull,'normdyn
I'fn'l'gn'l'~erodyn'l'uz~ro')
#
# normform computes a state transformation to a normal form. This normal form
# can be computed in two different ways. A normal form does only exists if the
# system has a (vector) relative degree. Also the zero dynamics and the zeroing
# input(s) can be computed. normform is suitable for S I S O systems and
a MIMO systems with a number of inputs larger than or equal to the number of
# outputs.
# In the first way to compute the normal form equations, the computation of
# 'normdyn', the state transformation is successively substituted in the
# left-hand and the right-hand sides of the original equations, after which the
# necessary differentiation is performed and both sides are combined. The
# second way, the computation of 'fn' and 'gn', is computational extremely less
# demanding and makes use of the jacobian of the transformation mapping to
# circumvent the differentiation. So the second way is preferable. However, if
# both ways are computed the MAPLE results will be automatically compared and
# checked so the results will have a better reliability.
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

input: f, g, h, x, xnull (for further information see reldeg)
output:
normdyn :

n dimensional set which contains the system equations in
normal form in the following way:
[ zeta[l]dot =
I
I
eta[n-rtotldot =
]
(arrays) n dimensional vector and nxm matrix which describe
the dynamics of the system in normal form. ( z stands for
the new state vector: [ zeta[l] ]
1
[eta[n-rtot]]
where there are 'rtot' zeta and n-'rtot' eta coordinates
respectively.

... ...

fn, gn :

...

...

dz /dt = fn(z) + gn(z) u
zerodyn

n-rtot dimensional set which contains the explicit zero
dynamics of the system in the following way:
[ eta[l]dot =
,
, eta[n-rtotldot =
]
(array) the corresponding unique input that keeps the
output zero

:

... ...

uzero :

...

normform calls reldeg, transform, and several standard and [linalg]
functions
author H.v.E.,

TUE-WFW, 1992

normform := proc(f,g,h,x,xnull,normdyn,fn,gn,zerodyn,uzero)
local i,k,Adeg,bdeg,rdeg,rtot,phi,phiinv,alfa,nlmlndynloclplazetazeroinvl\
varlseq,var2seq,var3seq,t,j,gg,exprseq,ulvar4seqlazetazerolbzetazeroltestl\
zeta,eta,azeta,bzeta,var5seq,seqs,testl,locnormdyn,locgu,Au,solseq,varseq,\
locfn,locgn,locuzero,loczerodyn,no~zerodyn,no~uzero,righthand,lefthand;

if nargs<ó or nargs>lO then ERROR('inva1id number of arguments') fi:
if not type(f,'vector') then ERROR('1st argument must be defined as a vector,\
see your model description')
else n := linalg[vectdim](f) fi:
if not type(g,'matrix*) then ERROR('2nd argument must be defined as a matrix,\
see your model description')
else m := linalg[coldim](g) fi:
if not type(h,'vector') then ERROR('3rd argument must be defined as a vector,\
see your model description')
else p := linalg[vectdim](h) fi:
if not m>=p then ERROR('the number of inputs should be larger than or equal to\
the number of outputs') fi:
if not type(x,'vector') or not linalg[vectdim](x)=n then ERROR('4th argument is\
the state space variable vector and must be defined as an unassigned vector,\
wrong type or number of elements, see your model description') fi:
if not type(xnul1,'set') or not nops(xnull)=n then ERROR('5th argument must be\
defined as a set, wrong type or number of elements, see your model\
description') fi:
# symbolic initialization of the input

u := array(l..m,[]);
reldeg(f,g,h,x,xnull,'rdeg','rtot','Adeg','bdeg'):
# now the local parameters rdeg, rtot, Adeg, bdeg are defined
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transform(f,g,h,x,xnull, 'phi','phiinv','alfa','zeta','eta'):
# now the local parameters phi, phiinv, alfa and the unassigned arrays zeta and
# eta are defined
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

.

now all phi[l..n] state transformations to the normal form are known. the new
coordinates are called zeta and eta. zeta/eta = phi(x)
also the inverse
transformation phiinv is known. to compute the dynamics of the system in
normal form these new coordinates are substituted in the system. the new
dynamics of the system can be partly written in the form of azeta and bzeta
zeta[rdeg[i]]dot=bzeta[i](zeta,eta)

+ Sum(j=l..m){azeta[i,j](zeta,eta)*u[jl)

# explicit computation of azeta and bzeta
azeta := map(simplify,map(normal,subs(phiinv,op(Adeg))));
bzeta := map(simplify,map(normal,subs(phiinv,op(bdeg))));

if nargs=ó or nargs=8 or nargs=lO then
# start of computation of normdyn, the first way to compute the normal form
# the substitution computed in transform is performed. this happens in two
# steps: first the left and than the right-hand side of the system equations,
# after which both sides are combined and simplified to the normal form.
#
#
#
#

computation of the left-hand side of the new system dynamic equations by
substitution of phiinv in the vector x and differentiation to xdot.
further a substitution of zeta[i]=locz.i(t) and eta[i]=loce.i(t) is
performed for computational reasons.( substitution and differentiation)

seqs := NULL;
for i to rtot do
seqs := seqs,zeta[i]=locz.i(t);
od :
for i from (rtot+l) to n do
seqs := seqs,eta[i-rtot]=loce.(i-rtot)(t);
od :
lefthand := array(l..n,[]);
for i to n do lefthand[i] := x[i] od:
lefthand := subs(phiinv,op(lefthand));
lefthand := subs({seqs},op(lefthand));
# differentiation

for i to n do
lefthand[i] := diff(lefthand[i],t);
lefthand[i] := simplify(normal(lefthand[i]));
od :
#
#
#
#

substitution of d locz.j(t)/dt=zeta[j]dot (varlseq) and back
substitution of locz.j(t)=zeta[j] (var2seq).
also an additional substitution sequence is created which will be
used later on (var3seq)
varlseq := NULL;
var2seq := NULL;
var3seq := NULL;
for j to rtot do
varlseq := varlseq,diff(locz.j(t),t)='zeta['.j.']dot',\
D(locz.j)(t)='zeta['.j.']dot';
var2seq := var2seq,locz.j(t)=zeta[j];
var3seq := var3seqr'zeta['.j.']dot';
od ;
for j from (rtot+l) to n do
varlseq := varlseq,diff(loce.(j-rtot)(t),t)='eta['.(j-rtot).']dot',\
D(loce.(j-rtot))(t)='eta['.(jyrtot).']dot';
var2seq := var2seq,loce.(~-rtot)(t)=eta[j-rtot];
var3seq := var3seq,'eta['.(j-rtot).']dot';

od ;
# left-hand side of the system equations in normal form
lefthand := eva1(subs((var1seq},{var2seq},op(1efthand)));
# clear garbage

for i to rtot do 10cz.i := evaln(1ocz.i) od:
for i from (rtot+l) to n do loce.(i-rtot) := evaln(loce.(i-rtot)) od:
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# substitution of phiinv in the right-hand sides and creating new system
# dynamics equations ( left and right hand sides combined)

exprseq := NULL;
righthand := array(l..n,[]);
for i to n do
for j to m do
if j=l then gg[i]:=O fi:
sstil := sstil + sti,jl*u[Jl;
od :
righthand[i] := simplify(normal((f[i] + gg[i])));
exprseq := exprseq,lefthand[i) = righthand[i];
0d;
exprseq := map(simplify,map(normal,subs(phiinv,{exprseq}))):
ndynloc := traperror(solve(exprseq,{var3seq))):
if ndynloc=lasterror then ERROR(‘MAPLE failed in solving the system\
equations in normal form‘) fi:
ndynloc :=[op(ndynloc)];
ndynloc :=map(simplify, map(norma1,ndynloc)):
# new system equations in normal form ordered in locnormdyn:

locnormdyn := NULL;
for i to rtot do
for j to n do
if has(ndynloc[j],’zeta[‘.i.’]dot’) then
locnormdyn:=locnormdyn,ndynloc[j];break fi:
od :
od :
for i from (rtot+l) to n do
POP j eo n do
if has(ndynloc[j],’eta[’.(i-rtot).’]dot‘)
then
locnormdyn:=locnormdyn,ndynloc[j];break fi:
od :
od :
locnormdyn := [locnormdyn];
normdyn := copy(1ocnormdyn);
# simple test on this normal form, substitution of azeta and bzeta in the
# corresponding systemequations

test := array(l..p,[]);
k := O;
for i to p do
test[i] := O;
k:=k+rdeg[i];
for j to m do
test[i] := test[i] + azeta[i,j] * u[j];
od :
test[i] := simplify(normal((test[i] + bzeta[i])));
if simplify(normal(op(2,normdyn[k])-test[i]))~>O then ERROR(’mismatch,\
the system dynamics in normal form computed by means of substitution of the\
state transformation and differentiation (normdyn), do not agree with\
previous results on azeta and bzeta, MAPLE did not succeed in deriving the\
correct equations in normal form’) fi;
od:
fi:

# (i)
# end of computation of normdyn

if nargs=7 or nargs=9 or nargs=lO then
the second way to compute the explicit normal form dynamics is to compute the
system equations:
dz / dt = fn(z) + gn(z) u
(start computation of fn and gn)

#
#
#
#

# fn(z)

locfn
locfn

:=
:=

alfa
f(x) with x=phiinv(z)
map(simplify,map(normal,linalg[multiply](alfa,f)));
map(simplify,map(normal,subs(phiinv,op(locfn))));

=

# gn(z) = alfa

g(x) with x=phiinv(z)
locgn := map(simplify,map(normal,linalg[multiply](alfa,g)));
locgn := map(simplify,map(normal,subs(phiinv,op(locgn))));

# simple test on this normal form, substitution of
# azeta and bzeta in the corresponding systemequations

test := array(l..p,[]);
test1 := array(l..p,[]);
for i to p do
if i=l then k:=rdeg[i] else k:=k+rdeg[i]

fi:
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test[i]:=O;testl[i]:=locfn[k];
for j to m do
test[i] := test[i] + azeta[i,j]
u[j];
od :
test[i] := simplify(normal((test[i] + bzeta[i])));
for j to m do
testl[i] := testlli] + locgn[k,jl
u[j];
od :
testl[i] := simplify(normal(testl[i]));
if not simplify(normal(testl[i]-test[i]))=O then
ERROR('mismatch, the system dynamics in normal form computed by means\
of multiplication with the jacobian of the transformation mapping (fn , gn),\
do not agree with previous resuits on azeta ana Dzeta, MAPLE äiä noti
succeed in deriving the correct equations in normal form') fi;
od: # (i)
# end of test

if nargs=lO then
# test on this normal form by a comparision with the former derived
# equations in normdyn

test := array(l..n,[]);
for i to n do
test[i] := locfn[i];
for j to m do
test[i]:=test[i]+locgn[i,j]*u[j]
od :
test[i] := simplify(normal(test[i]));

-

if not simplify(normal(op(2,normdyn[i])
test[i]))=O then
ERROR('mismatch, the system dynamics in normal form, computed\
by means o€ multiplication with the jaeobiarn of the state transforxation\
mapping do not agree with previous results on the normal form equations\
computed in normdyn. MAPLE did not succeed in deriving the correct equations\
in normal form') fi:
od: #(i)
fi: # end of the test
# output

if nargs=ï or nargs=9 then normdyn:=copy(locfn);fn:=copy(locgn) fi:
if nargs=lO then fn:=copy(locfn);gn:=copy(locgn) fi:
fi:

# end of computation of fn and gn

if nargs=8 or nargs=9 or nargs=lO then
# start computation of zerodyn and uzero with normdyn (or with fn and gn, in
# case where (1oc)normdyn is not computed. (nargs=9))

if rtot<n then
# computation of the unique input uzero that is capable to keep the output
# zero by substitution of {zeta[i]=O and zeta[i]dot=O}(var4seq) in azeta and
# bzeta

varlseq:=NiKL;
for j to rtot do
var4seq := var4seqrzeta[j]=0,'zeta['.j.']dot'=0
od :
azetazero := map(simp1ify,map(norma1,subs({var4seq},op(azeta))));
bzetazero := map(simplify,map(normal,subs({var4seq},op(bzeta))));
if m=p then
azetazeroinv := traperror(linalg[inverse](azetazero));
if azetazeroinv=lasterror then ERROR(azetazeroinv,'MAPLE failed in\
solving for the input u that keeps the output identically zero');
else
locuzero := evalm(-l*(linalg[multiply](azetazeroinv,bzetazero)));
locuzero := map(simplify,map(normal,locuzero))
fi;
else #(m>p)
# the inverse of azetazero cannot be computed. the equation
# bzetazero + azetazero*locuzero =O will be solved in a
# conventional way. However, in general there are m unknown
# inputs and pCm equations. It may be impossible to solve the
# unique zeroing input uzero.
print('normform: It may be impossible to solve the unique zeroing input\
uzero, because in general there are m unknown inputs and pcm equations.');
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exprseq := NULL;
varseq := NULL;
Au:=O;
for i to p do
for j to m do Au := Au + azetazero[i,j]*locuzero[j] od:
exprseq := exprseq,bzetazero[i] + Au;
od :
for j to m do varseq := varseq,locuzero[j] od:
solseq := traperror(solve({exprseq},{varseq}));
if solseq=lasterror then ERROR(‘MAPLE failed in solving for the input\
u that keeps the output identically zero’)
else assign(solse~);ma~~simplify,map(normal,locuzero));
fi:
fi: #(m=p)
if nargs=9 then # computation of locnormdyn with fn and gn
locnormdyn:=NüLL;
for i to rtot do
locgu:=O;
for j to m do
locgu:=locgu + g[i,j]*u[j]
od :
locnormdynr=locnormdyn,’zeta[’.i.’]dot‘=locfn[i]+locgu
od :
for i from rtot+l to n do
locgu:=O;
for j to m do
locgu:=locgu + g[i,j]*u[j]
od :
locnormdyn:=locnormdyn,’eta[’.i-rtot.’]dot’=locfn[i-rtot]+locgu
od :
locnormdyn:=[locnormdyn];

fi:

# calculation of the explicit zero dynamics by substitution of {zeta[i]=O and
# zeta[i]dot=O}(var4seq) and substitution of the zeroing output uzero (var5seq)
var5seq := NULL;
for i to m do var5seq := var5seq,u[i]=locuzero[i] od;

loczerodyn:=NULL;
for i from rtot+l to n do
loczerodyn := loczerodyn,subs({var4seq},{var5seq},locnormdyn[i]);
od :
loczerodyn := [loczerodyn];
loczerodyn := map(simplify,map(norrnal,loczerodyn));
else # rtot=n
loczerodyn:=evaln(no-zerodyn);locuzero:=evaln(no_uzero);
fi;
# output

if nargs=8 then fn:=copy(loczerodyn);gn:=copy(locuzero) fi:
if nargs=9 then gn:=copy(loczerodyn);zerodyn:=copy(locuzero) fi:
if nargs=lO then zerodyn:=copy(loczerodyn);uzero:=copy(locuzero) fi:
fi: # end of computation of zerodyn and uzero
op(normdyn);
# end of procedure normform
end:
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#--> extnormform(f,g,h,x,xnull,"erodyn','uzero')
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

extnormform computes the zero dynamics and the corresponding zeroing input(s).
The algorithm used is the Zero Dynamics Algorithm of Isidori, in which a
locally maximal output zeroing submanifold is computed. This algorithm can
compute the zero dynamics even if the system does not have a (vector)
relative degree. An additional result of this algorithm is that a coordinates
transformation to an extended normal form can be computed. This Extended
Normal Form is not yet implemented and it is stressed that also the
implementation of the computation of the zero dynamics in this algorithm is
still in a developing stage.
extnormform is suitable for SISO systems and MIMO systems with an equal number
of inputs and outputs.
input: f, g , h, x, xnull (for further information see reldeg)
output:
zerodyn :

set which contains the explicit zero dynamics of the system
in the following way:
c
[ x[l]dot =
,
, x[n]dot =
I
array which contains the corresponding unique input that
keeps the state evolving on the maximal locally output
zeroing submanifold and keeps the output identically zero.

... ...

uzero :

...

extnormform calls ldiff, vdiff, extrank, extgaussjord, and several standard
and [linalg] functions
author H.v.E.,

TUE-WFW, 1992

extnormform := proc(f,g,h,x,xnull,zerodyn,uzero)
local n,m,p,i,j!~,jj,kk,rr,Hprev,PHI,PHIprev,H,dh,dH,dHprev,HNULL,PHITOT,\
rowh,Hnew,dHxnuii,äHaug,äHrank,dtlpivot,rtel,locs,stot,reguiar,K,ii,PWNI,\
varseq,eqnseq,setvar,hulpvar,condhlp,nulld~m,RlRkern,locuzerolL~gHlL~fHl\
L_gHuzero,Lkern,cond,loczerodyn,def,ii,zerohlp,MANIhlp,no-uzero,no-zerodyn,\

constraints:
if not nargs=7 then ERROR('inva1id number of arguments') fi:
if not type(f,'vector') then ERROR('1st argument must be defined as a vector,\
see your model description')
else n := linalg[vectdim](f) fi:
if not type(g,'matrix') then ERROR('2nd argument must be defined as a matrix,\
see your model description')
else m := linalg[coldim](g) fi:
if not type(h,'vector') then ERROR('3rd argument must be defined as a vector,\
see your model description')
else p := linalg[vectdim](h) fi:
if not m=p then ERROR('the number of inputs and outputs should be equal') fi:
if not type(x,'vector') or not linalg[vectdim](x)=n then ERROR('4th argument is\
the state space variable vector and must be defined as an unassigned vector,\
wrong type or number of elements, see your model description') fi:
if not type(xnul1,'set') or not nops(xnull)=n then ERROR('5th argument must be\
defined as a set, wrong type or number of elements, see your model\
description') fi:
# initialization of varseq
varseq := NULL;
for i to n do
varseq:=varseq,x[ i]
od :
# test of the invertibility hypothese, if the chosen working point xnull is not
# a regular point of the Zero Dynamics Algorithm then the boolean 'regular' will
# be set 'false'

regular := 'true';
# initialization of the locally maximal output zeroing submanifold
MAN1 := [I;
# testing of neighbourhood U for which the submanifold is defined if
# 'constraint' is set 'true'

constraints := 'true';
#constraints := 'false';
#
#
#
#
#

start of the Zero Dynamics Algorithm. In a vector PHITOT the resulting
functions PHI are stored and in MAN1 the resulting locally maximal output
zeroing submanifold is constructed.
Essentially, H.i-l=Hprev and PH1.i-l=PHIprev are known from previous steps,
in the first step Hprev is initialized as h and PHIprev does not exist.
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for i to n do
# step i of the Zero Dynamics Algorithm, maximal n steps.

#
#
#
#

computation of the vector H, its jacobian matrix dH and HtWLL, this is the
vector H in which the output zeroing submanifold MAN1 is substituted.
in connection with the initialization of H and PHI, a distinction is made
between the first and the following steps of the procedure.
if i=l then
än := iinaig[jacobianl(n,x);
locs := extrank(dh);
stot := locs;
if locs

= m then H:=copy(h); H:= mkmatc(op(H));
else

dH:=copy(dh);

# the differentials of the entries of h are dependent.
# selection of locs output functions in H whose differentials
# are independent
# a consequence is that the chosen working point cannot be a
# regular point of the algorithm

regular := ’false’;
H := array(l..iocs,l..l, [I);
for k to locs do
if k=l then
# select the first output function
for j to m do
Pnkmatr(linalg[Iowj(dh,jjj;
if extrank(”)=l then
dH := , H[k,l]:=h[j]; rr:=j; kk:=l; break
fi:
od :
I‘.

else
for j from rr to m do
if extrank(linalg[stackI(dH,linalg[row](dh,j)))>kk then
dH := linalg[stack](dH,linalg[row](dh,j));
H[k,l] := h[j]; rr:=j; kk:=kk+l; break
fi:
od :
fi:
od :
if not kk=locs then ERROR(’extnormform: rank mismatch’) fi:
fi:
HtWLL := copy(H);
PHITOT := mkmatc(op(h));
dHxnull := map(simplify,map(normal,subs(xnull,op(dH))));
if not extrank(dHxnull)=locs then
ERROR(’extnormform: no constant rank’) fi:

else # i>l
Hnew := linalg[stack](Hprev,PHIprev);
rowh := linalg[rowdim](Hnew);
dh := linalg[jacobian](linalg[col](Hnew,l),x);
locs := extrank(dh)
stot;
stot := stot + locs;

-

if rowh=stot then H:=copy(Hnew);dH:=copy(dh) else
# the differentials of the entries of H are dependent and this
# is dued to dependencies in the differentials of PHIprev. now
# perform a selection of stot functions in H whose
# differentials are independent
# a consequence is that the chosen working point cannot be a
# regular point of the algorithm

regular := ‘false‘;
H := array(l..stot,l..l,[]);
dH := copy(dHprev);
for k to (stot-locs) do
H[k,l]:=Hnew[k,l];
od:
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j:=stot-locs+l;
for k from j to rowh do
if extrank(linalg[stack](dH,linalg[row](dh,k))) = j then
dH := linalg[stack](dH,linalg[row](dh,k));
H[j,l] := Hnew[k,l]; j := j+l; if j=stot then break fi:
fl:
od :
if not extrank(dH)=stot then
ERROR('extnormform: rank mismatch') fi:
fi:
H N U U := map(simplify,map(normal,subs(op(MANI),op(H))));
dHxnull := map(simplify,map(normal,subs(xnull,op(dH))));
if not extrank(dHxnull)=stot then
ERROR('extnormform: no constant rank') fi:
fi: #(i=l)

# computation in the first step and augmentation of the locally maximal output
# zeroing submanifold MANI in the successive steps: MANI = {x in Ui t H(x)=O}
# the Zero Dynamics Algorithm terminates if in the present step the submanifold
#
eqnseq := NULL;
for k from stot-locs+l to stot do
eqnseq:=eqnseq,HNULL[k,l]

od :
M:={traperror(soive({eqnseq},{Varseq}))};

if M=lasterror then ERROR(M,'MAPLE failed in computing a smooth submanifold')
else
k:=nops(M); MANIhlp:=NULL;
for ii to k do
for jj to n do
if not (op(l,op(ii,M)[jj])=op(2,op(ii,M)[jj])) then
MANIhlp := MANIhlp,op(op(ii,M))[jj] fi:
od :
od :
if MANIhlp=NULL then lprint(i,'-th step, no additional constraints\
found, termination of the Zero Dynamics Algorithm');
H:=copy(Hprev); stot := stot-locs; break
else MANI:=[op(MANI),MANIhlp];
fi:
fi:
print(i,'-th step, output zeroing submanifold: ',MANI);

if constraints then
# computation of a neighbourhood U of xnull for which the present step holds:
# investigation of possible conditions in the state space for which the rank of
# dH is strictly less than stot.
extgaussjord(linalg[transpose](dH),'dHrank','dHpivot');

if not dHrank=stot then ERROR('extgaussj0rd: rank mismatch') fi:
if stotcn then
# augmentation of dH with unit rowvectors to an nxn matrix dHaug
# of rank n

dHaug := copy(dH);rtel:=stot;
for k to n do
hulpvar := array(sparse,l..n);
setvar := 'true';
for j to stot do
if dHpivot[j]=k then setvar:='false'; break fi:
od:
if setvar='true' then rtel:=rtel+l;hulpvar[k]:=l;
dHaug := linalg[stack](dHaug,hulpvar) fi:
if rtel=n then break fi:
od :
if not rtel=n then ERROR('extgaussjord: pivot mismatch') fi
if not extrank(dHaug)=n then
ERROR('extgaussjord: rank mismatch') fi:
fi: #(stot<n)
# substitution of MANI in order to avoid trivial conditions
dHaug := map(simplify,map(normal,subs(op(MANI),op(dHaug))))

L.
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# searching for constraints
cond := {traperror(solve(linalg[det](dHaug),{varseq}))};

if cond=lasterror then ERROR(cond,‘MAPLE failed in computing conditions\
in the state space for which the rank of’,op(dH),’is less than’,locs)
elif op(cond)=NULL then U:=NULL
else
k:=nops(cond);
for j to k do condhlp:=NULL;
for jj to n do
if not (op(l,op(j,cond)[jj])=op(2,op(j,cond)[jj])) then
condhlp:=condhlp,op(j,cond)[j-J] fi:
od :
if c o n ä n i p = m tnen conänip:=‘aii’ fi:
U := U,{condhlp};
od :
fi:
print(i,’-th step, constraints on the neighbourhood:’,U);
if U=NULL then print(’no constraints on the chosen working point‘) fi;
lprint( ’
‘);lprint(‘
‘1;
fi: #(constraints)

# computation of the vector PHI (via computation of L-gH and R)

if i=l then
L-gH := array(l..stot,l..m,[]);
else
L-gH := linalg[extend](L-gH,locs,O):
fi:
for k Erom stot-loesii to s t o t do
for j to m do
L-gH[k,j] := ldiff(linalg[col](g,j),H[k,l],x);
od :
od :
# if the matrix L-gH has rank equal to m at the working point xnull
# for all x in U and MANI, then the Zero Dynamics Algorithm is terminated
# because no matrix R can be found no more.
if extrank(map(simplify,map(normal,subs(op(MANI),op(L~gH)))))=m and
extrank(map(simplify,map(normal,subs(xnull,op(L~gH)))))=m then
print(i,’-th step, matrix L-gH has full rank m’); break fi:

if i=l then Lkern:=copy(L-gH)
else Lkern := linalg[extend](L~gH,O,locs,O);
for k to locs do
for j to stot-locs do
Lkern[j,k+m]:=R[k,j]
od :
od :
fi:
Lkern := map(simplify,map(normal,subs(op(MANI),op(Lkern))));
Rkern := traperror(linalg[kernel](linalg[transpo~e](Lkern),‘nulldim’));
if Rkern=lasterror then ERROR(’MAPLE failed in solving the kernel of the\
matrix’,op(L-gH),’although a solution exists‘) fi:
R := op(1,Rkern);
for j from 2 to nulldim do
R := linalg[stack](R,op(j,Rkern))
od :
if nulldim=l then R:=mkmatr(op(R)) fi:
if stot=l then PHI:=array(l..l,[]);
PHI[1]:=map(simplify,map(normal,\
~ ~ ~ , ~ l * ~ ~ ~ ~ f f ~ f , ~ ~ l , l l , x ~ ~ ~ ~ ;
else
PHI := map(simplify,map(normal,\
linalg[multiply](R,vdiff(f,linalg[col](H,l),x))));

fi:
PHI := mkmatc(op(PH1));
PHITOT

:=

iinalg[stack](PHITOT,PHI);

PHIprev:=copy(PHI);
Hprev:=copy(H);
dHprev:=copy(dH);
# end of step i

od :
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#
#
#
#
#

after this zero dynamics algorithm we have constructed a locally maximal
output zeroing submanifold MANI. with this submanifold it is possible to
compute the zerodynamics and the unique input u that keeps the state evolving
on this submanifold.
uzero can be solved from the following equations: L-fH + L-gH*uzero =O
uzero:=array(l..m,[]);
varseq:=WLL;
for i to m do
varseq:=varseq,uzero[i];

od :
L-fH := vdiff(f,linalg[col](H,l),x);
E-gXuzero := iinaig[muitipiyp(E-gH,uzero);
eqnseq:=NULL;
for i to stot do
eqnseq:=eqnseq,simplify(normal(subs(op(MANI),(L~fH[i]

od :

+ L-gHuzero[i]))))

locuzero := (traperror(solve({eqnseq},{varseq}))};
if locuzero=lasterror then ERROR('MAPLE failed in solving the unique output\
zeroing input uzero') fi:
def := 'true';
for k to m do
if (op(l,op(k,op(locuzero))) = op(2,op(k,op(locuzero)))) then def:='false' fi:
od :
if not def then print('no zeroing inputs and no zero dynamics defined');
uzero:=evaln(no-uzero);zerodyn:=evaln(no-zerodyn);
RETURN();
else assign(1ocuzero) fi;
uzero := naap(sPaiplify,aiap(normal,uzero));
# application of uzero and substitution of the output zeroing submanifold MANI
# in the system equations f(x) + g(x)*uzero(x) lead to the zerodynamics of the
# system.

loczerodyn:=NüLL;
zerohlp:=map(simplify,map(normal,\
subs(op(MANI),linalg[add](f,linalg[multiply](g,uzero)))));

for i to n do
# if not zerohlp[i]=O

then loczerodyn:=loczerodyn,"['.i.']dot'=zerohlp[i]
loczerodyn:=loczerodyn,"['.i.']dot'=zerohlp[i]

fi:

od :
zerodyn := {loczerodyn};

#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

with the functions PHI that are stored in the vector PHITOT it is possible
to compute a coordinates transformation to the so called extended normal form.
This is only possible if the chosen working point xnull is a regular point
of the above Zero Dynamics Algorithm. in that case the differentials of the
entries of PHITOT are linearly independent at xnull. xnull is a regular point
if the invertibility hypotheses are assumed. these mean that in the first
step
H(x) = h(x)
holds and in the following steps
HPrev
1
H(x) =
1
[ PHIprev ]
holds.
in this implementation this hypotheses is easily tested with the boolean
variable regular.

end: # end of the procedure extnormform
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#--> statelin(f,g,h,x,xnull,v,'u','Az','Bz')
#--> statelin(f,g,h,x,xnull,v,'u','Az','Bz','alfa','beta')
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

statelin computes the exact linearizing static state feedback u and the
corresponding state transformation which linearize the input-state equations
of a nonlinear SISO or square MIMO system under the condition of a full order
relative degree: there must exist a(n) (set of) output function(s) for which
the sum of the (vector) relative degree is equal to the dimension of the
state space of the system, i.e. rtot=n.
The state transformation that is used is exactly equal to the transformation
to the normal form and is (internally) computed by the procedure transform.
the new state coordinates are called zeta. The closed loop system in the new
coordinates ie iimear amd controliaisie.
f, g , h, x, xnull (for further information see reldeg)
: (symbolic) new reference input v, an m-dimensional vector
which may be an unassigned name

input

V

output (arrays)
U
: the linearizing feedback u(x) = alfa(x) + beta(x) * v
AZ
: vector which is the linear system matrix multiplied with the
new state vector (zeta) of the closed-loop system
Bz
: input matrix of the linearized closed-loop system
dzeta /dt = Az(zeta) + BZ v
(optional:)
alfa
beta
: the linearizing feedback alfa(x) and beta(x)
statelin calls reldeg, transform and several standard and [linalg] functions
author H.v.E.

, TUE-WFW,

1992

statelin := p r o c ( f , g , h , x , x n u l l , v , u , A z , B z , a l f a , b e t a )
local alfax,betax,Ax,Bx,Adeg,bdeg,rdeg,rtot,philphiinvljacobialplm,n,zeta,eta;
if nargso9 and nargsoll then ERROR('inva1id number of arguments, should be 9\
or 11') fi:
if not type(f,'vector') then ERROR('1st argument must be defined as a vector,\
see your model description')
else n := linalg[vectdim](f) fi:
if not type(g,'matrix') then ERROR('2nd argument must be defined as a matrix,\
see your model description')
else m := linalg[coldim](g) fi:
if not type(h,'vector*) then ERROR('3rd argument must be defined as a vector,\
see your model description')
else p := linalg[vectdim](h) fi:
if not m=p then ERROR('the number of inputs and outputs should be equal') fi:
if not type(x,'vector') or not linalg[vectdim](x)=n then ERROR('4th argument is\
the state space variable vector and must be defined as a unassigned vector,\
wrong type or number of elements, see your model description') fi:
if not type(xnul1,'set') or not nops(xnull)=n then ERROR('5th argument must be\
defined as a set, wrong type or number of elements, see your model\
description') fi:
if not type(v,'vector') or not linalg[vectdim](v)=m then ERROR('the new\
reference input, the 6th argument, must be defined like a vector which may\
be unassigned') fi:
reldeg(f,g,h,x,xnull,'rdeg','rtot','Adeg','bdeg');
# test for existence of a linearizing feedback:

if not rtot=n then ERROR('for the present choise of output function(s), this\
system does not have a full-order (vector) relative degree. it is not possible\
to design an exact input-state linearizing feedback. you may try to define\
a(n) (set of) dummy output function(s) h(x) for which rtot=n by running\
-0utputfunc- first or else to define an input-output linearizing feedback\
by running -inoutlin-') fi:
# the first step to determine an exact linearization is to compute the
# feedback u(x) (in the original state coordinates)
# u(x) = alfax + betax * v

betax := linalg[inverse](Adeg);
alfax := l i n a l g [ m u l t i p l y ] ( ( - b e t a x ) , b d e g ) ;
u

:=

map(simplify,map(normal,linalg[add]((linalg[multiply](betax,v)),alfax)));

# the second step in this procedure is to substitute the mapping as computed
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# in transform, in the closed-loop system
this can be done easily, by
# multiplication with the jacobian of the mapping and substitution of the
# inverse mapping
# computation of the state transformation, the jacobian and the inverse
transform(f,g,h,x,xnull,'phi','phiinv','jacobia','zeta','eta'):
# A x = jacobia(f + g*alfax)
Ax:= linalg[multiply](jacobia,linalg[add](f,(linalg[multiply](g,alfax))));
AZ := map(simplify,map(normal,subs(phiinv,op(Ax))));

if not type(Az,'vector')

then Az:=linalg[col](Az,l)

fi:

BX = jacobia(g*betax)
Bx:= linalg[multiply](jacobia,(linalg[multiply](g,betax)));
Bz := map(simplify,map(normal,subs(phiinv,op(Bx))));
if not type(Bz,'matrix') then Bz:=evalm(Bz) fi:

#

if nargs>9 then alfa:=alfax;beta:=betax fi:
oP(u);
end:

# end of procedure statelin
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#--> inoutlin( f,g,h,x,xnull,v, 'u' ,'f1' ,'gl ' )
#--> inoutlin(f,g,h,x,xnull,v, 'U', 'fl','gl','alfa','beta')
#
# inoutlin computes a static state feedback so that the closed loop system
# obtains a linear input-output behaviour. the feedback functions alfa(x) and
# beta(x) are constructed by the so called Structure Algorithm. Also the system
# equations of the linearized closed-loop system are returned. inoutlin is
# suitable for nonlinear S I S O and square MIMO systems.
#
# A linear input-output behaviour means that the response of the closed loop
# system is given by the sum of the response under zero input, which is a
# (generally nonlinear) function of the time and initial state condition only,
# and of a response depending on the input and not on tne initial state, wnich
# is linear in the input itself.
#
#
# input: f, g , h, x, xnull (for further information see reldeg)
V
: the new reference input V. the dimensions of the array
#
v should equal those of the original input u, v may be
#
unassigned.
#
#
# output: (arrays)
U
: the
#
#
fl, gl : the
#
dx/dt
#
#
Y(X)
#
(optional)
#
alfa
:
#
beta
: the
#

linearizing feedback u(x) = alfa(x) + beta(x) * v
dynamics of the (linearized) closed loop system.
=
=

fl(x) + gl(x) v(x)
h(x)

linearizing feedback alfa(x) and beta(x)

7+

#
# inoutlin calls ldiff, vdiff, extrank, and several standard and [linalg]
# functions
#
# author H.v.E. , TUE-WFW, 1992

inoutlin := proc(f,g,h,x,xnull,v,u,fl,gl,alfa,beta)
local i,j,k,ii,jj,p,n,m,V,P,K,Khlp,Sinv,T,TO,Lfgamma,LgLf,Unit,c,\
dim,locgamma,deltatot,gammahlp,piv,Lggamma,localfa,locbeta,testl,test2,\
gamma,gammaln,gammalnprev,r,rprev,S,Sprev,delta,eqnbeta,expralfa,exprbeta,\

varalfa,varbeta:
# tests on input

if not type(f,'vector') then ERROR('1st argument must be defined as a vector,\
see your model description')
else n := linalg[vectdim](f) fi:
if not type(g,'matrix') then ERROR('2nd argument must be defined as a matrix,\
see your model description')
else m := linalg[coldim](g) fi:
if not type(h,'vector') then ERROR('3rd argument must be defined as a vector,\
see your model description')
else p := linalg[vectdim](h) fi:
if not m=p then ERROR('the number of inputs and outputs should be equal') fi:
if not type(x,'vector') or not linalg[vectdim](x)=n then ERROR('4th argument is\
the state space variable vector and must be defined as a unassigned vector,\
wrong type or number of elements, see your model description') fi:
if not type(xnul1,'set') or not nops(xnull)=n then ERROR('5th argument must be\
defined as a set, wrong type or number of elements, see your model\
description') fi:
if not type(v,'vector') or not linalg[vectdim](v)=m then ERROR('the new\
reference input, the 6th argument, must be defined as a vector which may\
be unassigned') fi:

# initializations

deltatot := O;
rprev := O;
TO := array(l..m,ï-..E,[]):
for r to m do
for c to m do
TO[r,c] := ldiff(linalg[col](g,c),h[r],x):
TO[r,c] := simplify(normal(TO[rlc])):
od :
od :
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# start of the Structure Algorithm, recursive, maximal 2n steps

for i to 2*n do
step i of the Structure Algorithm
from the previous step r.i-1 = rprev, gamma1n.i-1 = gammalnprev,
S.i-1 = Sprev, locgamma, and deltatot are known, occasionally some necessary
exceptions in the case i=l are made.

#
#
#
#

# create the matrix T

if i=l then T := copy(T0) else
for j to m do
if j=l then
LqLf := vdiff!linalq[col](q,l),vdiff(f,gammalnprev,x),x)
else
LgLf := 1ina1g[augment](LgLf,vdiff(1ina1g[co1](g,j),\
vdiff(f,g.ammalnprev,x),x))

f1:
od :
if rprev=O then ,T :=copy(LgLf) else T := linalg[stack](Sprev,LgLf) fi:
fi: #(i=l)
# set the rank of T (r), and the parameter delta
if not type(T,'matrix') then T:=mkmatc(T) fi:
r := extrank(T):
delta := r - rprev;
# test whether xnull is a regular point of the matrix T
if not r = e x t r a n k ( m a p ( s i m p l i f y , s u b s f x n u l l , o p ( T ) ) ) ) then ERROR('the\
chosen working point xnull is not a regular point of the matrix T.\

step:i,i) fi:
# test whether rR(T) = rK(T)
# ????

if r = m then
# if this test is passed the Structure Algorithm terminates
# and is concluded by setting gamma and S and updating locgamma and
# deltatot
if i=l then S := copy(T0);locgamma := copy(h);deltatot:=delta else
gamma

:=

map(simplify,map(normal,vdiff(f,gammalnprev,x)));

for j to m do
if j=l then Lggamma:= vdiff(linalg[col](g,1),gamma,x)
else
Lggamma := linalg[augment](Lggamma,vdiff(linalg[col](g,j),gamma,x))
fi:
od :
if deltatot=O then locgamma := copy(gamma);
S := Lggamma;
deltatot := delta:
else
locgamma := linalg[stack](locgamma,gamma);
S :=

linalg[stack](Sprev,Lggamma);

deltatot := deltatot + delta;
fi:
fi: #(i>l)

break; # end of the Structure Algorithm
fi: #(r=m)
# test whether the present step degenerates

if delta = O then
# proceed with the next step and set the vector gammaln as follows
# the matrix S stays Sprev
if i=l then gammaln := copy(h) else
Khlp := linalg[kernel](linalg[transpose](T),'dim');
if not dim = (m-r) then ERROR('K, step:',i,'kernel
for k to dim do
if k=l then K := op(1,Khlp)
else K := linalg[stack](K,op(k,Khlp)) fi:
od :
if dim=l then K:=mkmatr(X) fi:
if r=O then gammaln := vdiff(f,gammalnprev,x) else

mismatch') fi:
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if deltatot=O then gammahlp:=vdiff(f,gammalnprev,x) else
gammahlp := linalg[stack](locgamma,vdiff(f,gammalnprev,x)) fi:
gammahlp := map(simpl~fy,map(normal,l~nalg[mult~ply](K,gammahlp)));
gammaln := array(l..r,[]);
for k to r do
if type(gammahlp,’matrix‘) then gammaln[k] := gammahlp[k,l]
else gammalnrk] := gammahlprk] fi:
od :
fi:
# note that the permutation matrix P and so the matrix gamma do not
# exist in this case.

fi: #(i=l)
gammalnprev
rprev := r;

:=

copy(gamma1n);

next; # next step i
fi: #(delta=O)

#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

creation of the matrices V, S r P, K which fulfil the partition conditions:
(with I.dl stands for an identity matrix of dimensions corresponding to
delta.1 etc.)

.. ..
...
..
..

[I.dl
V T =

[
[ O
[ o
[ K.l

..
I. d (i-1

O

O

P I
K.ij

O

)

K. (i-19

.*

..I

1
1

T

[ S
=

[
[ O

1
]
1

where V is a nonsingular matrix of real numbers, P performs row permutations
and S(x) is a r x m matrix which has rank S(xnull)=r

piv := array(sparse,l..delta);
for k to delta do
if k=l then
if deltatot=O then
# select the first nonzero row from T
for j to m do
if extrank(mkmatr(linalg[row](T,j)))=l
then piv[k]:=j;
S := linalg[row](T,j); break; fi:
od :
else #(deltatot>O)
# select the first occurring row from the added part of
# T that raises the rank of Sprev and add this row to Sprev
for j from (rprev+l) to m do
_if
_
extrank(linalg[stack](Sprev,linalg[row](T,j)))=rprev+l
then
piv[k]:=j-rprev;
S := linalg[stack](Sprev,linalg[row](T,j));
break;
fi:
od :
fi: #(deltatot=O)
else #(k>l)
# augment S with the next row that raises the rank
for j from (piv[k]+l) to m do
if
extrank(linalg[stack](S.i,linalg[row](T,j)))=piv[k]+l
then
piv[k]:=j-piv[k]-1;
S := linalg[stack](S,linalg[row](T,j));
break;

fi:
od :
fi:
od: # now S and the pivots of P are known
# test on S

if r=l then if not extrank(mkmatr(S))=r or not
extrank(mkmatr(subs(xnull,S)))=r then
ERROR(’S:l, step:’,i,’rank of matrix S does not equal previous\
results’) fi:
else
if not extrank(S)=r or not extrank(subs(xnull,S))=r then
ERROR(‘S:l, step:’,i,‘ rank of matrix S does not equal previous\
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results') fi:
fi:
# explicit creation of P
P := array(sparse,l..delta,l..m);

for k to delta do P[k,piv[k]]

:=

1 od:

# creation of K
Khlp := linalg[kernel](linalg[transpose](T),'d~m');

if not dim = (m-r) then ERROR('K, step:',i,' the dimension of the null space\
of matrix T äoes nor compare witi expecteä vaiue'j fi:
for k to dim do
if k=l then K := Khlp[l]
else K := linalg[stack](K,Khlp[k]) fi:
od :
if dim=l then K := mkmatr(op(K)) fi:
# creation (as above) and test of V and test of the partition
V := array(sparse,l..m,l..rn);
for k to deltatot do V[k,k]:=l
od:

for ii from
for jj to rn
V[ii,jj] :=
od :
od :
for ii from
for jj to m
V[ii,jj] I=
od :
od :

(deltatot+l) to r do
do
P[ii-deltatot,jj];
(r+l) to m do
do
K[ii-r,jjj;

if not type(V,'matrix'(realcons)) then ERROR('V:l, step:',i,'the
matrix V\
computed by MAPLE does not entirely contain real numbers, V should be a\
permutation matrix, this system does nor fulfil the demands for exact\
10 linearization') fi:
if linalg[det](V) = O then ERROR('V:2, step:',i!'
the matrix V computed\
by MAPLE is singular, this system does nor fulfil the demands for exact\
10 linearization') fi:
test1 := map(simplify,map(normal,linalg[multiply](V,T)));
test2 := linalg[stack](S,array(sparse,l..(m-r),l..m));
for ii to m do
for jj to m do
if not testl[ii,jj]
test2[iirjj] =O then ERROR('V:3, step:',i,'
the partion\
computed by MAPLE seems to be not correct, the test V*T = [ S O] failed') fi:
od :
od :

-

# if all these tests are passed then step i is concluded by setting
# gamma and gammaln
if i=l then gammahlp:=map(simplify,map(normal,linalg[multiply](P,h)))
else gammahlp := map(simplify,map(normal,\
linalg[multiply](P,vdiff(f,gammalnprev,x))));
fi: #(i=l)
gamma := array(l..delta,[]);
for k to delta do
if type(gammahlp,'matrix') then gamma[k]:=gammahlp[k,l]
else gamma[k]:=gammahlp[k] fi:
od :

if i=l then gammahlp:=map(s~mpl~fy,map(normal,l~nalg[mult~ply](K,h)))
else
if deltatot=O then gammahlp:=vdiff(f,gammalnprev,x) else
gammahlp := linalg[stack](locgamma,vdiff(f,gammalnprev,x)) fi:
gammahlp := map(s~mpl~fy,map(normal,l~nalg[mult~ply](K,gammahlp)));
fi: #(i=i)
gammaln := array(l..r,[]);
for k to r do
if type(gammahlp,'matrix') then gammaln[k] := gammahlp[k,l]
else gammaln[k] := gammahlp[k] fi:
od :
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# update the matrix wich contains the functions gamma from the previous steps
# and the integer which stores the total of all delta's:

if deltatot=O then locgamma :=copy(gamma) else
locgamma := linalg[stack](locgamma,gamma) fi;
deltatot := deltatot + delta:
gammalnprev := copy(gamma1n);
rprev := r;
Sprev := copy(S);
od: # next step i
#
#
#
#

the functions gamma that are created by the previous Structure Algorithm are
stored in the vector locgamma. From these functions a linearizing feedback
can be constructed in the following way:
(recall that the matrix S = Lg-gamma)
# create the matrix Lf-gamma
if not type(locgamma,'vector') then
locgamma:=linalg[col](locgamma,1) fi:
Lfgamma := vdiff(f,locgamma,x);
for i to r do Lfgamma[i]:= -l*Lfgamma[i] od:
# create the matrix [ 1.r O ]
Unit := array(sparse,l..r,l..m);

for i to r do Unit[i,i]:=l od:
if r=m then
# create the matrix Sinv

= inv(Lg-gamma)
if ml then Sinv := linalg[inverse](S) elif m=l then
if not type(S,'matrix') then S:=mkmatc(op(S)) fi:

Sinv:=array(l..l,l..lr[(lrl)=1/~[lrl]])

fi:
# compute the feedback alfa and beta
localfa := map(simplify,map(normal,linalg[multiply](Sinv,Lfgamma)));
locbeta := map(simplify,map(normal,linalg[multiply](Sinv,Unit)));

else #(rem)
# it may occur that r e m, this is the case if the last (up to 2*n) steps
# degenerates. S is not square and the inverse Sinv cannot be solved. the
# equations: S*alfa=Lf-gamma and S*beta=Unit are solved in a convenient way
# initialization

localfa:=array(l..m,[]);
locbeta:=array(l..m,l..m,[]);
varalfa:=NULL;
varbeta:=NULL;
for i to m do
varalfa := varalfa,localfa[i];
for j to m do
varbeta := varbeta,locbeta[i,j];
od :
od :
# alfa

expralfa:=NULL;
for i to r do
expralfa := expralfa,S[i]*localfa[i]-Lfgammari]
od :
traperror(solve({expralfa},{varalfa}));

if "=lasterror then print(");ERROR('MAPLE failed in computing the\
linearizing feedback') else assign(");map(simplify,map(normal,localfa)) fi:
# beta

exprbeta:=NULL;
for i to r.do
for j to m do
eqnbeta:=NULL;
for ii to r do
for jj to m do
eqnbeta := eqnbeta + S[ii,jj]*locbeta[ii,jj];
od :
od :
exprbeta := exprbeta,eqnbeta=Unit[i,j];
od :
od :
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traperror(solve({exprbeta},{varbeta}));
if "=lasterror then print(");ERROR('MAPLE
failed in computing the\
linearizing feedback') else assign(");map(simplify,map(normal,locbeta)) fi:

fi: #(r=m)
# linearizing feedback u (output)

u:=map(simplify,map(normal,linalg[add](linalg[multiply](locbeta,v),localfa)));
# linearized system dynamics (output)
fl := map(simplify,map(normal,linalg[add](f,linalg[multiply](g,localfa))));
gi := map(simpiify,map(normai,ïinaig~muitipiy~~g,ïoc~e~ajjj;
# tests

if not type(f1,'vector') or not linalg[vectdim](fl)=n then ERROR('f1')
if type(g1,'vector') then gl := mkmatc(op(g1)) fi:
if not type(g1,'matrix') or not linalg[rowdim](gl)=n or\
not linalg[coldim](gl)=m then ERROR('g1')
fi:
# extra output

if nargs>9 then alfa := copy(loca1fa); beta := copy(1ocbeta) fi:
end: # end of the procedure inoutlin

fi:
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#--> outputfunc(f,g,x,xnull,'lambda')
#
# outputfunc tries to find a(n) (set of) dummy output function(s) lambda(i) so
# that the system gets a full order relative degree. outputfunc is suitable for
# SISO systems and square MIMO systems. If such a function does not exist, for
# SISO systems only, an output function (in some cases several functions) is
# searched for that maximizes the relative degree, which will be, however,
# strictly less than the dimension of the state space.
#
# input
#
f,g,x,xnull (for further information see reldeg)
#
# output
#
lambda : array containing output functions
#
#
# outputfunc calls reldeg, ldiff, liebrack, psolve, involutive, extrank,
# extcolspace, and several standard and [linalg] functions
#
# author H.v.E., TUE-WFW, 1992

outputfunc:=proc(f ,g,x,xnull,lambda)
local n , m i i , j , k , p l r , r r , a r g s e q , k t e l , t e l , G , l f , k e l r d e g , A d e g , r t o t , \
GKERN,GTOTAL,dlambda,tt,Gtotal,Ghlp,loclambda,var:

if not type(f,'vector') then ERROR('1st argument must be defined as a vector,\
see your model description')
else n := linalg[vectdim](f) fi:
if not type(g,'matrix') then ERROR('2nd argument must be defined as a matrix,\
see your model description')
else m := linalg[eoldim](gj fi:
if not type(x,'vector') or not linalg[vectdim](x)=n then ERROR('3th argument is\
the state space variable vector and must be defined as a unassigned vector,\
wrong type or number of elements, see your model description') fi:
if not type(xnul1,'set') or not nops(xnull)=n then ERROR('4th argument must be\
defined as a set, wrong type or number of elements, see your model\
description') fi:
FIRST PART
creation and test of involutivity and dimension of the distributions locG.0
to 1ocG.ktel

step O:
distribution locGO is created and tested on involutivity and constant
dimension near xnull
locG.0 := copy(g);
# test on dimension of distribution 1ocGO near xnull

iocGnuii.0 := map(simplify,map(normal,subs(xnull,op(locG.O))));
lockdim.O:=extrank(locGnull.O);
if not lockdim.O=m then Drinti'the dimension of the distribution,\
spanned by the columns of the inputmatrix',op(g),'
is not equal to ',mr-dnear\
',oP(xnull));
# if the columns of locGnull.0 are dependent then we try to
# extract a matrix locG.0 which has maximal rank Grank before
# w e proceed. select Grank columns of locG.0
for i to m do
if i=l then
# select the first nonzero column from g in locG.0
for j to m do
if extrank(mkmatc(linalg[col](g,j)))=l then
locG.0 := linalg[col](g,j); rr := j; break;
fi:
od :
else
# augment locG.0 with the next column of CI which raises the rank
for
from rr+l to m do
if extrank(linalg[augment](g,linalg[col](g,j)))=i then
locG.O:= linalg[augment](locG.0,linalg[col](g,j));

5

rr := j; break;
fi:
od :

fi:
od :
locGnull.0 := map(simplify,map(normal,subs(xnull,op(locG.O))));
m:=extrank(locGnull.O);
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if not m=lockdim.O then ERROR('rank-mismatch')
input matrix used instead is:',op(locG.O))
fi:

D.26

else print('the\

fi:
# test on involutivity of distribution locGO=g

if m l then
argseq := {linalg[col](locG.O,l..m));
if not involutive(argseq,x) then ERROR('the columns of the inputmatrix\
',op(g),'do not form an involutive distribution, searching for output functions\
which give the system a full relative degree fails')
fi:
fi:

#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

step ktel:
creation and testing of distributions locG1
locGktel where ktel<=n-1,
computing of an integer ktel for which dim(locGktel)=n (Isi. p.250). The
matrices locG1
locGktel that correspond to the distributions, are
simplified by replacing the original column vectors by vectors which are
computed by the procedure extcolspace, i.e. vectors which form a basis for
the space that is spanned by the distribution. In order to compute the right
derivatives in the following steps the original columns are stored in the
matrix Gtotal.

..

..

Gtotal := copy(g);
for ktel to n-1 do
#
#
#
#

compute the m new columns in the present step out o € Gtotaï, augment the
distribution locG.kte1-1 (G) with these vectors, create from this matrix
the distribution G.ktel by simplification via extcolspace and define the
distribution locGnull.kte1 by substituting xnull

r := (ktel+l)*m;
G := copy(locG.(ktel-1));
for j from (r-m+l) to r do
Gtota1:=1~na1g[concat](Gtota1,1~ebrack(f,1ina1g[co1](Gtota1,(~-m)),x));
G := linalg[concat](G,linalg[col](Gtotal,~));

od :
Ghlp := extcolspace(G);
locG.kte1 := Ghlp[l];
for i from 2 to nops(Gh1p) do
locG.kte1 := iinaig[augment](iocG.ktel,Ghlp[i]);
od :
# occasionally this "simplification" may lead to ERRORS because
# for example state variables will be placed as denominator and\
# substitution of the working point xnull may taus" division by\
# zero
if an error occurs, proceed with the old" matrix.
#what is needed is a "fraction free" version of gaussjord,
# which is not available.
locG.kte1 := map(simplify,map(normal,locG.ktel));

.

traperror(subs(xnull,op(locG.ktel)));

if "=lasterror then iocG.ktel:=copy(G) fi:
locGnull.kte1 := map(s~mpl~fy,map(normal,subs(xnull,op(locG.ktel))));

# test on the constant dimension of the simplified distribution
# locGnull.kte1 near xnull
extcolspace(locGnull.kte1,'lockdim.ktel');
if not type(lockdim.kte1,realcons) then ERROR('the system does not\

met the constant dimension condition, Isi. Ch.5.2 p.250, the',ktel,'-th\
distribution failed, searching for output\
functions which give the system a relative degree fails') fi:

# endcondition of the loop

if lockdim.ktel=n then break
elif ktel=n-1 and not 1ockdim.n-1 = n then
ERROR('it is not possible to find an integer ktel for\
which all distributions locGi, O<=i<=ktel-l<=n-2 are involutive, all\
distributions locGi, O<=i<=ktel<=n-1 have a constant dimension, and\
dim(locGktel)=n.') fi;
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# test on the involutivity of distribution locG.kte1
argseq := {linalg[col](locG.ktel,l..r)};

if not involutive(argseq,x) then
if ml then ERROR('the system does not met\
the involutive distribution condition, Isi. Ch.5.2 p.250, the ', ktel,'-th\
distribution failed, searching for output functions which give the system a\
relative degree fails')
else #(m=l)
.............................................................................
# in the SISO case it is possible to compate an output function for
# which a feedback can be designed which will transform the system
# to a closed loop system which contains a iinear subsystem of maximal
# dimensions

lprint('for this sis0 system an output function will be searched for,\
which give the system a maximal relative degree, however strictly less than\
the dimension of the state space');

... ,
... ,

# locG.kte1-1 = inv{ g ,
ad-f ^ktel-1 g } is the involutive closure
# of locG.kte1-1 (or at least involutive) and
# locG.kte1 = colspace( g ,
ad-f ^ktel g ) is not involutive

#
#
#
#
#

By means
expanded
expanded
repeated
equal to

of an iterative procedure the distribution locG.kte1 is
to its involutive closure. Further, this distribution is
with the next derivative to locG.ktel+l and these steps are
until the rank of the distribution which is obtained is
the dimension n of the state space.

r := extrank(locG.kte1);
var := ktel; # new count variable
while r<n do
# 1ocG.var is expanded to its involutive closure
tel:=linalg[coldim](locG.var);

for i to tel while ren do
for j from i+l to tel while ren do
if not i=j then linalg[augment]\
(locG.var,liebrack(linalg[col](locG.var,i),l~nalg[col](locG.var,j),x));

if extrank( ")=r+l then
locG.var:=map(simplify,map(normal,")); r:=r+l;

fi:
fi:
od :
od :
if r e n then
#add the next Lie derivative: create distribution locG.var+l
Gtotal:=linalg[augment](Gtotal,liebrack

(f,linalg[col](Gtotal,var),x));

tel := linalg[coldim](Gtotal);
var := var + 1;
1ocG.var := linalg[augment](locG.(var-l),l~nalg[col](Gtotal,tel));
fi:
Ghlp := extcolspace(locG.var);
1ocG.var := Ghlp[l];
for i from 2 to nops(Gh1p) do
1ocG.var := iinaig[augment](iocG.var,Ghlp[i]);
od:
1ocG.var := map(simplify,map(normal,locG.var));
r := extrank(locG.var)
od: # repeat until1 r=n
# the output function labda which enables us to create a linear
# subsystem of maximal dimensions is now found:
loclambda := traperror(psolve(locG.(var-l),x,xnull));
if loclambda = lasterror then lprint(loclambda);ERROR('MAPLE failed in\

finding solutions for a partial differential equation that should be solved in\
order to find the output function');
else
tel:=linalg[vectdim](loclambda);

lambda

:=

copy(loc1ambda);

# test on this result(s):
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print('the output function(s) lambda computed by MAPLE do(es) give the\
system a relative degree of ' ) ;
for i to tel do
loclambda:=array(l..m,[(l)=lambda[i]]);
reldeg(f,g,loclambda,x,xnull,'rdeg','rtot'):

print(rdeg);
062 :

RETURN(1ambda);
€i: #(loclambda=lasterror)
.............................................................................

fi: #(mi)
fi: #( not involutive)
od :

#
#
#
#

# next step ktel of the first part

SECOND PART:
now ktel is known for which all distributions locGi, O<=i<=ktel-l<=n-2 are
involutive and all distributions iocGi, O<=i<=ktel<=n-1 have a constant
dimension near xnull, and finally dim(locGktel)=n.

#with this information we compute the first step in the iteration process to
# define all m output functions lambda. in this first step the values of locm.1,
# loclambda and GTOTAL are initialised.
# step 1
# there exist locml functions lambda1 which fulfil the demands. they can be
# constructed with the kernel of locGnull.(ktei-1)

-

locm.1 := n
lockdim.(ktel-1);
kern := linalg[kernel](linalg[transpose](locGnull.(ktel-l)),'nulldim');
if not nulldim=locm.l then ERROR('MAPLE failed in solving the kernel of the\
distribution',op(locGnull.(ktel-l)),'although
a ',locm.l,' dimensional\
solution exists') fi:
loclambda.l:=array(l..locm.l,[]);
for j to locm.1 do
loclambda.l[j] := O ;
dlambda := op(j,kern);
if j=l then GTOTAL := op(d1ambda)
else GTOTAL := linalg[concat](GTOTAL,dlambda)
fi:
for k to n do
loclambda.l[j]:=loclambda.l[j] + int(dlambda[k],x[k]);
od :
loclambda.l[j] := simplify(normal(loclambda.l[jl));od:

tt := locm.1;
mm := locm.1;

#
#
#
#
#

step i
if locml<m then there exist locm2 additional functions loclambda which can be
constructed in a similar way. if locml+locm2 still turns out to be strictly
less than m there exist locmi additional functions etc. every step i,
j=locm.i functions are defined

for i from 2 to ktel while mm< m do
# i number of iteration steps, maximal ktel steps necessary
# compute new derivatives and augment GTOTAL with these derivatives
# at the last step i the columns of GTOTAL form a basis for locG0-orthogonal

for p to i-1 do
# p indicates the category of the derivatives: cat. p=l indicates
# 1oclambda.p (l..locml), category p=2 indicates (locml+l..locml+locm2)
# etc.
for j to 1ocm.p do
# j indicates the separate functions loclambda within a category
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if i=p+l then 1ocLf.p.j := ldiff(f,loclambda.p[j],x)
else 1ocLf.p.j := ldiff(f,locLf.p.j,x)
fi:
If := array(l..n,[]);
for k to n do
lf[k] := diff(locLf.p.j,x[k]);

oa I

GTOTAL
od:
od:

linalg[concat](GTOTAL,lf);

:=

# next function j
# next categorie p

# calculate 1ocm.i the number of new functions loclambda in the present step:
1ocm.i := n
lockdim.(ktel-i)
(linalg[coldim](GTOTAL));

-

-

if 1ocm.i > tt then tt:=locm.i fi;
if locm.i=O then next fi;
# if no functions are found in the present step then proceed with the next step
# create GKEFW and compute its kernel, test for the dimension of this
# nullspace:
GKERN := linalg[concat](locGnull.(ktel-i),GTOTAL);
kern := 1ina1g[kerne1]((1~na1g[transpose](GKERN)),'nu11d~m');

if not nulldim=locm.i then ERROR('MAPLE failed in solving the kernel of the\
distribution',op(GKERN),'although
a ',locm.i,' dimensional solution\
exists.') fi:
# define j functions loclambda in the present step from the differentials which
# span kern Dy integration. GTOTAL is augmenteà witi these àifferentiais:

1oclambda.i :=array(l..locm.i,[]);
for j to 1ocm.i do
loclambda.i[j] := O ;
dlambda := op(j,kern);
GTOTAL := l~nalg[concat](GTOTAL,dlambda);
for k to n do
loclambda.i[j] := loclambda.i[j] + int(dlambda[k],x[k]);
od :
loclambda.i[j] := simplify(normal(loclambda.i[j]));
od :
# define m= locml+locm2+....
mm := mm + 1ocrn.i;

od:

# next step i of the iteration proces

# output lambda:

lambda := array(l..m,[]);
if m=l then lambda[l]:=loclambda.1[1]
j :=O;
for k to ktel while j < m do
if locm.k=O then next fi;
for i to 1ocm.k do
j := j+l;
lambda[j] := loclambda.k[i]
od :
od :
fi;

# clear garbage

for i from O t o ktel do
1ocG.i := evaln(1ocG.i);
1ocGnull.i := evain(iocGnuil.i);
1ockdim.i := evaln(1ockdim.i);
od :
for i to ktel do
1ocm.i := evaln(1ocm.i);
1oclambda.i := evaln(loc1ambda.i);
for j to tt do
1ocLf.i.j := evaln(1ocLf.i.j)
od :
od :

else
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# test on this result:
reldeg(f,g,lambda,x,xnull,'rdeg','rtot','Adeg','bdeg','cond');
if r t o t o n or linalg[det](Adeg)=O then RETURN('the output function(s)\
lambda computed by MAPLE do not give the system a full order relative\
degree. searching for such output function(s) has failed') fi:
op( lambda):
end :
# end of procedure outputfunc
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#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

tools package version 1.0
The tools package version 1.0 belongs to the zerodyn package version 1.0 and
contains some useful and necessary tools for the procedures in zerodyn.
The tools package contains the following procedures:
ldiff

: computes the derivative of a scalar valued function along a

vdiff

: computes the derivative of a vector valued function along a

vector field
vector field
liebrack: computes the Lie-derivative or Liebracket of two vector fields
extrank
extgausselim
extgaussjord
extcolspace/
extrowspace

transform
psolve
extdsolve

: extension of the standard MAPLE procedure 'rank'
: extension of the standard MAPLE procedure 'gausselim'

: extension of the standard MAPLE procedure 'gaussjord'

of the standard MAPLE procedures 'colspace'/
'rowspace'

: extension

: computes a state space transformation to a normal form

computes a solution to a (set of) partial differential
equations.
: this procedure provides a strategy to solve a set of
ordinary differential equations on the basis of the
standard MAPLE procedure dsolve.

involutive : test for an involutive distribution
mkmatr/
mkmatc

: rather elementary functions which perform a transformation

from a vector sized array to a matrix sized array for
computational reasons only.
mklog

: provides facility to easily use the analysis and design

tools in the zerodyn package
For further information see the "zerodyn package".
Information on a particular function can also be found in the header of the
concerning procedure in the following listing.
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#--> ldiff(f,h,x)
#
# ldiff computes
# field f(x) and
#
# input
#
f
I
#
h
:
#
X
:
#

the derivative of a scalar valued function h(x) along a vector
is often written as Lfh.

dimensional array, vector valued function f(x)
1- dimensional array, scalar function h(x)
differentiation variable, defined as an unassigned
n-dimensional vector
P
partial h
# result : scalar-valued function Lfh(x) =
---------f(x)
#
partial x
#
# author H.v.E.,

-XI

TUE-WFW,

1992

ldiff := proc(f,h,x)
local n,j,Id:
if not type(f,'vector')

then ERROR('1st argument must be a vector')
else n := linalg[vectdim](f) fi:
if type(h,'table')
then if not linalg[vectdim](h)=l then ERROR('2nd argument\
must be a scalar valued function') fi:
#else
#if not type(h,'scalar') then ERROR('2nd argument must be a scalar valued\
# function') fi:
fi:
if not type(x,'vector') or not linalg[vectdim](x)=n then ERROR('3th argument is\
the variable vector and must be defined as an unassigned vector,\
wrong type or number of elements, see your model description') fi:
ld:=O;
for j to n do
Id := Id + diff(h,x[j])*f[j]:
od :
simplify(normal(1d));
end:

# end of the procedure ldiff
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#--> vdiff(f,h,x)
#
# vdiff is equal to ldiff with a slight difference that the second argument is
# not of the type 'scalar' but can be defined as a 'vector', i.e. a
# 1-dimensional array. so the result of vdiff is an array.

o

# input
#
f
#
h
#
X
#
#

: n-dimensional vector valued function f(x)

: 1-dimensional vector valued function h(x)
: differentiation variable, defined as an unassigned

n-dimensional vector

I

i païtia: hl

j

#
#
# result : 1-dimensional vector
#
valued function Lfh =
#
#
#
#
#
# author H.v.E., TUE-WFW, 1992

[
[
[
[

1
]
1

c

[
[
[

----------

partial x

...

I f(x)
I

partial hl ]

---------partial x

I

]

vdiff := pfoc(f,h,x)
local n,l,i,j,ld:
if not type(f,'vector#) then ERROR('1st argument must be a vector')
else n := linalg[vectdim](f) fi:
if not type(h,'vector') then ERROR('2nd argument must be a vector')
else 1 := linalg[vectdim](h) fi:
if not type(x,'vectors) or not linalgivectdin](x)=n then LlOR('3th argument is\
the variable vector and must be defined as an unassigned vector,\
wrong type or number of elements, see your model description') fi:
Id := array(l..l,[]);
for i to 1 do
ld[i]:=O:
for j to n do
ld[i] := ld[i] + diff(h[i],x[jl)*f[jl:
od :
ld[i] := simplify(normal(ld[i]));
od :
op(ld);
end: # end of the procedure vdiff
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#--> liebrack(a,b,x)
#
# liebrack computes the liebracket of the two input vectors
# liebrack[a,b] = vdiff(a,b,x)
vdiff(b,a,x)
#
# input
#
a
: n-dimensional vector valued function a(x)
#
b
: n-dimensional vector valued function b(x)
#
X
: differentiation variable, defined as an unassigned
#
n-dimensional vector
#
# result : n-dimensional vector valued function [a,b](x)

-

t

# author H.v.E.,

TUE-WFW, 1992

liebrack := proc(a,b,x)
local lievect,n,nn:
if not type (a,'vector') or not type (b,'vector') then ERROR('inva1id arguments\
, should be vectors') else n:=linalg[vectdim](a);nn:=linalg[vectdim](b) fi:
if not n=nn then ERROR('inva1id arguments, vector dimensions\
should be equal') fi:
if not type(x,'vector') or not linalg[vectdim](x)=n then ERROR('3th argument is\
the variable vector and must be defined as an unassigned vector,\
wrong type or number of elements, see your model description') Ei:
lievect
lievect

:=
:=

array(l..n,[]);
linalg[add](vdiff(a,b,x),vdiff(b,a,x),l,-1);

lievect := map(simplify,map(normal,lievect));
op(1ievect);
end: # end of the procedure liebrack
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#--> extrank(A) :
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

extrank computes the rank of the matrix A by means of the procedure
extgausselim. extrank is not restricted to rational entries. however, if the
entries of A are rational polynomials then the (original) procedure
ffgausselim is used. this fraction free gaussian elimination has a better
reliability.
(HvE 1992)
based on the original MAPLE procedure 'rank'
Copyright 1990 by the University of Waterloo;

extrank := proc(AA) local r,A;
A :=AA;
if not type(A,'matrix') then
A := evalm(A);
if A-O then RETuRN(0) fi;
fi;
if nargsol or not type(A,'matrix')
then ERROR('wrong number or type of arguments') fi;
if type(A,'matrix'(polynom(rationaì)))
then linalg[ffgausselirn](A,'r')
else extgausselim(A,'r');#(HvE)
fi:

r
end:

# end of the procedure extrank
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#--> extgausselim(A,rmar)
#--> extgausselim(A,'extrank','pivot','det')
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

Gaussian Elimination:
This algorithm is based on the standard MAPLE 'gausselim' procedure. few
ad-hoc changes are made to handle non-rational entries and to store which
element of each column is used as a pivot. These changes are marked with
the initials HvE.
Purpose:

Reduce the matrix A to triangular form.
optional argument:
rmar
: elimination to stop at column rmar

output:

Function value
(optional:)
'extrank'
'pivot'
'det'

: upper triangular matrix

: rank of A
: vector which contains the pivot elements of A

: determinant of A
#
#
# original version 'gausselim':
# Copyright 1990 by the University of Waterloo
#
# See also 'gausselim'
#
# (HvE, may 1992)

extgausselim := proc(AA,extrank,pivot,det)
local A,B,d,n,m,i,j,c,r,t,rmar,pv,pvswap,setvar;

#HvE

A := AA; if not type(A,'matrix') tien A := evalm(A) €i;
if not type(A,'matrix') then ERROR('1st argument must be a matrix') fi;
n := linalg['rowdim'](A);
m := linalg['coldim'](A);
B := array(l..n,l..m);
setvar:=O; #HvE
for i to n while setvar=O do
for j to m do
if not type(A[i,j],ratpoly(rational)) then setvar := i;
B := map(norma1,A);
B := map(simplify,A);
break
fi; #HVE
B[i,j] := normal(A[i,j]);
od
od ;

if nargs>i and type(args[2],'integer')
then
rmar := args[2]; if rmar<O or narge2 then ERROR('inva1id
else rmar := m
fi;

arguments') fi;

#HVE

pv:=array(l. .rmar,[ J ) ;
pvswap:=array(l..n,[]);
for i to n do
pvswap[i]:=i
od ;
r := 1;
d := 1;
for c to min(m,rmar) while r <= n do
if printleveb2 then lprint('extgausse1im:

elimination at row',c) fi;

# Search for a pivot element

for i from r to n while B[i,c] = O dc od;
for j from i+l to n do
if B[j,c] = O then next fi;
if length(B[j,cJ) < length(B[i,c]) then i
od ;

:=

if i <= n then
pv[c] := pvswap[i]; #HvE
# interchange row i with row r if necessary
if i <> r then

j fi
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if narge2 and not type(argsj21,integer) then
t:=pvswap[i];pvswap[i]:=pvswap[r];pvswap[r]:=t;
fi: #HvE
d := -d;
for j from c to m do t := B[i,j]; B[i,j] := B[r,j];
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B[r,j] := t od

fi;
if nargs>3 and not type(args[2],integer) then d

:=

d*B[r,c] fi: #HvE

for i from r+l to n do
if B[i,c] = O then next fi;
t := simpiify(normal(B[i,c]/B[r,c])); IHVE
for j from c+i to m do
B[i,j] := simplify(normal(B[i,j]-t*B[r,j])) #HvE
od ;
B[i,c] := O
od ;
# go to next row
r:=r+l
fi;
od ;

# go to next column

d := subs('A'=A,d);
B := subs(!A'=A,op(B));
if has(op(B),'A') or has(d,'A') then EXROR('undefined matrix elements') fi;
if nargel and not type(args[2],'integer')
then extrank := r-1 fi;
if narge2 and not type(args[2],'integer')
then
pivot:=array(l..(r-l),[]);
for i to (r-1) do
pivot[i] := pv[i]
od; #HVE
fi;
if narge3 then if n = r-1 then det := simplify(normal(d)) else det := O fi fi:
#WE
oP(B);
end:

# end of procedure extgausselim
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#--> extgaussjord(A,rmar)
#--> extgaussjord(A,'rank','pivot','det')
#
# Gaussian Elimination:
# This algorithm is based on the standard MAPLE 'gaussjord' procedure. few
# ad-hoc changes are made to handle non-rational entries and to store which
# element of each column is used as a pivot. these changes are marked with the
# initial HvE.
#
Reduce the matrix A to diagonal (Gauss Jordan) form.
# Purpose:
#
#
optional argument:
#
rmar
: elimination to stop at coiumn rmar
#
# output:
Function value:
reduced matrix
#
optional parameters:
: rank of A
'rank'
#
'pivot'
: vector which contains the pivot elements of A
#
'det'
: determinant of A
#
#
#
# original version 'gaussjord' : Copyright 1990 by the University of Waterloo
#
# See also 'gaussjord','extgausselim'
#
# (HvE, may 1992)

extgaussjord := proc(AA,rank,pivot,det)
local A,B,d,n,m,i,j,c,r,t,rmar,pv,pvswap,setvar;

#HvE

A:=AA;
if not type(A,'matrix') then
A:=traperror(evalm(A));
if A=lasterror then ERROR('inva1id arguments') fi;
if A=O then ERROR('first argument is zero, need zero matrix') fi;
fi;
if not type(A,'matrix')

then ERROR('1st argument must be a matrix') fi;

n := linalg['rowdim'](A);
m := linalg['coldim'](A);
B := array(l..n,l..m);
setvar:=O; #HvE
for i to n while setvar=O do
for j to m do
if not type(A[i,j],ratpoly(rationai)) then setvar
B := map(norma1,A);
B := map(simp1ify.A);
break
fi; #€WE
B[i,j] := normal(A[i,J]);
od
od ;

if nargs>l and type(args[2],'integer')

:=

1;

then
rmar := args[2]; if rmar<O or narge2 then ERROR('inva1id arguments') fi;
else rmar := m
fi;
pv:=array(sparse,l..rrnar,[]);
pvswap:=array(l..n,[]);
for i to n do
pvswap[i]:=i
od ;

#HVE

r := 1;
d := 1;
for c to min(m,rmar) while r <= n do
# Search for a Divot element i in col c

for i from r to-n while B[i,c] = O do od;
for j from i+l to n do
if B[j,c] = O then next fi;
if iength(B[j,c]) < length(B[i,c]) then i
od ;

:=

j fi
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if i <= n then
pv[c] := pvswap[i];
# interchange row i with row r if necessary
if i <> r then
if nargs>2 and not type(args[Z],'integer')
then
t:=pvswap[i];pvswap[i]:=pvswap[r];pvswap[r]:=t;
fi: #HvE
d := -d;
for j from c to m do t := B[i,j]; B[i,j] := B[r,j];
fi;

B[r,j] := t od

for j from c+i to m do air,jj:=c+m~i+fyjnoznialiiSiï,jj/8jr,ej)j ûd; # P G ~
if narge3 then d := d*B[r,c] fi: #HvE
B[r,c] := 1;
for i to n do
if i = r or Bfi,c] = O then next fi;
for j from c+l to m do
B[i,j] :=simplify( normal(B[i,j]-B[i,c]*B[r,j]))
B[i,c] := O
od ;
r:=r+l
# go to next row

od; #HvE

fi
od ;

# go to next column

d := subs('A'=A,d);
B := subs('A'=A,op(B));
if has(op(B),'A') or has(d,'A') then F.RROR('undefined matrix elements') fi;

if nargs>l and not type(argsf21,'integer') then rank := r-1 fi;
if narge2 and not type(aïgs[2j,'intege~'~ then pivot:=array:l..(r-l),[]);
j :=l;
for i to n while j<=(r-l) do
if pv[i]=O then next fi;
pivot[j] := pv[i];
if not type(pivot[j],integer) then EXROR('pivot mismatch') fi;
j := j+l;
od ;
fi;
if narqs>3 then if n = r-1 then det := simplify(normal(d)) else det:=O fi: fi:
#HvE
oP(B)
end:

# end of procedure extgaussjord
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#--> extrowspace(A,'dim')
#--> extcolspace(A,'dim')
#
# Computes the row (column) space of the matrix A and optionally
# assigns dim, the dimension of the row (column) space = rank(A).
# The row (column) space returned is a set of vectors.
#
# original version linalg[colspace]/[rowspace]
# Copyright 1990 by the University of Waterloo
extrowspace := proc(A,dim)

local B,rank;

B := extgaussjord(A,'rani('); #HvE
if nargs = 2 then dim := rank fi;
{ linalg['row'](B,l..rank)
}
end :
extcolspace := proc(A,dim)
extrowspace( linalg[transpose](A), args[2..nargs]
end:

)
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#--> transform(f,g,h,x,xnull,'phi')
#--> transform(f,g,h,x,xnull,'phi','phiinv','alfa',
'zeta','eta')
#
# transform computes a state space transformation to the normal form. optional
# the inverse transformation and the jacobian matrix of the transformation are
# computed and tested. also the new state variables zeta and eta are then
# available in the output. transform is used as a tool inside procedures
# from the zerodyn package (i.e. normform and statelin). The transformation is
# built up in the following way. The first r t o t elements of the mapping are
# defined by the output functions h,. The last n-rtot transformations may be
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

constructed in two manners. First, MAPLE tries to sclve the partial differential
equation L$D = O . If this succeeds, the transformation is completed and a
message is returneä. Else, if MPLE faiis to soive tne difierentiai equation
(or cannot find enough solutions), the transformation is completed by adding
unit vectors to the jacobian of the transformation. In this case no message is
returned.
input f,g,h,x,xnull
output
phi

(for further information see reldeg)

: array which contains the state transformation to a normal form

(optional output:)
phiinv : set which contains the inverse transformation
alfa
: jacobian matrix of the transformation phi(x)
zeta
: unassigned rtot dimensional vector representing the first rtot
new state variables
eta
: unassigned n-rtot dimensional vector representing the last
n-rtot new state variables
transform calls reldeg, psolve and extgaussjord
author H.v.E., TUE-WFW, 1992

transform := proc(f,g,h,x,xnull,phi,phiinv,alfa,zeta,eta)
local i,j,k,ralfa,palfa,setvar,r,eqnseq,varseq,n,m,p,Adeg,rdeg,rtot,\
z,solvar,rtest,t,localfa,phiini,phidiff,phiun,rr;
if not nargs=6 and not nargs=lO then
ERROR('not enough arguments, should be 6 or 10') fi:
if not type(f,'vector') then ERROR('1st argument must be defined as a vector,\
see your model description')
else n := linalg[vectdim](f) fi:
if not type(g,'matrix') then ERROR('2nd argument must be defined as a matrix,\
see your model description')
else m := linalg[coldim](g) fi:
if not type(h,'vector') then ERROR('3rd argument must be defined as a vector,\
see your model description')
else p := linalg[vectdim](h) fi:
if not m>=p then ERROR('the number of inputs should be larger than or equal to\
the number of outputs') fi:
if not type(x,'vector') or not linalg[vectdim](x)=n then ERROR('4th argument is\
the state space variable vector and must be defined as an unassigned vector,\
wrong type or number of elements, see your model description') fi:
if not type(xnul1,'set') or not nops(xnull)=n then ERROR('5th argument must be\
defined as a set, wrong type or number of elements, see your model\
description') fi:

phiini := array(l..n,[]);
localfa := array(l..n,l..n,[]);
rtest := O ;
reldeg( f,g , h,x,xnull, 'rdeg', 'rtot' ,'Adeg') :
# now the local parameters rdeg, Adeg and rtot are defined
# test for non-singularity of Adeg

if m=p then if linalg[det](Adeg)=O then ERROR('non-singularity matrix
the relative degree of the system is singular, it is not possible to
state transformation to the normal form.') fi:
else if not extrank(Adeg)=p then ERROR('non-singularity matrix
the relative degree of the system is singular, it is not possible to
state transformation to the normal form.') fi:
fi:
# the first rtot=rl+..+rp state transforms are equal to hi, lfhi,
# lfh(ri-1)hi
(see Isi prop(5.1.3)).

j := O :

.

to test\
find a\
to test\
find a\

.. ,
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for i to p do
j :=j+l:
phiini[j] := h[i]:
for k from 2 to rdeg[i]. do
j := J+l:
phiini[3] := ldiff(f,phiini[j-11,~):
od :
od :
~~

# the last n-rtot transformations phi have to satisfy the conditioil that the
# jacobian matrix of the mapping phi has full rank (i.e. is non-singular). a
# better but much stronger condition is that the mapping fulfils the set of
# differential equations ldiff(g,phi,x)=O
if this is the case then the input
# u will not appear in the remaining equations.

.

# first we try to find solutions to this set of equations with aid of the
# procedure psolve. in case such solutions do not exist or MAPLE is not able to
# find them, then the transformation is augmented with unit vectors.

# start adding transformations (if necessary)

if rtot=n then phi:=copy(phiini);
localfa:=linalg[transpose](linalg[jacobian](phi,x));

else # start calculation of additional transformations
# start solving differential equations, call of psolve
z := traperror(psolve(g,x,xnull));
#
#
#
#
#

in cases where MAPLE succeeds in solving these equations the solution is
storeà in the array z with n-m independent solutions. in general we need
n-rtot of these solutions in such a way that the jacobian matrix of
the transformation phi is non-singular.
note that always: rtot >= p and m >= p

# test on z

solvar:='false';
if z=lasterror or traperror(op(z))=lasterror then print(z)
elif (type(op(z),'array'))
and (linalg[vectdim](z)=(n-m)) then
# solution z fulfils the basic conditions, now create the transformation
# phi out of z . selection of n-rtot independent solutions in phidiff.

phidiff := copy(phiini);
localfa:=linalg[transpose](linalg[jacobian](phid~ff,x));
ralfa:=extrank(localfa);
# sort all n-m solutions in array z in order of increasing complexity

for i to (n-m) do
for j from i to (n-m) do
if length(z[j]) < length(z[i]) then
t:=z[i];z[i]:=z[j];z[j]:=t;
fi:
od :
od :
# add successively a solution to phi and test if the rank of the jacobian
# increases.

k:=l;
for i irom rtot+l to n do
setvar:='false';j:=O;
while not setvar and j<(n-m+l) do j:=j+l;
phidiff[i]:=z[k];
localfa:=linalg[transpose](linalg[jacobian](phidiff,x));
rtest:=extrank(localfa);

if rtest > ralfa then ralfa:=rtest;setvar:='true'
k:=k+l; if k>(n-m) then break fi:
od ;
if k>(n-m) then break fi:
if not setvar then phidiff[i]:=O; break; fi:

fi;

od ;
# testing phidiff, non-singularity of localfa, an essential condition.

if not linalg[det](localfa)=O then solvar:='true' fi:
else
# solution z does not fulfil the basis conditions
print ( z )
# end of test on z end of solving the differential equations
fi:
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if solvar then phi := copy(phidiff);lprint(‘MAPLE succeeded in solving the\
differential equations ldiff(g,phi,x)’) else
#
#
#
#

If no or not enough (i.e. this may be the case where the number of
inputs is larger than the number of outputs) solutions of the
differential equations can be found, the mapping is completed with
unit vectors in such a way that the jacobian has full rank.

# start of adding unitvectors.

if rtest>rtot then phiun := copy(phidiff);rr:=rtest
else phiun := copy(phiini);rr:=rtot fi:
localfa := linalg[transpose](linalg[jacobian](phiun,x));
# the last n-rtot (or, in case a part of phidiff can be used, n-rtest)
# transformations phi are now computed by adding one unitvector at the
# time according to the pivots that will be found in extgaussjord

extgaussjord(localfa,’ralfa’,‘palfa’);
if not ralfa=rr then
ERROR(’rank-mismatch, rank from extgaussjord does not agree\
with previous results from transform‘)
fi;
r:=rr;

for i to n do
setvar:=‘true’;
for j to rr do
if palfa[j]=i then setvar:=’false‘; break; fi:
od :
if setvar=’true’ then r:=r+l;phiun[r]:=x[i]
fi;
if r=n then break fi;
od :
if not r=n then ERROR(’pivot-mismatch, number of pivots from\
extgaussjord does not compare with the number of unknown transformations‘) fi;
localfa:=linalg[transpose](linalg[jacobian](phiun,x));
# test for non-singularity of localfa

if linalg[det](localfa)=O then ERROR(‘jac0bianmatrix of the mapping phi,\
computed by adding unitvectors, is singular. no solution computed for\
transformation to normal form’) else phi:=copy(phiun)
fi:
fi:
fi:

# end of adding unitvectors

# end of calculation of additional transformations phi

# now all phi[l..n] state transformations are known. the new coordinates are
# called zeta and if rtot<n also eta
zeta/eta = phi(x)
inverse
# transformation is called phiinv, calculation of phiinv:

.

.

if nargs>6 then
zeta := array(l..rtot,[]);
eqnseq := NULL;
varseq := NULL;
for k to rtot do
eqnseq := eqnseq , zeta[k]=phi[k]:
varseq := varseq , x[k]:
od :
if rtot<n then
eta := array(l..(n-rtot),[]);
for k from (rtot+l) to n do
eqnseq := eqnseq , eta[k-rtot]=phi[k]:
varseq := varseq , x[k]:
od :
fi:
phiinv := traperror(solve((eqnseq},{varseq}));
if phiinv=ìasterror then print(phiinv); RETURN(’MAPLE failed\
in solving the inverse state transformation. this inverse is necessary for\
computatiön of the normal form.’) else
for i to n do
if not simplify(eval(subs(op(phiinv ,eqnseq[i]))) then\
RETURN(‘MAPLE failed in solving the inverse state transformation. this inverse\
is necessary for computation of the normal form.’ fi:
od:
fi:
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# assign output alfa
localfa := linalg[transpose](localfa);
alfa :=op(localfa);
fi;
end:

# end of procedure transform
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#--> psolve(gg,x)
#--> psolve(gg,x,xinit)
#
# psolve tries to solve the (set of) partial differential equation(s) Lgg phi(x)
#
#
#
#
#
#

for all x near xinit. the algorithm is based on a constructive proof of
the Frobenius theorem. this theorem proofs that a sufficient and necessary
condition for the existence of n-m independent solutions is the involutivity
or complete integrability of the distribution spanned by the column vectors of
the input matrix g g .
= O

#input gg

#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

: nxm array whose entries are functions of x in such a way

that the Dartial differential equation
E 44Il,l!
ggEltm1 1
I
I
partial phi [ gg[2,1]
gg[Z,m] 1

#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

a . .

---------partial x

...

...

[
[
[

gg[nrll

...

l = O
I
I
ggtn,ml I

will be solved around the point x = xinit
: unassigned n dimensional variable array
(optional:)
xinit : set which contains the initial conditions of the variables x
in the form {x[l]=
, , x[n]=...} if this initial
condition is not set then the symbolic values locx0.i
will be used in the internal computations
X

... .

output: (function result:)
string with message: 'negative testresult' or 'can't find
solutions'
array with solutions
The way this procedure must be called (i.e. by mean of an array and vectors of
variables and initial conditions) differs from the general way in which the
MAPLE "solve procedures" are called (i.e. by mean of sequences of equations
and variables respectively).
This difference is due to properties of the constructive proof that is used in
the algorithm and also to the main purpose of this procedure in the zerodyn
package where it is used to compute state transformations to the normal form.
However, the general use of this procedure in order to solve a (set of)
partial differential equation(s) is stressed.
psolve calls involutive, dsolve,extdsolve
author H.v.E.,

TUE-WFW, 1992

psolve := proc(gg,x,xinit)
local i,F,Finv,G,Gpivot,Grank,argseq,eqnseq,varseq,exprseq,locxinit,\
flow,g,hulpvar,j,allZ,m,n,r,rr,s,setvar,z,gtestrFtest:

if nargs<2 or nargs>3 then ERROR('inva1id number of arguments') fi;
if not type(gg,'matrix') then EFUlOR('1st argument must be defined as a matrix,\
see your model description')
else m := linalg[coldim](gg): n:=linalg[rowdim](gg);
9 := COPY(99)
fi:
if not type(x,'vector') or not linalg[vectdim](x)=n then ERROR('2nd argument is\
must be defined as an unassigned vector, wrong type or number of elements, see\
your model description') fi:
if nargs>2 then
if not type(xinit,'set') or not nops(xinit)=n then ERROR('3rd argument\
must be defined as a set, wrong type or number of elements, see your model\
description') fi:
locxinit := xinit
else
locxinit := NULL;
for i to n do
locxinit := locxinit,x[i]=locx0.i
od :
locxinit := {locxinit};
fi:
#
#
#
#
#

test for the existence of a solution to the (set of) partial differential
equation(s):
a solution does only exists if and only if the distribution spanned by the
column vectors of g g is involutive. in case of a single column this condition
is always satisfied
if not m = 1 then
argseq := {linalg[col](g,l..m)};
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if not involutive(argseq,x) then R?ZTüRN(*the distribution spanned by\
the columns of the input matrix is not involutive, there exist no n-m linear\
independent solutions for the partial differential equations.') fi:
fi:
# create G, the nxn augmented inputmatrix which has rank A, the matrix gg is
# augmented with appropriate unitvectors
G:=g;
extgaussjord(G,'Grank','Gpivot');
r :=Grank;
if Grank=O then RETURN('the input matrix (1st argument) has rank O, there\
exist no nontrivial solutions') fi;

if not Grank=m then
# if the column vectors of gg are dependent, then we try to
# extract a matrix g which has maximal rank Grank before we
# proceed. select Grank columns of gg.

for i to m do
if i=l then
# select the first nonzero column from gg in g
for j to m do
if extrank(mkmatc(linalg[col](g,j)))=l then
g := linalg[col](gg,j); rr := j; break:
fi:
od :
else
# augment g with the next column of gg which raises the rank
for j from rr+l to m do
if extrank(linalg[augment](g,linalg[col](gg,j)))=i then
g := iinaig[augment](g,linalg[col](gg,j));
rr := j; break;

fi:
od :
fi:
od :
G := g;
extgaussjord(G,'Grank','Gpivot');

if not Grank=r then EñROR('rank mismatch') fi:
fi:
for i to n do
hulpvar := array(sparse,l..n);
setvar:='true';
for j to m do
if Gpivot[j]=i then setvar:='false';
od :
if setvar='true* then

break; fi:

r:=r+l;hulpvar[i]:=l;G:=
linalg[concat](G,hulpvar) fi;
if r=n then break fi;
od f
if not r=n then ERROR('pivot-mismatch, invalid number of pivots') fi;
if not extrank(G)=n then ERROR('MAPLE failed in creating an augmented\
inputmatrix which has full rank. MAPLE tried to do this by adding\
unitvectors.') fi;
# create flows: START LOOP, i-th flow
for i from n by -1 to 1 do
# start with the last columnvector of G in connection with backward
# substitution of the successive flows that are computed in the mapping F

g:~linalg[col](G,i);
# i-th column of G, i-th flow, temporary flow variable z.i
#
#
#
#

substitution of x[j]=locx.j(locz.i)
for calculation reasons (for
differentiation explicit functions of 1ocz.i are necessary) via exprseq
and creation of the differential equations that describe the flow in eqnseq
and varseq.
exprseq:=NULL;
10cz.i := evaln(1ocz.i);
for j to n do
locx.j:=evaln(locx.j);
locxO.j:=evaln(locxO.j);

exprseq:=exprseq,x[j]=~ocx.j(~ocz.i);

od :
g:=map(simplify,map(normal,subs({exprseq},op(g))));
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# solve the flow
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

at the time two procedures to solve the set of ordinary differential
equations that together form the flow are available.
in the first place we can try to do so with the standard MAPLE procedure
dsolve. However, this procedure turns out to be not very strong and has
serious difficulties in solving sets of equations.
in the second place a strategy is available to solve the n differential
equations successively in order of increasing complexity while
substituting the solutions of the previous equations. this is
implemented in the procedure extdsolve. in some cases this procedure
returns better solutions.

flow := traperror(extdsolve(g,x,locz.i));
if flow=lasterror then print(’extdsolve:’,flow,‘MAPLE
extdsolve failed in solving the flow of ‘, op(g));

procedure\

..................................................................
# solution of the i-th flow with the standard procedure dsolve

eqnseq := NULL;
varseq := NULL;
for j to n do
eqnseq:=eqnseq,diff(1ocx.j(1ocz.i),1ocz.i)=g[j],1ocx.j(0)=1ocx0.j;
varseq:=varseq,locx.j(locz.i);
od :

flow := traperror(dsolve({eqnseq},{varseq}));
if flow=lasterror then ERROR(‘extdsolve:’,flow,’MAPLE procedure dsolve\
failed in solving the flow of: ’, op(g))
fi:
.....................................................................

fi: #(flow=iasterror)
# now the i-th flow is known and can be simplified and tested
flow:=map(simplify,flow);

# test this solution
gtest := array(l..n,[]);
for j to n do gtest[j]:=x[j]

od:

gtest := map(simplify,map(normal,subs({exprseq},op(gtest))));
gtest := map(simplify,map(normal,subs(flow,op(gtest))));
for j to n do
if not simplify(normal(diff(gtest[~],locz.i) g[j]))=O then print(’MAPLE\
failed in solving the flow of the ‘,i,*-thcolumn of ‘,op(G),‘ although\
this flow exists.’);ERROR();
fi;
od :

-

creation of the mapping F from the computed flow(s) by mean of backward
substitution
# store results of the i-th flow in the array flowhe1p.i
assign(f1ow);
flowhelp.i:=array(l..n,[]);
for j to n do
flowhelp.i[j]:=locx.j(locz.i);
od :
if not i=n then
exprseq:= NULL;
for j to n do
exprseq:=exprseq,locxO.j=flowhelp.(i+l)[j];
od :
flowhe1p.i := subs({exprseq},op(flowhelp.i));
fi:
F:=f lowhelp.i;
END LOOP. next flow i
od :
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now the mapping F is known as a function of loczl..loczn and locxOl..locxOn.
when xinit is substituted in F then F is just a function of loczl..loczn.
# substitution of locxO.j=x[j] in F for substitution of xinit, which is of
# the form: {x[l]=..., x[2]=...,
, x[n]=...}

...

exprseq:=NULL;
for j to n do
exprseq:=exprseq,locxO.j=x[j];
od :
F:=subs({exprseq},op(F));
i?:=map(simpiify,map(normai,subs[xinit,op[Fjjjj;

calculation of Finv
eqnseq:= NULL;
varseq:= NULL;
for j to n do
eqnseq:=eqnseq,locx.j=F[j];

varseq:=varseq,locz.j;
od :
Finv:=traperror(solve({eqnseq},{varseq}));
# test this solution

if Finv=iasterror then print(Finv);ERROR('MAPLE failed in\
solving the inverse mapping of F',op(F),' although this inverse exists.')
else
Ftest := copy(F);
F t e s t := map(simplify,map(normal,subs(Fiav,op(Ftest))));

for j to n do
if not simplify(normal(Ftest[j]-locx.j))=O then ERROR('MAPLE failed in\
solving the inverse mapping of F',op(F),' although this inverse exists.') fi:
od :
fi; #(Finv=lasterror)
assign(Finv);
# (the last) n-m functions of the n functions z (in Finv) are independent
# solutions of the partial differential equations Lg(phi)(x)=O.
# create output z
# create locz, with all n elements

allz:=array(l..n,[]);
for j to n do
allz[~]:=locz.j;
allz[~]:=simplify(normal(allz[j]));
od :
# back substitution, 1ocx.j = x[j]

exprseq:=NULL;
for j to n do
exprseq:=exprseq,locx.j=x[j];
od :
allz:=subs({exprseq},op(allz));
# test and selection for output z

z:=array(l..(n-m),[]);
s:=o;

for i from n by -1 to 1 do
setvar:=O;
for i to m do
j),allz[i],x))) <> O then
if s~mplify(normal(ldiff(linalg[colJ(gg,
setvar:=1
fi:
od :
if setvar=O then s:=s+l; z[s]:=allz[i]; fi:
if s=n-m then break fi:
od :
if not(s=n-m) then RETURN('MAPLE failed in (completely) solving the partial\
differential equations Lg(phi)(x), although n-m independent solutions exist.\
However, possible solutions that already are found are,',op(z)) fi:
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# clear garbage
for i to n do
locz.i:=evaln(locz.i);
locx.i:=evaln(locx.i);
locxO.i:=evaln(locxO.i);
flowhelp.i:=evaln(flowhelp.i);

od 5
OP(z);
end: # end of the procedure psolve
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#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

--> extdsolve(gg,x)
--> extdsolve(gg,x,flowvar)
--> extdsolve(gg,x,flowvar,xinit)

if the MAPLE procedure -dsolve- failed in solving a set of n ordinary
differential equations, it may be possible to solve, instead of all equations
simultaneously, these n differential equations successively in order of
increasing complexity while substituting the solutions of the previous
equations. This is done in the procedure extdsolve.

#input gg :

nxl array whose entries are functions of x in such a way
that the n equations

#
#

#
#
#

D.50

will be solved.
X

: unassigned n dimensional variable array

#

#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

(optional:)
flowvar : symbolic name o € the temporary flow variable. if this\
arsument isn't used then ' 2 ' will be used.
xinit : sei which contains the initial conditions of the variables
in the form {x[l]=... I
I
x[n]=
if this argument is not
set then the symbolic names locx0.i will be used.

.

...}

output (function value):
n dimensional array which contains the flow of array gg, a\
smooth function of flowvar and x with the property that the\
functions flow(xinit) = x(f1owvar) solves the set of ordinary\
differential equations stated above.
the way this procedure is written differs from the way the MAPLE procedure
"dsolve" is written. This departure is due to the ad-hoc use of extdsolve in
the procedure psolve. Note that also this procedure may easily fail t o solve
a set of ordinairy differential equations.
extdsolve calls dsolve
author H.v.E.,

TUE-WFW,

1992.

extdsolve := proc(gg,x,flowvar,xinit)
local piv,kk,ll,tt,eseq,vseq,flow,flowex,j,n,z,locxinit,i,exprseq:
if not type(gg,'vector') then ERROR('1st argument must be defined as a vector,\
see your model description')
else n:=linalg[vectdim](gg) fi:
if not type(x,'vector') or not linalg[vectdim](x)=n then ERROR('2nd argument is\
must be defined as an unassigned vector, wrong type or number of elements, see\
your model description') fi:
if narge3 then locxinit:=copy(xinit);
if not type(xinit,'set') or not nops(xinit)=n then ERROR('4th argument must be\
defined as a set, wrong type or number of elements, see your model\
description') fi:
else locxinit:= NULL: for i to n do locxinit:=locxinit,x[i]=locxO.i od:
locxinit:={locxinitì
fi:
if narge2 then z := evaln(f1owvar) else z := evaln(z) fi:
# substitution of x[j]=iocx.j(z) for calculation reasons (for
# differentiation explicit functions of z are necessary)

exprseq:=NUU;
for j to n do
locx.j:=evaln(locx.j);
exprseq:=exprseq,x[j]=locx.j(z);
od :
gg:=map(simp1ify,map(norma1,subs({exprseq},op(gg))));
# sorting at complexity of the equations. a measure for complexity is the
# length of the expressions in MAPLE notation. the computation will start

#with the simplest equation.
piv I = array(l..n,[]);
for kk to n do piv[kk]:=kk od:
for kk to n do
for 11 from kk to n do
if length(gg[ii])<length(gg[kk]) then
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tt:=piv[kk];piv[kk]:=piv[ll];piv[ll]:=tt
od :
od :

fi:

# creating and solving the j-th differential equation while substituting
# the solutions of previous equations of g g . the solutions are stored in
# the array flow

flow := NULL;
flowex := NULL;
for kk to n do
:= piv[kk];

J

gqtj] := map(simplify,map(normal,subs(flow,gg[j])));
eseq := diff(locx.j(z),z)=ggtjl,locx.j(O)=subs(locxinit,x[j]);
vseq := locx.j(z);
flowex := traperror(dsolve({eseq},{vseq)));
if flowex=lasterror then
# now it turns out that at least one of the equations is not
# solvable by MAPLE -->
RETURN(flowex,‘MAPLE failed in solving the ordinary differential\
equation’,eseq,’although a solution exists.’)
else
flow:= flow,flowex
fi:
# next kk, separated calculation of elements of flow i
od:
flow := {flow};
# clear garbage

for i to n do
locx.i:=evaln(locx.i);
locxO.i:=evaln(locxO.i);
od :
# output

RETURN(f1ow);
end: # end of the procedure extdsolve
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involutive(argseq,x)

involutive tests whether the sequence of input vectors are vector fields that
span an involutive distribution.
a distribution is called involutive if the Lie bracket of any pair of
vector fields belonging to the distribution belongs to the distribution itself
i.e. the distribution is closed under the Lie bracket operation.
input: argseq : set { } of n-dimensional vectors, this set may exist of names
or vector-structures
x : unassigned vector containing differential variables
output: 'true' or 'false'
involutive calls the procedure liebrack and extrank
author H.v.E.,

TUE-WFW, 1992

involutive:=proc(argseq,x)

local i,k,qq,G,loclv,r,n ;
# tests on the input and creation of the matrix G which columns are the vectors
# of argseq

if not nargs=2 then ERROR(*wrong type or number of arguments'); fi:
if not type(argseq,'set') then ERROR('inva1id 1st argument, should be a\
set { } of vectors') else
:= nops(argseq); if qq=l then RETURN('true')
fi:

z:

if not type(x,'vector') then ERROR('inva1id 2nd argument, should be an\
unassigned array containing the differential variables') fi:

for i to qq do
loclv := op(i,argseq):
if not type (loclv, vector') then loclv := op(op(i,argseq)):
if not type (loclv,'vector') then ERROR('inva1id lst\
argument, should be (set of) vectors')
fi:
fi:
if i=l then n:=linalg[vectdim](loclv); G:=copy(loclv);
elif not linalg[vectdim](loclv)=n then ERROR ('invalid 1st argument,\
vectors dimensions should be equal') else G:= linalg[augment](G,loclv)
fi:
od:

#(i)

r

extrank(map(simplify,map(normal,G)));

:=

for i to qq-1 do
for k from i+l to qq do
loclv := liebrack(linalg[col](G,i),linalg[col](G,k),x);
if extrank(linalg[augment)(G,loclv))>r
then RETURN('fa1se')
od: #(k)
od: #(i)

'true * ;
end:

# end of procedure involutive

fi:
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#--> mkmatr(r)
#--> mkmatc(c)
#
# mkmat creates a (rxl) or (lxc) matrix structure of a r dimensional row or a
# c dimensional column array. the purpose of this matrix is to be able to apply
# (linear algebra) matrix computations on the original array
#
r
: r dimensional array
# input
C
: c dimensional array
#
#
function value : the corresponding matrix structure
# output
#
#

mkmatr := proc(r)
local n,i,locmat:
if not type(r,’vector’) then ERROR(’argument must be defined as a vector,’)
else n := linalg[vectdim](r) fi:
locmat := array(l..l,l..n,[]);
for i to n do
locmat[l,i]:=r[i]
od :
op(1ocmat);
end :

mkmatc := proc(c)
local n,iI locmat:
if not type(c,’vector’) then EFiROR(’argument must be defined as a vector,‘)
else n := linalg[vectdim](c) fi:
locmat := array(l.en,l..ll[]);
for i to n do
locmat[i,l]:=c[i]
od :
op(1ocmat);
end :
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--> mklog()

-

mklog creates a log
on the screen- of a full analysis of a system. mklog
includes reldeg, normform, extnormform, statelin, outputfunc, inoutlin and
transform. as much information as possible is returned

mklog := proco
nC creation of an example log
# used model

print('output

function(s):

', h);print('initial states: ', xnull);

# relative degree
rdeg:='rdeg';rtot:='rtot';Adeg:='Adeg';bdeg:='bdeg';cond:='cond';

print( '
I ) ;
print('***** the relative degree, (reldeg)*****');
print('* possible conditions on the initial states:');
traperror(reldeg(f,g,h,x,xnull, 'rdeg', 'rtot' ,'Adeg' ,'bdeg' ,'cond' ) ) :
if "=lasterror then print( 'Error in reldeg: ' ," ) fi:
print('* the total sum of the (vector) relative degree and this (vector)\
relative degree:');
print(rtot);
print(rdeg);
print('* the nonsingularity matrix Adeg and the matrix bdeg:');
print(Adeg);print(bdeg);
# the normal form
normdyn:='normdym';fn:='fn';gn:='gn';zerodyn:='zerodyn';uzero:='uzero';

print( '
');
print(****** the normal form, (normform)*****' );
traperror(normform(f,g~h,x,xnu11,'normdyn',~fn','
','~erodyn'~'uzero'));
if "=lasterror then print('Error in normform: ', gy fi:
print('* the normal form system equations:(normdyn)');
print(normdyn);
print('* the normal form system dynamics:(fn and gn)');
print(fn);print(gn);
print('* the zero dynamic equations and the unique zeroing\
input:(zerodyn, uzero)');
print(zerodyn);print(uzero);
# the zero dynamics from extnormform
zerodyn:='zerodyn';uzero:='uzero';

'1;
print( '
print('***** the zero dynamics from extnormform, (extnormform)*****' );
traperror(extnormform(f,g,h,x,xnu1l,'zerodyn','uzero'));
if "=lasterror then print('Error in extnormform: ', " ) fi:
print('* the zero dynamics:(zerodyn)');
print(zerodyn);
print('* the zeroing input:(uzero)');
print(uzer0);

# exact linearization of the state input equations

u:='u';Az:='Azf;Bz:='Bz1;alfa:='alfa';beta:='beta';
print( '
');
print('***** exact linearization of the state input equations,\
(statelin)*****' 1;
traperror(statelin(f,g,h,x,xnull,v,u,Az,Bz,alfa,beta));
if "=lasterror then print('Error in statelin: ',") fi:
print('* the exact linearizing feedback and linearized system dynamics: \
(U, AZ, Bz)');
print(u);print(Az);print(Bz);
print('* the explicit feedback:(alfa, beta)'):
print(alfa);print(beta);
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# finding output functions which give the system a full order relative degree

lambda:='lambda';
');
print (
print('***** finding output functions which give the system a full order\
relative degree, (outputfunc)*****');
traperror(outputfunc(f,g,x,xnull,lambda)):
if "=lasterror then print('Error in outputfunc:',") fi:
if type(lambda,'array') then print('the output function(s) which fulfil the\
demands are:') else print('the output function(s) that are computed are:') fi;
print(1ambda);

ü exact linearization the input output mapping
u:='u';fl:='fl';gl:='gl';alfa:='alfa';beta:='beta';
print ( '
');
print('***** exact linearization the input output mapping, (inoutlin)*****' ) i
traperror( inoutlin( f,grhrx,
xnull,v,u,fl,gl,alfa,beta)) :
if "=lasterror then print('Error in inoutlin: ', ),fi:
print('* the exact linearizing feedback and linearized system dynamics:\
( u r flr 91)');
print(u);print(fl);print(ql);
print('* the explicit feedback:(alfa, beta)');
print(alfa);print(beta);
# transformation to the normal form
phf:='phi';phiinv:='phiinv';jacobia:='jacobia';zeta:='zeta';eta:='eta';

print ( '
I ) ;
print('***** transformation to the normal form, (transform)*****');
traperror(transform(f,g,h,x,xnull,'phi','phiinv','jacobia','zeta',
'eta')):
if "=lasterror then print( 'transform: ',") fi:
print('* transformation, inverse transformation and jacobian');
print(phi);print(phiinv);print(jacobia);
end:

